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Abstract 

 

Mice are the most widely used model in biomedical research, making it 

important to know how life in the laboratory impacts on their welfare. Whilst it is 

difficult to evaluate how a mouse might ‘feel’ because of their inability to self-report, 

behavioural and physiological measures can give insights into their current welfare 

state.  

One approach is to measure their ‘affective state’ through how they respond to 

reward. Humans with depression often report a lack of enjoyment from reward 

(known as anhedonia), which can also be measured in laboratory rodents by 

measuring sucrose consumption: the less they consume, the more anhedonic they 

are. However, consumption is confounded by other factors, particularly motivational 

state. Therefore, an alternative method assesses the microstructure of the animals’ 

licking patterns, which may better reflect an animal’s hedonic response towards 

reward, i.e. how much it ‘likes’ it. 

The aim of my thesis was to determine how stress influences the hedonic 

responses of laboratory mice, and determine whether assessing changes in 

consumption or licking microstructure could be used to infer a mouse’s affective 

state, in order to make evidence-based improvements to their welfare.  

Experiments using standard depressogenic methods (i.e. chronic mild stress 

and chronic corticosterone administration) were ineffective at altering affective state, 

and sucrose consumption and licking microstructure were unchanged. However, I 

found that current methods used to handle laboratory mice were sufficient in inducing 

changes in the animal’s affective state. I found that the standard practice of handling 

mice by their tails causes alterations in reward perception, revealing a depressive-

like state. These experiments provide more support for refinements to be made with 

regards to the existing handling practices of laboratory mice. I discuss my findings in 

relation to implications for animal welfare and scientific data collection across a 

number of in-vivo models. 
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Chapter 1: Licking microstructure and its potential to measure the 

affective state of laboratory mice 

 

1.1 Stress and its effect on animal welfare 

 

The world we live in today can be a stressful place, with an increasing number 

of us feeling the pressures of everyday life. It is common for individuals to worry 

about a whole host of everyday problems, whether it be worrying about money or 

making sure we have an appropriate work-life balance, or even spending enough 

time with family and friends. Although stress is a normal part of everyday life, it can 

often become too much for some individuals, affecting their ability to cope and 

ultimately resulting in poor mental health and wellbeing. Mental health refers to a 

person’s emotional, psychological and social well-being, where the inability to 

manage and cope with daily stressors can result in the diagnosis of a mental health 

disorder (MentalHealth.gov 2017). Depression is one of the most common mental 

health disorders worldwide (Vos et al. 2015). It is characterised by a number of 

symptoms, ranging from low mood, loss of appetite, insomnia, suicidal thoughts, as 

well as feelings of guilt and worthlessness (Fava & Kendler 2000). Currently in the 

UK, it is estimated that approximately 3% of people are suffering from depression, 

and treatments are becoming a huge economic burden (Gustavsson et al. 2011; 

McManus et al. 2016). A large body of research now exists dedicated to 

understanding the aetiology, symptomatology and treatment of depression in order to 

improve the everyday lives of patients, and reduce the economic cost to society.  

Experiencing stress is not unique to us humans: animals are also subject to a 

wide array of stressors in their natural environments. The term stress is often defined 

differently by researchers, but is generally considered to be a state that is induced by 

a stressor that challenges homeostasis, affecting an organism’s ability to survive and 

reproduce (Ramos & Mormède 1998; Moberg 2000; Paul et al. 2005). Stressors 

might include not finding enough of the right food to eat, fear of predation or even 

conflicts between conspecifics (Reeder & Kramer 2005; Holmstrup et al. 2010). 

However, manmade environments, such as zoos, farms and laboratories, whilst 

reducing the risks of predation and starvation, produce their own stressors to which 

animals may not be adapted (Morgan & Tromborg 2006). These stressors include: 

artificial lighting, limited space and resources, living in unnaturally large groups and 
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overcrowding, increased human interaction, and the restriction of species-specific 

behaviours (Morgan & Tromborg 2006). Of course, the exposure to stressors is 

generally considered to be aversive, potentially leading to negative affective states 

and poor animal welfare (Dawkins 1990; Paul et al. 2005; Dawkins 2008). However, 

due to the inability to self-report, it is difficult to ascertain exactly how an animal might 

perceive a given stressor, and how this might affect its state and wellbeing. This 

means that we need to develop alternative measures if we are to make evidence-

based improvements to their environment, experiences and welfare.   

My work focuses on the ability to effectively measure and make evidence-

based improvements to the welfare of laboratory mice (Mus musculus). Laboratories 

are stressful environments where improving animal welfare remains a priority 

(Carstens & Moberg 2000). Laboratories not only subject animals to unnatural 

housing conditions, but also expose them to experimental procedures. However, 

animal use in scientific experiments often remains necessary (Malakoff 2000). In 

biomedical research, mice are the most widely used model species. To give an idea 

of the scale in which they are used, the most recent figures on animal usage show 

that mice were used in approximately 60% of all experimental procedures for 2016 in 

the UK (Home Office 2017), and also accounted for approximately 60% of the total 

animal use across Europe (European Commission 2013). If these figures were an 

accurate reflection of mouse use on a global scale, this would equate to 

approximately 70 million mice being used for research each year (Taylor et al. 2008). 

Their widespread use is largely due to the development of Genetically Modified (GM) 

mice, which model a number of human diseases, underpinned by advances in 

molecular genetics to generate knockout and transgenic mice. They also have a 

short gestational period, quick sexual maturation, and can be kept in large numbers 

at relatively low cost, meaning that the breeding and maintenance of mouse colonies 

can be easily achieved and make them conducive to life in the laboratory (Malakoff 

2000; Bućan & Abel 2002; Perlman 2016). However, there are significant welfare 

concerns around their husbandry conditions and the presence of unnecessary pain 

and suffering inflicted through experimental procedures. Biomedical scientists, animal 

care staff, regulators and funders all have a duty of care to ensure the best standards 

of care are provided to animals used in scientific procedures and ensure the 

appropriate refinements are made. This is reflected in a number of legislative 
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requirements and frameworks, such the Animals used in Scientific Procedures Act 

(ASPA) 1986 and the EU Directive (2010/63/EU).  

One significant framework which is now embedded in the legislation, 

regulation, funding and design of in-vivo studies, is the framework of the 3Rs. This 

framework was developed over 50 years ago for conducting humane animal research 

(Russell & Burch 1959). The 3Rs are: Reduction, which involves methods to 

minimise the numbers of animals used in scientific research; Replacement, which 

describes methods to avoid or replace the use of animals for scientific research; and 

Refinement, which describes methods to minimise pain, suffering, distress or lasting 

harm, and subsequently make improvements to animal welfare. Refinement does not 

only apply to making improvements to experimental procedures, but can also include 

making improvements to an animal’s environment and husbandry practices. 

Examples of refinement include using appropriate analgesia and anaesthesia to 

minimise pain and unnecessary suffering, or making improvements to housing 

conditions that allow the expression of species-specific behaviours (Russell & Burch 

1959; Tannenbaum & Bennett 2015). An important part of being able to make 

appropriate refinements, involves the ability to effectively measure the welfare of 

laboratory animals in order to make evidence-based improvements.   

 

1.2 Physiological and behavioural measures of welfare in animals  

 

Measuring changes in a number of relatively simple physiological and 

behavioural responses have provided a starting point for making inferences about an 

animal’s welfare. Stressors produce well defined physiological responses, which can 

be measured scientifically and objectively. For example, it is well known that 

stressors can immediately increase heart rate and blood pressure due to the release 

of adrenaline via the Sympathomedullary (SAM) pathway, and longer-term elevations 

in the glucocorticoid cortisol can occur via the activation of the Hypothalamic-

Pituitary-Adrenal (HPA) system (Tsigos et al. 2000). However, although these 

physiological changes can be quantified, they aren’t without their limitations in terms 

of being able to measure animal welfare. One major limitation is that both positive 

and negative stimuli can yield the same physiological responses (Rushen 1986; 

Rushen 1991). For example, exposure to a predator or to a reward can increase 

blood pressure, heart rate, and circulating glucocorticoid levels (Chabot et al. 1996; 
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Paul et al. 2005; Zupana et al. 2015; Starcevic et al. 2016). Therefore, it is impossible 

to know whether an animal responds to a given stimulus or situation positively or 

negatively using only these measures, making it impossible to fully conclude the 

impact it has on their welfare. There are also a number of methodological issues 

around taking physiological measures. For example, the timing at which the sample 

is taken can significantly affect the results since steroid hormones, and in particular 

glucocorticoids, show circadian variation and pulsatile secretion patterns (Halberg et 

al. 1959; Axelrod & Reisine 1984). In addition, the sampling method often uses 

invasive techniques to try and collect accurate data; for example, in mice the most 

common way to obtain a blood sample is to make an incision in the tail vein (Morton 

et al. 1993). Therefore, the stress associated with the sampling method can confound 

data collection by having effects on circulating neuroendocrine levels (Halberg et al. 

1959; Hennessy & Levine 1978; Gärtner et al. 1980; Quirce & Maickel 1981; Riley 

1981; Armario et al. 1986; Haemisch et al. 1999; Touma et al. 2004), ultimately 

masking information about their experiences and welfare. Despite their potential as 

objective measures that can be measured scientifically, assessing changes in 

physiological responses alone, cannot indicate the welfare of an animal. 

An alternative method is to observe an animal’s behaviour to evaluate how 

stressed it is and make inferences about its welfare. Examining relatively simplistic 

and spontaneous behaviours, such as approach or avoidance, feeding, social 

behaviour, general activity, or vocalisations have all helped to reveal the welfare 

state of an animal when exposed to potentially stressful situations (Mason & Latham 

2004; Webster & Fletcher 2004; Jeong et al. 2013; da Silva Cordeiro et al. 2013; Vos 

et al. 2015; Beery & Kaufer 2015; Tarantola et al. 2016). For example, mice that are 

restrained reduce their exploratory behaviour (Berridge & Dunn 1989), and there are 

observable changes in bodyweight and composition due to alterations in their feeding 

behaviour (Jeong et al. 2013). However, just like the physiological measures, 

assessing spontaneously occurring behaviours in animals aren’t without their 

limitations. One problem is that often interpreting an animal’s welfare from these 

relatively simplistic behaviours relies on the observer’s evaluation of the current 

context in which the animal is in, and can be subjective; for example, a situation we 

would find aversive and threatening might be very different to what an animal does 

(Paul et al. 2005). In addition, it is difficult to infer whether a situation is perceived as 

positive or negative from assessing these behaviours alone because it is not 
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uncommon for the same behaviours to be elicited from very different situations: 

approach behaviour can occur towards predators (Humphrey & Keeble 1974; Krams 

& Krama 2002; Walling et al. 2004) and rewarding stimuli (Tanimoto et al. 2004).  

Therefore, as with physiological measures, we cannot solely use these relatively 

simplistic measures to ensure ‘good’ animal welfare. Instead, this has led to a shift in 

focus on the development of tests, taking into account more subjective components 

of an animal’s welfare, such as how the animal might ‘feel’.  

 

1.3 The importance of understanding animal affect for assessing welfare 

 

An important part of being able to accurately assess an animal’s welfare is the 

ability to understand how they might ‘feel’. In particular, concern for animal welfare 

largely comes from the worry that an animal might be ‘suffering’ (Dawkins 1990; 

Dawkins 2008; Weary 2014). When applied to humans, suffering is predominantly 

considered to reflect negative affect associated with unpleasant affective states such 

as fear, boredom, pain, hunger or even frustration (Dawkins 1990; Dawkins 2008; 

Weary 2014). Of course, when we consider suffering in humans, it has a conscious 

subjective component. For example, we know how we feel when we are suffering 

from fear, or when we are suffering from boredom, and how these two differ from 

each other (Dawkins 2008). However, due to their inability for self-report we cannot 

be certain whether or not, and to what extent, an animal might consciously 

experience or feel (Dawkins 1990; Dawkins 2008; Mendl, Burman, et al. 2010). 

Despite this, animals are considered capable of experiencing negative, unpleasant 

affective states, regardless of their consciousness, and are therefore considered 

capable of suffering (Dawkins 1990; Dawkins 2008; Mendl, Burman, et al. 2010).  

Much of the research studying animal affect has predominantly focused on the 

ability to assess ‘discrete’ or ‘basic’ emotions (Mendl, Burman, et al. 2010). For 

example, often an animal is exposed to a negative threatening situation and its 

responses are considered to reflect the discrete emotion of fear (Mendl, Burman, et 

al. 2010). These discrete emotions are considered to have evolved due to their 

adaptive value, arising in situations where their primary function is to enable 

appropriate behavioural decisions to promote survival and reproductive success 

(Mendl et al. 2009; Mendl, Burman, et al. 2010; Nettle & Bateson 2012). Therefore, 

the ability to be in either a positive or a negative state can have an adaptive function: 
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these states have evolved from basic mechanisms that gave animals the ability to 

avoid harm and punishment, seek reward and resources, and ultimately minimise the 

presence of negative states associated with suffering (Dawkins 2008; Nettle & 

Bateson 2012).   

More recently, Mendl and colleagues have developed a framework integrating 

these discrete emotions with ‘dimensional’ theories of emotion, which can be applied 

for studying animal affect (Mendl, Burman, et al. 2010). Dimensional theories of 

emotion have largely been applied to the study of human emotion, where an 

individual’s subjective emotional experience can be represented in two dimensional 

space (Figure 1.1). This is made up of a ‘valence’ dimension (i.e. how pleasant or 

unpleasant something is), and an ‘arousal’ dimension (i.e. how stimulating something 

is). Subjective experiences characterised in terms of their valence and arousal are 

considered an individual’s ‘core affect’ (Russell 2003; Barrett et al. 2007; Mendl, 

Burman, et al. 2010). The right half of the space represents positive affective states 

with low or high arousal, and negative affective states with high or low arousal lie on 

the left hand side of the space (Figure 1.1). Therefore, by conceptualising core affect 

in this way, it provides a structure for understanding an individual’s subjective 

emotional experience which can be accompanied by behavioural, physiological and 

cognitive changes (Mendl, Burman, et al. 2010). It has been suggested that this 

framework can be used to infer an animal’s position in core affect space and from 

this, infer their discrete affective states (i.e. fear, anxiety, etc; Figure 1.1) (Mendl, 

Burman, et al. 2010). As a result, the development of this framework has provided a 

structure for generating predictions about the behavioural, physiological and/or 

cognitive changes that occur with certain affective states, and has facilitated the 

development of novel measures of these states in animals. 
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Figure 1.1: Schematic adapted from Mendl et al. (2010) which represents core affect 
in a two dimensional space with axes of valence and arousal. Words in italics 
represent basic (discrete) emotions and their place within this framework.  

 

Measuring changes in cognitive processing in animals that are known to be 

influenced by emotional states in humans has gained significant traction in recent 

years (Hinde 1985; Forgas 2000; Mathews & Macleod 2002; Harding et al. 2004; 

Paul et al. 2005; Mendl et al. 2009). This comes from research on human patients 

that has found that manipulations causing changes in affect (either induced 

experimentally, or clinical in nature) change the cognitive processing of information 

(Beck et al. 1979; Bower 1981; Mathews & Macleod 2002). These ‘cognitive biases’ 

in how information is processed can be grouped into three main categories: attention 

biases, memory biases, and judgement biases (Paul et al. 2005). This is because, in 

humans at least, an individual’s affective state can influence their attention towards, 

perception and memory of, and subsequent judgements and decision-making when 

exposed to a positive or negative stimulus (Mineka & Sutton 1992; Wright & Bower 

1992; Mathews & MacLeod 1994; MacLeod & Byrne 1996; Nygren et al. 1996; 

Mathews & Macleod 2002; Paul et al. 2005). For example, people in a negative 

affective state often pay more attention to aversive or threatening stimuli such as 

angry faces or negative words, and recall negative life events more readily than 
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people in a more positive affective state (Mineka & Sutton 1992; Mathews & 

MacLeod 1994). They are also more likely to make negative judgements and be 

more pessimistic when presented with an ambiguous stimulus compared to people in 

a more positive affective state (Wright & Bower 1992; MacLeod & Byrne 1996; 

Nygren et al. 1996). Furthermore, it has now been suggested that the same changes 

in cognitive processing appear to occur in animals, offering a more direct approach 

for accessing their underlying affective state (Harding et al. 2004; Paul et al. 2005; 

Mendl et al. 2009). Assessing these changes in non-human animals offers more 

insight into how both dimensions of core affect are altered, and therefore considered 

advantageous over existing behavioural and physiological methods. Cognitive biases 

can measure the valence of a response towards a stimulus rather than just the 

degree of arousal it elicits (Figure 1.1). This is important because it enables 

researchers to make and test hypothesis-driven predictions about an animal’s 

underlying affective state, disentangling arousal from valence. 

Cognitive bias studies in animals have focused on assessing judgement 

biases, i.e. the tendency to show behaviour indicating anticipation of either positive or 

negative outcomes in response to an ambiguous stimulus (Harding et al. 2004; 

Bateson & Matheson 2007; Bateson et al. 2011; Brydges et al. 2011). In the first 

study of its kind looking at judgement biases in rats (Harding et al. 2004), subjects 

were trained to lever press when presented with a tone that represented a positive 

event (a reward), and avoid pressing the lever when presented with a tone 

representing a negative event (no reward and white noise). Once trained, they were 

presented with intermediate ambiguous stimuli (i.e. sounds lying between the positive 

and negative stimuli) to see whether they judged them to be more similar to the 

rewarded or unrewarded stimulus. The study showed that rats housed in 

‘unpredictable’ housing conditions (considered sufficient to induce a negative 

depressive-like state) were more likely to judge the ambiguous stimulus as being 

more similar to the unrewarded negative stimulus compared to rats kept under 

standard housing conditions, i.e. they had more pessimistic judgments (Harding et al. 

2004). This study pioneered a new way to measure the valence of affect in animals. 

To date, these cognitive biases have been studied in a welfare context across a 

range of species including rats (Rattus norvegicus), dogs (Canis lupus familiaris), 

sheep (Ovis aries), starlings (Sturnus vulgaris) and even honeybees (Apis mellifera) 

(Harding et al. 2004; Bateson & Matheson 2007; Doyle et al. 2010; Brilot et al. 2010; 
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Bateson et al. 2011; Brydges et al. 2011). However, despite the sensitivity of these 

tests to measure valence, to date, there is no cognitive bias test validated for use 

with laboratory mice. There are, however, a wide range of behavioural tests that have 

been developed to determine the affective state of laboratory mice. 

 

1.4 Measuring affective state in laboratory mice  

 

Although there are no validated cognitive bias tasks for mice, there are a 

range of behavioural tests which are used to infer the affective state of laboratory 

mice, particularly aimed at measuring negative states such as fear, anxiety, and 

depression (Steru et al. 1985; Strekalova et al. 2004; Chiba et al. 2012; Jindal et al. 

2013). However, these tests have not been primarily developed for use in a welfare 

context, but rather in the development and validation of mouse models of depression 

used to develop novel anti-depressant treatments for clinical use.  

Mouse models of depression use a variety of different methods to induce a 

depressed-like state in laboratory mice. These include pharmacological (e.g. chronic 

corticosterone, reserpine, tryptophan and psychostimulant withdrawal) and genetic 

(genetically modified mice) approaches (Barr et al. 2002; Urani et al. 2005; Barr & 

Markou 2005; Chourbaji et al. 2006; Ardayfio & Kim 2006; Antkiewicz-Michaluk et al. 

2014), although the most common method is through the use of stress-inducing 

manipulations, for example, chronic mild stress, social stress, early life stress and 

restraint stress (Rygula et al. 2005; Schmidt et al. 2011; Chu et al. 2016; Willner 

2017b). These manipulations expose the animal to a variety of different stressors, 

either acutely or chronically, until they display behavioural and/or physiological 

changes indicative of a depressed-like phenotype. Due to the co-occurrence of 

anxiety in humans with depression (Hirschfeld 2001), a depressed-like phenotype in 

laboratory mice is taken to include increased anxiety, fear and/or despair as well as 

any other symptomatology associated with depression in humans, such as changes 

in reward sensitivity (Deussing 2006). Therefore a number of behavioural tests have 

been developed in order to detect the presence of these negative affective, or 

depressive-like states in laboratory rodents (Deussing 2006). 

  One class of behavioural tests use despair-based paradigms. One example 

is the forced swim test, which involves placing a mouse in a large inescapable 
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cylinder filled with water and measuring the time taken to exhibit ‘behavioural 

despair’, i.e. adopting an immobile posture by simply ‘floating’ in the water tank 

(Porsolt et al. 1977). Another is the tail suspension test, which works on similar 

assumptions, but this time the mouse is held by its tail until it becomes immobile 

(Steru et al. 1985). For both of these tests, the idea is that mice in more negative 

affective states will exhibit behavioural despair quicker than animals in more positive 

affective states. Although reproducible results have been demonstrated across 

different laboratories, these tests aren’t without a number of disadvantages including 

ethical concerns such as a risk of hypothermia for the forced swim test, and that the 

tail suspension test can only be used for certain strains of mice because some 

strains have the ability to climb their tails (Nestler & Hyman 2010). Therefore, despite 

their use for testing the efficacy of novel pharmacological compounds, due to the 

ethical concerns and strain differences means they are often unsuitable for use in a 

welfare context. 

There are also anxiety-based tests such as the Open Field (OF) and Elevated 

Plus Maze (EPM), which work on the premise that rodents behave differently to 

threatening situations depending upon their affective state. Rodents in negative 

affective states tend to be more fearful of open spaces and therefore avoid large, 

open and unprotected spaces where risk of predation might be increased (Hall & 

Ballachey 1932; Hall 1934; Pellow et al. 1985; Gould et al. 2009). The OF consists of 

an empty arena which the animal is allowed to freely explore; animals in a negative 

(anxious) affective state will spend significantly less time in the centre region of the 

arena and much more time close to the walls (i.e. show more thigmotaxis) than a 

rodent in a more positive (less anxious) affective state (Hall & Ballachey 1932; Hall 

1934). The EPM consists of two open, unprotected arms and two closed protected 

arms elevated from the floor. Once again, mice in more negative affective states will 

spend more time in the closed protected arms of the EPM and significantly less time 

on the open, unprotected arms of the EPM than mice that are in a more positive 

affective state (Pellow et al. 1985; Pellow & File 1986). Although widely used, these 

tests also have their limitations. Notably, unreliable results are often obtained when 

antidepressants are administered, and it is not clear whether behavioural responses 

reflect changes in affect or instead could be explained by differences in locomotion 

and novelty-seeking behaviours (Deussing 2006). This means that it is often difficult 

to conclude that these do measure anxiety, and these tests should not be employed 
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alone, but in combination with others, in order to make conclusions regarding the 

affective state of laboratory rodents.  

Finally, reward-based paradigms are also widely used, due to findings from 

depressed human patients who report changes in their sensitivity towards reward 

(American Psychiatric Association 2014). Although these tests were predominantly 

developed to assess the reinforcing and addictive properties of drugs and identify 

compounds that are liable to lead to abuse in humans, they have also been used to 

evaluate the affective properties of drugs in animals (Bardo & Bevins 2000; Spiteri & 

Le Pape 2000; Panlilio & Goldberg 2007; Simon O’Brien et al. 2011; Roughan et al. 

2014). One such test is the Conditioned Place Preference (CPP) test, which works by 

conditioning the animal to one place which is paired with a drug treatment, and 

another place that acts as a control by pairing it with saline or nothing at all (Prus et 

al. 2009). Another is a self-administration paradigm, where animals associate a drug 

treatment with an instrumental response (e.g. nose-poke, lever press) to obtain the 

drug (June & Gilpin 2010; Simon O’Brien et al. 2011). Over time, an association 

forms between the administered drug with either the given context or the instrumental 

response, and if the drug is positively reinforcing then the animal will spend more 

time in the place it experienced it or will work progressively harder to obtain the 

reward (i.e. nose-poke or lever press more) (Bardo & Bevins 2000; Spiteri & Le Pape 

2000; Panlilio & Goldberg 2007; Simon O’Brien et al. 2011; Roughan et al. 2014). 

The degree to which the animals display these behaviours is interpreted as showing 

how rewarding they find a compound: if a compound improves an animal’s affective 

state, it will spend more time actively trying to obtain it.  

However, the most widely documented reward-based paradigm is the sucrose 

preference or consumption test, which is considered to be indicative of an anhedonic-

like symptomatology in rodents (Willner et al. 1987; Papp et al. 1991; Monleon-Paolo 

et al. 1995; Forbes et al. 1996). One of the core symptoms of human depression is 

anhedonia, defined as the loss or inability to experience pleasure from a rewarding 

stimulus (American Psychiatric Association 2014). Anhedonia can present itself in 

many different forms, including the disengagement with rewarding activities such as: 

socialising with friends, sexual relationships, or causing changes in a person’s 

appetite and diet. Due to the lack of an animal’s ability for self-report, an animal’s 

disinterest in feeding have been assumed to reflect an anhedonic-like state (Willner 

et al. 1987; Papp et al. 1991; Willner et al. 1992). The sucrose preference or 
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consumption test builds on the idea that animals in a depressive-like state will be less 

motivated and get less pleasure from a rewarding tastant such as sucrose; animals 

are expected to drink less sucrose than ‘normal’ healthy rodent controls, and show 

less of a preference for sucrose when given a choice between water and a sucrose 

solution (Willner et al. 1987; Papp et al. 1991; Monleon-Paolo et al. 1995; Forbes et 

al. 1996; Nestler & Hyman 2010; Willner 2017b). Although the sucrose preference 

test has greater face validity (i.e. the ability to exhibit the symptoms to the disease or 

condition being modelled) to human depression than some of the tests previously 

described (Deussing 2006; Nestler & Hyman 2010), the possible role of motivation in 

these tests cannot be overlooked. Assessing total intake is simply an endpoint 

measure: it is impossible to know whether intake solely reflects how pleasurable the 

sucrose is and how much they ‘like’ it, or whether it might be influenced by other 

factors such as post-ingestive consequences, physiological deficits or motivational 

differences, affecting how much they ‘want’ it (Dwyer 2012). Therefore, the ability to 

dissociate between ‘wanting’ and ‘liking’ is important in order to understand the 

mechanisms underpinning consumption. It has been suggested that behavioural 

expressions of ‘wanting’ and ‘liking’ are driven by different neural systems and that 

both are required to experience reward (Berridge 1996). How hard an animal might 

work to obtain a given resource (i.e. how much they want it) does not solely reflect 

the core positive affect (i.e. how much they like it) when accessing it (Paul et al. 

2005). As a result, assessing how much an animal likes something (their hedonic 

responses) offers the potential to provide more information as to an animal’s core 

affective state, in terms of its valence and not just its arousal. Consequently, 

alternative measures have been developed to better understand how the hedonic 

mechanisms, and how much they like a tastant, are related to and drive total 

consumption.   

 

1.5 Measuring the hedonic responses of laboratory rodents 

 

Behaviours associated with consumption offer alternative methods to provide 

more valid measures of the hedonic responses of animals rather than just assessing 

total intake. Grill and Norgren (1978) were the first to show that when rats were 

exposed to different tastants, they produced stereotypical orofacial ‘taste reactivity’ 

responses. When exposed to a palatable tastant, like sucrose or saccharin, 
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distinctive appetitive responses were observed, such as lip smacking and lateral 

tongue movements and protrusions. On the other hand, when exposed to 

unpalatable tastants such as quinine, a rejection pattern of responses are observed 

including aversive gapes, chin rubbing and grimaces (Berridge 2000; Grill & Norgren 

1978b). These responses are considered to be viable measures of an animal’s 

hedonic response for a number of reasons. First, numerous studies have now shown 

that both palatable and unpalatable tastants yield very different behaviours that can 

be quantified to provide more detailed behavioural measures compared to just 

assessing total intake (for review see Dwyer 2012). Second, these responses are not 

restricted to rats, but are taxonomically widespread and are highly conserved across 

species: notably, they are also found in humans, including day old babies, but also in 

other apes and monkeys (Berridge 2000). Finally, these behaviours have also been 

directly linked to reward pathways in the brain, activating hedonic hotspots in the 

nucleus accumbens and ventral pallidum (Peciña et al. 2006). However, whilst a 

valuable measure of hedonic responses to different tastants, orofacial responses are 

labour-intensive, with each animal’s behaviour having to be filmed and then scored 

retrospectively on a frame-by-frame basis. Therefore, given this limitation there was 

the requirement for less time consuming and labour intensive methodologies to be 

developed.   

Consequently, an automated methodology was developed to assess the 

hedonic responses of laboratory rodents when drinking tastants through their licking 

microstructure. When rodents drink, they produce rapid, rhythmic sets of licks that 

can be grouped into bouts, which are separated from each other by intervals of 

varying duration (Davis 1973; Davis & Smith 1992; Smith 2001; Dwyer 2012). The 

mean number of licks in a bout, referred to as the lick cluster size, can give an 

indication of an animal’s hedonic response to the solution being consumed (Dwyer 

2012; Austen et al. 2016). This is because the number of licks in each bout is not 

random. Instead, they are directly related to the tastant being experienced. Lick 

cluster size increases with increasing concentration of palatable solutions like 

sucrose or saccharin (refer to Figure 1.2A), and also decreases with increasing 

concentration of unpalatable solutions, such as quinine (Davis 1973; Davis 1989; 

Davis & Smith 1992; Hsiao & Fan 1993; Spector & St. John 1998; Spector et al. 

1998; Dwyer 2012). This monotonic relationship is different to the one that exists 

between total consumption and tastant concentration. This is because the 
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relationship between consumption and sucrose concentration follows more of a bell-

shaped curve (Figure 1.2B), with the highest levels of consumption occurring at 

intermediate concentrations (Richter & Campbell 1940; Davis 1973; Spector et al. 

1984). This bell-shaped relationship is driven by post-ingestive consequences: 

subjects will drink less of a weak solution because it is not rewarding, but also less of 

a highly concentrated sucrose solution because of its higher caloric content and 

greater satiating properties (Richter & Campbell 1940; Davis 1973; Spector et al. 

1984). Therefore, subjects can drink the same amount at both low and high 

concentrations of sucrose, which despite tasting very different and having different 

nutritional qualities, can still elicit the same quantitative response. This makes licking 

microstructure a better measure across a range of sucrose concentrations. 

 

Figure 1.2: Schematic to illustrate the relationship between increasing sucrose 
concentration with A. Lick cluster size (Davis & Smith 1992; Spector et al. 1998) and 
B. Total consumption (Davis 1973; Spector et al. 1984; Richter & Campbell 1940). 

 

However, lick cluster size is not solely dependent upon the tastant itself, but is 

also affected by other factors including learning, memory and prior experience 

(Dwyer et al. 2009; Dwyer et al. 2011; Dwyer et al. 2013; Austen et al. 2016; Austen 

& Sanderson 2016). For humans, we know that the palatability of a given food or 

drink can be influenced by past experience, for example, people often avoid the taste 

of a given food or drink that has been previously associated with illness (Garb & 

Stunkard 1974). This is also the case in rats: if a palatable tastant is paired with an 

aversive stimulus, such as lithium chloride (a nausea-inducing agent), then the lick 
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cluster sizes obtained will be reduced and become similar to those elicited by an 

unpalatable tastant such as quinine (Baird et al. 2005; Dwyer 2009). This result 

parallels that seen when assessing taste reactivity responses, for example, pairing 

sucrose with lithium chloride also elicits orofacial responses typically seen with 

quinine (Pelchat et al. 1983). These changes in orofacial behaviour and lick cluster 

size are considered to be attributable to changes in hedonic mechanisms. This is 

because studies have shown that when benzodiazepine is administered, which 

enhances hedonic responses to food in humans (Haney et al. 1997), rats tend to 

have larger lick cluster sizes and more appetitive orofacial responses (Gray & Cooper 

1995; Higgs & Cooper 1998). The fact that manipulations which alter hedonic 

responses affect both lick cluster size and oro-facial responses in the same way, and 

in opposing directions, suggests that these two parameters can be considered 

equivalent in reflecting an animal’s hedonic response to a given tastant.  

However, despite licking microstructure being a valid method of accessing a 

rodent’s hedonic responses, it has yet to be applied in a welfare context. This is 

because its use has focused on learning more about the processes underlying 

learning and memory in the field of experimental psychology (Dwyer et al. 2009; 

Dwyer et al. 2011; Dwyer et al. 2013; Austen et al. 2016). Therefore, my thesis 

explores whether or not licking microstructure can be used as a novel method to 

assess the affective state of laboratory mice, and consequently, be used to help 

improve their welfare. 

 

1.6 Measuring positive affective states and its importance for animal welfare 

 

Whilst there has been a significant focus on measuring negative affective 

states in relation to improving animal welfare, it is now becoming increasingly 

recognised that in order for an animal to be considered in a good welfare state, it 

needs not only to show the absence of negative events (i.e. suffering) but must also 

be able to experience positive events (i.e. pleasure) (Dawkins 1990; Boissy et al. 

2007; Dawkins 2008; Mendl, Burman, et al. 2010). Simply because an animal is not 

in pain or does not suffer doesn’t necessarily mean it is in a positive affective state 

analogous to a state of ‘happiness’ in humans. However, until recently measuring 

positive affect has been relatively overlooked and understudied (Boissy et al. 2007).  
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The primary reason for this is that negative experiences tend to be more of a 

concern from an animal welfare perspective, but also because negative affective 

states tend to be more intense and cause greater arousal compared to positive 

affective states, and are consequently often easier to detect (Boissy et al. 2007). 

However, the ability to successfully measure when animals experience positive affect 

has obvious implications for understanding and making improvements to their 

welfare. This has led to a shift in focus in recent years not only in animal welfare 

science, but also in human psychology, with new disciplines emerging, such as 

‘positive psychology’, to explore the role of positive affect in subjective well-being 

(Boissy et al. 2007).  

A number of studies have now attempted to identify behavioural measures 

indicative of the presence of positive affect in laboratory rodents (Panksepp & 

Burgdorf 2000; Burgdorf & Panksepp 2001; Morley-Fletcher et al. 2003; Finlayson et 

al. 2016). One particular study, that gained significant attention, was the assessment 

of ‘laughter’ in rats (Panksepp & Burgdorf 2000). In this study, tickled rats elicited 

Ultrasonic Vocalisations (USVs) at a frequency of 50kHz, thought to reflect a positive 

affective state analogous to human joy and laughter (Panksepp & Burgdorf 2000). 

This comes from behavioural and physiological evidence showing that these USVs at 

50-kHz are neurally and functionally homologous to human laughter (Panksepp & 

Burgdorf 2000; Burgdorf & Panksepp 2001; Rygula et al. 2012).  

This discovery of ‘laughter’ in rats facilitated the development of other novel 

methods to assess the presence of positive affect in rodents. It is now widely 

documented that rodents exhibit specific facial expressions when in pain (e.g. the Rat 

and Mouse Grimace Scale Langford et al. 2010; Sotocina et al. 2011), making it 

possible that other facial expressions could offer a proxy of positive affect (Finlayson 

et al. 2016). Positive social interactions, such as the presence of play behaviour, may 

also signal positive affect in animals (Vanderschuren et al. 1997; Dudink et al. 2006; 

Boissy et al. 2007; Bateson & Martin 2013). Play behaviour can be described as 

locomotor activity that has no obvious benefits to the player but is considered to be 

rewarding and highly important for social and cognitive development, and may be a 

useful measure of an animal’s welfare (Vanderschuren et al. 1997; Dudink et al. 

2006; Bateson & Martin 2013). For example, rats exposed to prenatal stress show 

evidence of impaired social play, which can be reversed through environmental 

enrichment (Morley-Fletcher et al. 2003). However, although these approaches are 
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promising, much work is still needed in order to develop and validate more direct 

measures of positive affect in animals, especially for laboratory mice.  

How an animal responds to reward is, of course, measuring how they respond 

to a positive event. Therefore, measuring how rewarding an animal might find a 

sucrose solution through assessing changes in their licking microstructure, not only 

provides more information about their affective state, but also provides insights into 

their ability to experience pleasure (Dwyer 2012; Austen et al. 2016). It also offers the 

potential to assess how an animal’s responses might change cumulatively over time 

(Dwyer 2012; Bateson 2016), and explore whether the accumulation of negative 

experiences might reduce or abolish the typical pleasure response indicative of a 

state analogous to anhedonia in human patients with depression. It is possible to 

assess how rewarding an animal finds something given their prior experiences by 

assessing changes in their licking microstructure following shifts in reward value. This 

method offers the potential to assess an animal’s resilience to negative events (i.e. 

reward loss) or susceptibility to positive events (i.e. reward gain) (Flaherty 1996; 

Flaherty et al. 1998; Burman et al. 2008; Neville et al. 2017). Such a paradigm would 

provide insights into ‘how bad’ mice might perceive negative events such as a drop in 

reward value, or ‘how good’ they perceive positive events such as an increase in 

reward value, according to their prior experiences and affective state. Therefore, my 

work has important implications for understanding animal affect and informing animal 

welfare science. It offers the potential to use a new method to assess how an 

animal’s experiences shape its valuation of reward, and how this is influenced by 

their affective state. A better understanding of the affective capabilities of laboratory 

mice would enable evidence-based improvements to their welfare as well as the 

potential for better animal models of human disease. 
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1.7 Aims of my research  

 

There is no standard method for assessing the affective state and no current 

method for measuring positive affective states of laboratory mice. Consequently, 

there is an urgent need to develop novel methodologies that can provide more 

understanding of the affective states of mice used in biomedical research. Using 

established protocols, I aimed to manipulate the affective state of laboratory mice, 

and if successful, test if licking microstructure was also altered. My overall aim was to 

develop and evaluate licking microstructure as a novel measure of affective state 

(both positive and negative) in laboratory mice. I specifically asked: 

 

1. How does stress affect the hedonic responses of laboratory mice towards 

reward by assessing changes in licking microstructure and total consumption 

of sucrose solutions? 

 

2. Is licking microstructure a better and more robust measure compared to 

existing methodologies for assessing the affective state of laboratory mice?  

 

 

3. Can we use changes in licking microstructure to measure the impact of 

standard husbandry practice on mice, and advise current legislation and 

guidelines to improve the welfare of laboratory mice? 
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Chapter 2: General Methods and Materials 

 

The methodologies and tests described in this chapter were the main 

techniques used throughout my thesis. However, where other techniques and 

methodologies were used these will be described and discussed accordingly in the 

respective experimental chapter. 

 

2.1 Ethical Statement  

 

 All experiments were conducted within the Comparative Biology Centre at 

Newcastle University following approval from the University’s Animal Welfare and 

Ethical Review Body (AWERB), and approved by the Home Office for regulated work, 

as appropriate (PPL: PC6981D63, 60/4431, PIL: IBE41DE17). All work was 

conducted in accordance with the EU Directive (2010/63/EU), ASPA (1986) and the 

NIH Guidelines for Care and Use of Animals for Experimental Procedures (National 

Institutes of Health 2011). All mice were free from all recognised pathogens, and the 

health status of the colony was monitored following the FELASA health monitoring 

recommendations (Guillen 2012). All reporting abides by the ARRIVE guidelines 

(Kilkenny et al. 2010).  

 

2.2 C57BL/6 mice as a model species  

 

 Mice (Mus musculus) are the most widely used model species for biomedical 

research (Home Office 2017). For my experiments, I used the C57BL/6 strain 

because they are the most commonly used background strain for genetically 

modified mice in biomedical research, making my findings translatable across a wide 

range of scientific disciplines, and with the potential to improve the welfare of a vast 

number of mice used for scientific research worldwide.  

 C57BL/6 are also good models because their phenotype is well established 

because they serve as the reference genome for laboratory mice (Mouse Genome 

Sequencing Consortium et al. 2002).  C57BL/6 mice are well characterised in terms 

of their behaviour and cognitive abilities (Lepicard et al. 2000; Lepicard et al. 2006; 
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Sankoorikal et al. 2006; Moy et al. 2007; Heinla et al. 2018), and have a high 

preference for sweet tastants which made them the ideal strain for use in my 

experiments (Lepicard et al. 2000; Bachmanov et al. 2001; Pothion et al. 2004; Lewis 

et al. 2005). They are also considered a good model for use in biomedical research 

due to their relatively low levels of stress and anxiety, and are considered relatively 

stress resilient in comparison to other strains such as Balb/c mice (Griffiths et al. 

1992; Ducottet & Belzung 2004b; Ducottet & Belzung 2005). Therefore, in order to 

make my findings translatable and to keep my results consistent, I used the C57BL/6 

mouse strain across all experiments.  

 

2.3 Drinking apparatus and lickometers  

 

All my studies used custom-built drinking chambers made from standard 

mouse Individually Ventilated Cages (IVC) home cages measuring (34 (L) x 19 (W) x 

14 (D) cm). Drinking chambers had transparent perspex sides, a metal perforated 

floor, and a wire cage lid with two modified attachments (approximately 3.5cm apart) 

to connect the sipper tubes to the right and/or left hand side of the cage (see Figure 

2.1A-D). Solutions were presented to the animals on the left hand side of the cage for 

all studies, using 50ml falcon tubes attached to sipper tube lids with a metal spout.  

The drinking chambers were connected to contact sensitive Med Associates 

dual contact lickometers (ENV-250B, Med Associates Inc., St. Albans, Vermont), 

which recorded all licks from the sipper tubes. The metal perforated floor and bracket 

lid connected to the sipper tube created an electrical circuit that was closed each 

time the animal licked or otherwise contacted the spout. Therefore, a single lick could 

be detected and recorded to the nearest 0.01 second through an interface and a 

computer running MED-PC software and custom written programmes (courtesy of 

Prof Dominic Dwyer).  

I had a total of eight drinking chambers (Figure 2.1D), which could collect all 

data simultaneously. Therefore, in each study, I ran animals in groups of eight. Mice 

would be allocated to a chamber, counterbalanced with respect to the experimental 

treatment, and drink in the same chamber at the same time on each test day. 

Animals were initially habituated to the drinking chamber and the novel taste of 

sucrose in order to avoid any neophobia and ensure adequate consumption across 
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testing days. This consisted of a training phase, where the spout was positioned 

slightly protruding into the drinking cage in order to ensure the animal’s engagement 

with the task (i.e. they were consuming some of the solution presented to them). 

Once all the animals were consistently drinking, the spout was positioned so that it 

was ‘flush’ with the bracket. This was to minimise accidental contact with the spout, 

and reduce the likelihood of ‘false licks’.   

 

Figure 2.1: Photographs of drinking apparatus used for all experiments presented in 
this thesis A. View from above a single drinking chamber B. View from the side of a 
single drinking chamber C. Front view of two drinking chambers with med associates 
lickometer D. Front view of all eight drinking chambers on shelving. 

 

2.4 Drinking parameter definitions  

 

I collected a range of measures for each mouse in every trial. The total 

amount of sucrose solution drank was measured by weighing the sipper tube both 

before and after each trial, using a pair of weighing scales that were accurate to the 

nearest 0.1g. The Med Associates lickometer system recorded every lick with a time 

stamp, from which the total number of licks and number of drinking bouts could be 
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calculated. Bouts were defined using interbout intervals (IBI) of <250ms, <500ms or 

<1000ms, which refer to the time required between two subsequent licks to classify a 

single bout, and which have been widely used in published work (Davis & Smith 

1992; Davis & Perez 1993; Spector & St. John 1998; Dwyer 2009; Dwyer 2012; 

Dwyer et al. 2013).  

Whilst these bout criteria may seem rather arbitrary, they were originally 

established in rats by John Davis (Davis & Smith 1992), who identified three inter-lick 

intervals that defined different drinking and consummatory behaviours: a) <250ms, b) 

<500ms and c) >500ms (Davis & Smith 1992). The majority of inter-lick intervals 

reflect continuous licking and are less than 250ms (Davis & Smith 1992). However, 

longer pauses of licking were identified as being useful in disentangling different 

components of food intake behaviour. Relatively short pauses in the licking that occur 

between 251-500ms are thought to reflect behaviours such as swallowing and lateral 

tongue movements, i.e. the stereotypical oro-facial response associated with 

palatable solutions outlined in Chapter 1 (Grill & Norgren 1978a; Davis & Smith 1992; 

Johnson et al. 2010). However, longer pauses of >500ms were suggested to reflect 

the animal leaving the area or performing other competing behaviours such as 

grooming (Davis & Smith 1992; Johnson et al. 2010). However, this is not agreed 

across laboratories; more recently, Spector et al. (1998) suggested using a pause 

criterion of 1000ms to reflect palatability and hedonic responses and therefore 

consider it a more conservative pause between licking than using 500ms. Whilst 

these IBIs were established from the licking behaviour in rats, they have also been 

used to assess the licking microstructure in mice (Austen et al. 2016; Austen & 

Sanderson 2016; McNamara et al. 2016), although much less is known whether 

these are also optimal for use in mice. Therefore, given that the choice of criterion is 

debated within the literature, means that I classified bouts according to the three 

pause criteria <250ms, <500ms and <1000ms in order to ensure results were robust 

across criteria.  It is important to highlight that these three pause criteria are not 

independent, for example the <500ms criterion will also include pauses <250ms. 

Once I had established the number of bouts according to the three bout 

criteria (250ms, 500ms or 1000ms), I then calculated the mean lick cluster size in 

Microsoft Excel according to the following equation:  
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𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝐿𝑖𝑐𝑘 𝐶𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 =  
Total licks - single licks

Total number of bouts 
 

 

It was important to subtract the number of single licks because these often 

reflect accidental contact with the spout or false licks, and a single lick (or contact) on 

its own cannot be considered a bout of licking. My calculations resulted in mean lick 

cluster sizes at each bout criterion (250, 500 and 1000ms) for each mouse for each 

trial.  

 

2.5 Open field test (OF) 

 

The open field test (OF) is a standard test of anxiety in laboratory rodents (Hall 

& Ballachey 1932; Hall 1934; Gould et al. 2009). Mice and rats typically tend to avoid 

large open spaces, and will spend less time in the centre of a large empty arena and 

more time near the walls, a behaviour known as thigmotaxis (defined as the tendancy 

to remain close to vertical surfaces). In my studies, I used a white plastic arena 

measuring (54.5cm (L) x 35.5cm (W) x 17cm (H)) with a transparent Perspex lid 

(Figure 2.2). Mice were placed in the centre of the open field and left to freely explore 

for 10 minutes. This was filmed from above and the behaviour was later analysed 

using automated tracking software (Ethovision XT version 5.1, Noldus, Virginia, 

USA). This calculated the total duration spent in the centre, crosses to the centre, 

total distance travelled, the total time spent moving and the velocity of movement for 

each mouse. Presence of defecation during this test was also noted. The arena and 

protocol used in my studies were in line with those reported in the literature (for a 

review see; Gould et al. 2009). Although the size of the arena varies across studies, 

it is generally recommended that the area required must be relatively large (at least 

1600cm2) in order to produce reliable data for assessing thigmotaxis (Gould et al. 

2009). Traditionally the open field test is relatively short, between 2 and 10 minutes in 

duration (Gould et al. 2009), to capture the animal’s behaviour towards novelty and 

initial exploration. In order to minimise odour cues between animals, I always 

disinfected the arena between animals with 70% ethanol and the animals were 

always placed in a separate holding cage after testing to minimise disruption to other 

animals.  
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Figure 2.2: Photographs of the open field arena used throughout my thesis A. View 
from above the arena demonstrating arena size B. View from the side of the arena 
demonstrating wall height.   

 

2.6  Elevated Plus Maze (EPM) 

 

The elevated plus maze (EPM) is also a standard test of anxiety in laboratory 

mice (Pellow et al. 1985; Walf & Frye 2007). The maze consists of two open and 

unprotected arms without walls, and two closed and protected walled arms elevated 

off the ground (Figure 2.3). Mice showing greater levels of anxiety are predicted to 

spend significantly less time on the open, unprotected arms of the maze and more 

time in the closed, protected arms compared to control mice. This is because mice 

naturally seek dark enclosed spaces and have an unconditioned fear of heights and 

open spaces (Walf & Frye 2007). My elevated plus maze was made out of white 

chipboard, with each arm being 30cm (L) x 5cm (W). The side walls of the two closed 

arms were 15cm (H). The maze was elevated 50cm from the ground (see Figure 

2.3). Mice were placed facing an open arm of the maze and left to freely explore for 

five minutes. Their movement and behaviour was filmed from above and later scored 

using Observer XT (version 21, Noldus, Virginia, USA). The dimensions used and the 

duration for which I ran this test were in line with previous work; most avoidance 

behaviour is often thought to occur in the first five minutes of the test (Montgomery 

1955; Walf & Frye 2007). In order to minimise odour cues between individuals, I 

always disinfected the maze with 70% ethanol in between subjects and mice were 

placed in a separate holding cage following testing.   
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Figure 2.3: Photographs of the elevated plus maze (EPM) used for experiments in 
my thesis A. View from the side of the EPM  demonstrating leg height B. View from 
above demonstrating the two open and two closed arms of the maze. 
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Chapter 3: The effects of Chronic Mild Stress on licking 

microstructure 

 

3.1 Abstract 

 

Mice are the most widely used model organism for biomedical research, 

making it important to develop methods to determine the effects of laboratory 

stressors on their welfare. Measuring changes in the way that animals respond to 

reward offers a way of accessing how they might feel. Anhedonia, or the reduced 

sensitivity to reward, is a core symptom of human depression, and is currently 

assessed in laboratory rodents through the amount of sucrose they consume: lower 

consumption is thought to reflect an anhedonic-like state. However, this is often 

highly influenced by the animal’s motivation. Therefore, an alternative measure 

suggested to better reflect their hedonic evaluations of sucrose involves assessing 

changes in the way that rodent’s drink, specifically the size of their licking bouts or 

‘lick cluster size’. The aim of this study was to manipulate the mice’s affective state 

using the well-established Chronic Mild Stress (CMS) regime to determine the effect 

of chronic stress on licking microstructure.   

 Despite being well established within the literature, I found no evidence that 

the CMS protocol induced negative affect in my mice. Mice undergoing CMS did not 

demonstrate greater anxiety-like behaviour in the open field test and had similar body 

weights to control mice kept under standard husbandry conditions. Consequently, it 

was unsurprising that I failed to find an effect of CMS on licking microstructure. 

Future work would benefit from inducing negative affect using other well-established 

methodologies to determine the effects of stress on licking microstructure. 

 

3.2 Introduction  

 

Laboratory conditions are stressful for many animals, with subjects often 

exposed to different experimental procedures, artificial housing conditions and high 

levels of human interaction. Given that mice are the most widely used model 

organism for biomedical research, developing methods to assess their welfare has 

the potential to improve the lives of millions of mice housed in laboratories worldwide. 
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One way to evaluate the welfare state of an animal is to try and determine 

their underlying affective state (Dawkins 1990; Mendl, Burman, et al. 2010). People 

exposed to significant stress in their lives tend to be more likely to develop negative 

affective states such as depression (Shishkina & Dygalo 2017). However, what 

causes an animal stress, and what effect stressors have on an animal’s underlying 

affective state, can be challenging to establish (Dawkins 1990; Mendl, Burman, et al. 

2010). Because animals can’t self-report how they ‘feel’, appropriate behavioural and 

physiological methods are required in order to make evidence-based improvements 

to the housing conditions and experimental procedures they experience (Dawkins 

1990; Paul et al. 2005; Mendl, Burman, et al. 2010). As outlined in Chapter 1, one 

method which has gained significant traction in recent years has been to assess 

changes in animal’s judgement biases as a way of accessing their underlying 

affective state. There is now good evidence from a number of species to suggest that 

the way that animals make judgements and decisions are influenced in predictable 

ways by their underlying affective state (Harding et al. 2004; Bateson & Matheson 

2007; Brilot et al. 2010; Mendl, Brooks, et al. 2010). When animals are trained to 

associate one stimulus with a positive outcome (i.e. a reward) and another stimulus 

with a negative outcome (i.e. no reward), those animals in negative affective states 

are more likely to judge a novel intermediate stimulus more negatively, than animals 

that are in more positive affective states (Paul et al. 2005; Mendl, Burman, et al. 

2010). However, these judgment bias tasks can be time consuming, since animals 

need to be trained to discriminate well between a positive and negative stimulus 

before being tested with intermediate stimuli (Harding et al. 2004; Paul et al. 2005) 

This, combined with lengthy training periods, means that there is yet to be a cognitive 

bias task specifically developed for use in laboratory mice (Harding et al. 2004; 

Bateson & Matheson 2007; Brilot et al. 2010; Mendl, Brooks, et al. 2010; Bateson et 

al. 2011). Therefore, alternative measures of affective state are required in order to 

make evidence-based improvements to the welfare of laboratory mice.  

One feasible and relatively simple approach might be to measure changes in 

the ways that animals respond to reward. This is because humans suffering from 

depression often report lowered sensitivity to reward and experience less pleasure, a 

symptom known as anhedonia (American Psychiatric Association 2014). Anhedonia 

has traditionally been measured in rodents by assessing their voluntary consumption 

of a rewarding sucrose solution, where a lower consumption or preference for 
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sucrose is taken to reflect an anhedonic-like state (Willner et al. 1987; Papp et al. 

1991; Monleon-Paolo et al. 1995). However, as previously discussed in Chapter 1, 

assessing how much an animal drinks of something does not solely reflect how much 

they like it. This is because the amount that an animal eats or drinks of something, is 

also highly influenced by the animal’s motivational state (Berridge 1996; Dwyer 

2012). Studies suggest that measuring mice’s specific licking pattern, i.e. their lick 

cluster sizes, could offer a more sensitive measure of their hedonic response (Davis 

1973; Davis 1989; Hsiao & Fan 1993; Dwyer 2012; Austen et al. 2016). When 

animals drink they do so by a series of licks. These licks can be grouped into bouts 

or clusters according to pre-defined interbout interval criteria, whereby the average 

number of licks that occur in a single bout (lick cluster size) is considered to reflect 

the hedonic ‘liking’ towards that given tastant (Chapter 1: Section1.5, p12) (Davis 

1973; Davis 1989; Hsiao & Fan 1993; Dwyer 2012; Austen et al. 2016). Although this 

methodology has been proven effective at measuring an animals hedonic ‘liking’ 

towards a given tastant in relation to memory and learning (Dwyer et al. 2009; Dwyer 

et al. 2013; Austen et al. 2016), it has yet to be applied in a welfare context.  

Therefore, in order to determine how licking microstructure was affected by 

laboratory mice’s affective state, I aimed to manipulate the affective state of 

laboratory mice using the well-established Chronic Mild Stress (CMS) paradigm, and 

compare this to the traditional method of assessing total consumption alone. The 

choice to employ the CMS paradigm was because it is the most commonly used 

method to induce a negative depressed-like state in laboratory rodents. It has been 

estimated to have been used in over 1300 published studies, with around 200 studies 

reporting its use per year (Willner 2017b). This methodology was first developed by 

Katz and colleagues as the ‘chronic stress model’ (Katz 1982a) and was later refined 

to the Chronic Mild Stress (CMS) model by Willner (Willner et al. 1987). It consists of 

randomly applying a variety of mild stressors which are unpredictable in nature for a 

number of weeks or months, until a negative affective state is observed. Although 

there are no strict set of stressors, typical stressors often applied include, but are not 

limited to, food and water deprivation, overnight illumination, cage tilt, soiled cage 

and exposure to white noise (Muscat & Willner 1992; Willner 1997). In Willner’s 

original work, rats exposed to CMS showed a negative affective state through 

drinking less sucrose compared to their respective controls, an effect which could be 

reversed by the administration of antidepressant compounds (Willner et al. 1987). 
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CMS is now considered to be a valid method of inducing a negative affective state 

both rats and mice, and has been used to assess the effect on a number of 

behavioural and physiological measures (Willner 1997; Ducottet et al. 2003; Pothion 

et al. 2004; Grippo et al. 2005; Yalcin et al. 2005; Goshen et al. 2008; Schweizer et 

al. 2009; Malki et al. 2015; Willner 2017b).  

However, despite its effect on sucrose consumption being well validated 

(Willner 1997), its effect on licking microstructure remains unknown. Therefore, in this 

study, I aimed to manipulate laboratory mice’s affective state using the Chronic Mild 

Stress (CMS) paradigm and assess whether it was sufficient to cause a negative 

affective state in laboratory mice using the Open Field (OF) test, body mass changes 

and sucrose consumption. If successful, I then aimed to determine whether 

assessing changes in licking microstructure might offer more information about 

hedonic changes, and establish whether measuring changes in lick cluster size might 

be more useful to infer the affective state of laboratory mice. I predicted that mice 

undergoing the CMS regime would not only drink less sucrose but the size of their 

drinking bouts (i.e. their lick cluster size) would also be significantly smaller than mice 

that were maintained under standard ‘control’ conditions.  

 

3.3 Methods and Materials  

 

3.3.1 Ethical statement  
 

All experiments were conducted at Newcastle University following approval 

from the University’s Animal Welfare and Ethical Review Body (AWERB Project ID: 

307) and were completed in full compliance with the UK Home Office (PPL: 60/4431, 

PIL: IBE41DE17). All work was conducted in accordance with the EU Directive 

(2010/63/EU), ASPA (1986) and the NIH Guidelines for care and use of animals for 

experimental procedures (National Institutes of Health 2011). All animals were 

checked daily and no adverse effects were reported. At the end of the experiment, 

animals were humanely killed via intraperitoneal (i.p.) overdose of anaesthetic 

(Pentobarbital) in accordance to Schedule 1 guidance. One animal from the Chronic 

Mild Stress (CMS) group was euthanized after one week of CMS due to health 

concerns (pre-putial abscess).  
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3.3.2 Animals, housing and husbandry  
 

Forty male C57BL/6J mice (Mus musculus) were purchased from Charles 

River Laboratories, UK and were approximately 10 weeks of age (MeanSEM mass: 

26.80.17g) on arrival and were allowed a one week acclimation period. They were 

tail marked using permanent marker for identification and were handled according to 

standard practice (tail handled). Mice were free from all recognised pathogens, and 

the health status of the colony was monitored following the FELASA health 

monitoring recommendations (Guillen 2012). Mice were housed in groups of four in 

standard MB1 cages (45cm (L) x 28cm (W) x 13cm (H), North Kent Plastics), with 

sawdust bedding, nesting material and cardboard tubes for environmental 

enrichment (NestPak, 4HK Aspen chips and Sizzlepet nesting, Datesand Ltd, 

Manchester). All cages were subject to two full cage cleans per week. All animals 

had access to food (Special Diet Services, RM3E diet) and water ad libitum, except 

prior to training and testing and CMS food and water manipulations (see below). 

Animals were housed in two separate climate control chambers, in order to have 

strict control over their environmental conditions, and were randomly assigned to one 

of two treatment groups. Animals in one chamber underwent the CMS regime 

referred to as the Chronic Mild Stress (CMS) group (details below), and those in the 

other climate control chamber acted as controls, the Control group. Animals were 

maintained on a reverse 12:12 hour light/dark cycle (lights off 10:30 until 22:30), and 

experiments were conducted under red light illumination. Mice were kept under 

relatively constant temperature 214°C and relative humidity 5510% (Home Office 

2014). All mice were weighed twice a week to monitor any weight changes occurring 

due to treatment effects; typically, mice undergoing CMS would have a lower body 

weight or reduced weight gain compared to animals housed under standard 

conditions (Schweizer et al. 2009; Willner 1997).  
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3.3.3 Study Design and timeline 
 

 

Figure 3.1: Schematic illustrating the study timeline showing when each behavioural 
test were conducted relative to the state manipulation phase.  

  

3.3.4 Sucrose consumption tests 
 

Water bottles on the home cages were removed 3hrs before training and 

testing (08:00) to ensure no water was consumed immediately prior to the test. All 

drinking sessions were conducted once the lights had gone off at 10:30 under red 

light illumination, meaning that animals were tested towards the start of their active 

period. Mice were trained and tested in the eight custom-made drinking chambers 

(see Chapter 2 for full details). Briefly, the drinking chambers were connected to 

contact sensitive Med Associates dual contact lickometers (Med Associates Inc., St. 

Albans, Vermont), which transmit the time of each lick to the nearest 0.01 second to 

a computer using MED-PC software. Custom-written software (courtesy of Prof 

Dominic Dwyer) calculated the lick cluster sizes according to a range of interbout 

intervals (IBI), which is the length of time used to determine when licks can be 

considered to be in a single bout (Davis & Perez 1993; Davis & Smith 1992; Dwyer 

2012; Dwyer et al. 2013). The data presented here use interbout intervals of 250ms, 

500ms or 1000ms in order to ensure data were robust across criteria. This means 

that, for example, when an interbout interval of 250ms was applied, any duration of 

250ms or longer between two licks defined the end of one bout and the start of the 

next.  

Mice were randomly sub-divided into five testing groups, where each testing 

group consisted of eight mice (4 mice from each treatment group), which were tested 

in the same order at the same time each day. The first group typically entered the 
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boxes 30mins after lights off (11:00), and the final group started 3hrs after lights off 

(13:30). Each mouse was placed in the same box across drinking sessions, where 

the position was balanced across the five groups with respect to treatment. The 

sucrose solution (8% w/w) was made available to the animals through drinking 

spouts presented on the left hand side of the chamber. The amount of fluid 

consumed for each mouse was calculated by weighing the drinking bottle before and 

after each test session using a set of scales accurate to the nearest 0.1g.  

Training involved familiarising the animals to the drinking chamber and the 

sucrose solution. Mice were put into their chamber for 15 minutes across six 

consecutive days (Figure 3.1), at which point all animals were consistently 

consuming the sucrose solution (defined as making at least 100 licks). For the first 

three training sessions, the metal spout protruded into the chamber to ensure 

engagement with the task. After this, the spout was positioned ‘flush’ to the wall to 

reduce the possibility of accidental contact with the spout. Following six days of 

training, the state manipulation phase began (Figure 3.1).  

 

3.3.5 State manipulation phase 
 

In order to alter the affective state of some animals, I employed the well-

established Chronic Mild Stress (CMS) paradigm (Willner et al. 1987; Papp et al. 

1991; Muscat & Willner 1992; Willner 2017b). The mice in the CMS group underwent 

the Chronic Mild Stress regime for 11 weeks, whilst mice in the Control group were 

kept under standard laboratory conditions. The CMS regime involved the semi-

random administration of any one of the six following manipulations throughout the 

day or night to make their occurrence unpredictable: 

1. Overnight Illumination: Due to the animals being housed on a reversed light dark 

cycle this consisted of ‘overday’ illumination where animals were exposed to 36hr of 

light or intermittent periods of light during their dark phase.  

2. Soiled Cage: Animals were transferred to a dirty cage that had previously held 

another cage of mice from the CMS treatment group.  

3. Damp bedding: 100ml of water was added to the sawdust of the cage.  
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4. Food and water deprivation: Both food and water were removed from the cages for 

up to 3hrs.  

5. Exposure to white noise: Animals were exposed to an untuned radio (<90db) for 

up to 6hrs. 

6. Cage shaking: Researchers shook the cage rack for a total of 30 seconds every 5-

minutes for a total session duration of up to 30 minutes.  

 

For the first 4 weeks, stressors were applied in the dark phase (10:30-22:30), 

but after that, some were carried out during the light phase (22:30-10:30). This was 

due to concerns regarding the effectiveness of only carrying out these manipulations 

during the animal’s dark phase when they were already active. Since some of the 

stressors required human presence, this meant that I could only carry out exposure 

to white noise, overnight illumination, soiled cage or damp bedding overnight. 

Throughout the manipulation phase, the drinking behaviour of both the CMS 

group and Control group continued to be monitored. The protocol for measuring 

sucrose consumption and licking microstructure was the same as that described for 

training. Drinking trials were conducted three times per week (Monday, Wednesday 

and Friday) for 11 consecutive weeks and therefore coincided with the 11 week state 

manipulation phase. 

  

3.3.6 Open Field Test  
 

At the end of the manipulation phase, each mouse was individually placed in a 

corner of a rectangular arena (54.5cm (L) x 35.5cm (W) x 17cm (H)) made of white 

plastic with a transparent perspex lid (see Chapter 2 for full details). Individuals were 

allowed to freely explore for 10 minutes, whilst being filmed from above (Sony 

Handycam HDR-CX220). The order in which CMS and Control mice were tested was 

counterbalanced across the testing day. The total duration spent in the centre, 

crosses to the centre, total distance travelled, the total time spent moving and the 

velocity of movement for each mouse were measured using Ethovision XT (v5.1, 

Noldus, Virginia, USA). Occurrence of defecation during testing was also noted.  
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3.3.7 Statistical analyses 
 

All statistical analyses were conducted using IBM Corp. SPSS (v23, SPSS Inc, 

Chicago, USA). Datasets were tested for normality using the Shapiro-Wilk test and 

homogeneity of variance using and the Levene statistic test and where assumptions 

were not met, non-parametric statistical methods were used. Where significant main 

effects were found, Bonferroni post hoc tests were performed to investigate pairwise 

comparisons (Table 3.1). In all statistical tests differences were considered significant 

using a p value <0.05.  

For the sucrose drinking tests, data were averaged across the three weekly 

sessions in order to obtain a mean value per mouse per week. I calculated averages 

for the total consumption and also for lick cluster size according to the three IBI 

criteria for the last three sessions of the sucrose consumption training phase to be 

used as a baseline (week 0), and for the 11 subsequent weeks of the state 

manipulation phase.
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Table 3.1: Statistical tests carried out on each data set, including factors included in 
the model, experimental unit and sample size. 

Data Dependent 
Variable 

Statistical 
Test 

Factor(s) Unit Sample Size 

Sucrose 
Drinking 

Consumption (g) Repeated 
measures 
ANOVA 

Between subject factor: 
Treatment (2 levels: CMS 
or Control) 
 
Within subject factor: 
Week (12 levels: weeks 
0-11) 

Mouse  n=19 CMS 
n=20 Control 

Lick cluster size 
(at 250ms, 
500ms or 
1000ms) 

Repeated 
measures 
ANOVA 

Between subject factor: 
Treatment (2 levels: CMS 
or Control) 
 
Within subject factor: 
Week (12 levels: weeks 
0-11) 

Mouse  n=19 CMS 
n=20 Control 

Open Field 
Test 

Distance 
travelled; 
Duration in 
centre;  
Duration of 
movement; 
Frequency in 
centre; Velocity 
 

Independent 
t-tests 

Between subject factor: 
Treatment (2 levels: CMS 
or Control) 
 

Mouse  n=19 CMS 
n=20 Control 

Defecation Binary 
logistic 
regression 

Between subject factor: 
Treatment (2 levels: CMS 
or Control) 

 

Mouse  n=19 CMS 
n=20 Control 

Body 
Weight 

Weekly body 
weight (g)  

Repeated 
measures 
ANOVA 

Between subject factor: 
Treatment (2 levels: CMS 
or Control) 
 
Within subject factor: 
Week (12 levels: weeks 
0-11) 

Mouse n=19 CMS 
n=20 Control 

Percentage 
weight gain  

Independent 
t-test 

Between subject factor: 
Treatment (2 levels: CMS 
or Control) 
 

Mouse n=19 CMS 
n=20 Control 

 

 

3.4 Results 

 

3.4.1 Sucrose consumption tests 
 

There was no evidence that the CMS treatment affected the amount of 

sucrose consumed during training (week 0) and across the 11 weeks of the state 

manipulation phase, with mice undergoing the CMS regime consuming a similar 

amount of sucrose as control mice (ANOVA: F1,37=0.63, p=0.434; Figure 3.2). There 
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was a significant main effect of week, with consumption changing over time 

irrespective of treatment (ANOVA: F5.795,214.405=6.95, p<0.001), and there was no 

significant interaction between these factors (ANOVA: F5.795,214.405=1.99, p=0.07).   

 

 

Figure 3.2: Mean (±SEM) consumption (g) for CMS and Control groups in the training 
phase (week 0) and the 11 weeks of the manipulation phase.  

 

Similar to the results presented for consumption, I found no evidence to 

suggest an effect of the CMS regime on the licking microstructure of the mice 

(ANOVA: 250ms: F1,37=0.17, p=0.687; Figure 3.3A; 500ms: F1,37=0.01, p=0.927; 

Figure 3.3B; 1000ms: F1,37=0.02, p=0.878; Figure 3.3C). Again, there were significant 

changes across the weeks (ANOVA: 250ms: F3.93,145.51=3.22, p=0.015; Figure 3.3A; 

500ms: F3.93,145.36=3.93, p=0.005; Figure 3.3B; 1000ms: F4.03,149.03=4.49, p=0.002; 

Figure 3.3C), and no significant interaction between treatment and week (ANOVA: 

250ms: F3.93,145.51=0.91, p=0.455; Figure 3.3A; 500ms: F3.93,145.36=1.01, p=0.406; 

Figure 3.3B; 1000ms: F4.03,149.03=0.94, p=0.443; Figure 3.3C). Therefore, I found no 

evidence to suggest that the CMS regime had any effect on the licking microstructure 

of mice compared to their respective controls. 
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Figure 3.3: Mean (±SEM) Lick cluster size for CMS and Control mice according to the three different interbout (IBI) interval criteria 
A. 250ms IBI interval criterion B. 500ms IBI interval criterion C. 1000ms IBI interval criterion. 
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3.4.2 Open Field Test  

 

The only evidence to suggest that the CMS regime increased stress and 

anxiety in CMS mice relative to their respective controls was that more mice from the 

CMS group than the Control group defecated in the open field arena during testing 

(χ2(1)=5.44, p=0.02; Figure 3.4A). Comparing groups for all other measures, there 

were no differences between the two treatment groups in the total distance travelled 

(t37=1.07, p=0.293; Figure 3.4B), the time spent moving (t37=0.92, p=0.364; Figure 

3.4C), the duration spent in the centre (t37=0.19, p=0.853; Figure 3.4D), frequency in 

the centre (t37=0.80, p=0.431; Figure 3.4E) or the velocity at which they travelled 

(t37=1.08, p=0.287; Figure 3.4F). 
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Figure 3.4: The behaviour of CMS and Control mice in the open field test. A. Total 
number of mice that defecated during testing. B. Mean (+SEM) distance travelled 
(cm) C. Mean (+SEM) length of time spent moving (s). D. Mean (+SEM) length of 
time spent in the centre (s) E. Mean (+SEM) number of crosses to the centre. F. 
Mean (+SEM) velocity when moving (cm/sec). 
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3.4.3 Body weight  
 

There were no significant differences in bodyweight between animals in the 

CMS and Control groups at any time point (F1,37=1.11, p=0.298; Figure 3.5A), with 

both groups steadily gaining weight across time, as would be expected for mice with 

access to food ad libitum (F2.137,79.054=187.33, p<0.001). There was no significant 

difference in percentage weight gain between baseline (week 0) and week 11 

between the two groups (t37=1.79, p=0.082; Figure 3.5B), although there was a 

tendency, contrary to expectation, for CMS mice to have gained more weight than 

the Control mice.    

 

 

Figure 3.5: Bodyweights for CMS and Control mice. A. Mean (±SEM) body weight (g) 
for each week B. Mean relative percentage change (+SEM) from baseline. 

 

3.5 Discussion 

 

 My study aimed to manipulate laboratory mice’s affective state using the 

Chronic Mild Stress (CMS) regime to determine its effect on licking microstructure. 

However, my manipulation did not produce any significant changes indicative of a 

negative affective state in C57BL/6 mice. There was no evidence that the application 

of the CMS regime produced more anxiety-like behaviour in an open field test, 

reduced body mass, or lowered the amount of sucrose consumed. Therefore, given 

these findings, it is not surprising that I also found no effect of CMS on animal’s 

hedonic responses that would be indicative of stress-induced anhedonia in their 

licking microstructure. Although I cannot make any firm conclusions as to why the 
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application of CMS was insufficient to cause measurable changes indicative of a 

negative affective state in these mice, I offer some potential explanations.  

 Although the CMS manipulation has been widely used and its effectiveness 

demonstrated across a wide range of studies (Willner 1997; Ducottet et al. 2003; 

Grippo et al. 2005; Goshen et al. 2008; Jindal et al. 2013; Malki et al. 2015; Yu et al. 

2015), there is increasing concern regarding its reliability in producing measurable 

effects, both within and between laboratories (Willner 2017a; Willner 2017b). Since 

negative results and failures to replicate previous findings are less likely to be 

published, researchers need to be surveyed to fully ascertain the scale of the 

problem with using CMS to manipulate affective state. A recently conducted user 

survey found that most (75%) respondents reported that CMS worked reliably within 

their laboratory; however, this study still did not capture information from laboratories 

with unpublished findings, meaning it had a relatively small sample size (n=53) 

(Willner 2017a). When comparing responses from those 75% laboratories that were 

able to demonstrate the effectiveness of CMS with laboratories that could not 

demonstrate consistent findings, the methodologies used were very similar, and no 

factor(s) could be identified that might account for differences in effectiveness across 

laboratories (Willner 2017a). However, despite this, differences in reliability and 

reproducibility both within and between laboratories have been attributed to the 

overall severity of the stressors applied and individual differences in susceptibility to 

stress (Willner 2017b). Therefore, it is possible that other factors could have 

attributed to the null result found in my study, which I will discuss in turn.  

 There is variability across laboratories in the types of stressor and the 

methods by which they are employed, which could impact on the effectiveness of 

CMS to change affective state (Willner 2017a). In my study, I predominantly 

manipulated the mice’s environment, including using components of the CMS regime 

that are reportedly widely used with mice: cage tilt, wet bedding, light/dark reversal, 

food and water deprivation (Willner 2017a). However, I did not include any stressors 

that disrupted normal social behaviour, like subjecting animals to social isolation or 

swapping their cage mates. This was because I did not want to potentially increase 

the aggression in male mice that could lead to adverse effects, for example, fight 

wounds and potentially death. Therefore, although the application of stressors in my 

study remained unpredictable in nature, it might be that by not including social 

stressors, I didn’t include stressors that were the most effective at manipulating an 
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animal’s state. Certainly, a number of studies demonstrating behavioural or 

physiological effects of CMS in laboratory mice have used social stressors within 

their CMS regime (Ducottet et al. 2004; Ducottet & Belzung 2004a; Yalcin et al. 2005; 

Schweizer et al. 2009). However, in the recent survey of researchers using the 

regime, the use of a social stressor, such as crowding, was only used in 

approximately 30% of regimes (Willner 2017a). Therefore, social stressors are not 

necessary to induce negative affective states in mice, and I think it unlikely that this 

fully accounts for the null result reported here.  

 The effectiveness of CMS, on both mice and rats, can also be dependent 

upon the strain used (Willner 2017b). A number of studies have reported a lower 

susceptibility of C57BL/6 mice to stress, determined by a number of different 

behavioural and physiological measures, compared to other inbred laboratory mouse 

strains (Anisman et al. 1998; Mineur et al. 2006; Parfitt et al. 2007). This is also seen 

in experiments using the CMS regime, where C57BL/6 mice appear more resilient to 

the effects of CMS than a more susceptible strain such as BALB/c (Griffiths et al. 

1992; Ducottet & Belzung 2004b; Ducottet & Belzung 2005; Farley et al. 2012). 

These strain differences have been attributed to differences in anxiety and 

depressive-like behaviours, with a greater susceptibility to CMS being associated 

with higher levels of anxiety (Ducottet & Belzung 2004b; Ducottet & Belzung 2005). 

However, although C57BL/6 mice are considered to be less susceptible than other 

strains to the effects of stress, they are not completely resilient. A number of studies 

have been successful in inducing behavioural changes indicative of negative affect in 

this strain, following the application of the CMS regime (Schweizer et al. 2009; Zhu et 

al. 2014). Therefore, it is unlikely that my choice of strain alone could have accounted 

for the null effect, although I cannot rule out that the combination of a relatively mild 

stress regime with a mouse strain with low susceptibility to stress could explain these 

findings. 

  There were also methodological differences compared to previous studies in 

the animal’s husbandry conditions that could have contributed to the CMS not being 

effective in changing the state of the mice in my experiment. The mice were 

maintained on a reversed light/dark cycle in order for the experiments to be carried 

out in their active period (i.e. in the dark phase), ensuring maximal consumption 

during the sucrose consumption tests. It is possible that the reversal of the light/dark 

schedule could have contributed to the lack of effect, at least initially. This is because 
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the majority of the stressors were initially implemented during the animal’s active 

phase (i.e. in the dark) rather their inactive period (i.e. in the light), which may have 

been less stressful because they did not cause sleep disturbances. In a similar CMS 

study using rats, subjects only displayed behaviours indicative of depression and 

anxiety when the CMS protocol was applied during the light phase but not when it 

was applied during the dark phase (Aslani et al. 2014). For this reason, I started to 

implement stressors during the animals’ inactive phase (i.e. in the light) after the first 

4 weeks. However, given that I continued to see a lack of effect even when stressors 

were applied in the light phase of the cycle, it seems unlikely that this could explain 

why the CMS was ineffective in my study. 

One final possibility for why I did not see an effect of the CMS was that the 

tests employed in my study were not sensitive to detect changes in affect. However, 

given the data obtained, this seems unlikely. This is because both the open field and 

sucrose consumption tests are standard, widely used and established behavioural 

tests for measuring negative affect in laboratory mice (Muscat & Willner 1992; Gould 

et al. 2009). I also didn’t find any differences in absolute body weight, or body weight 

changes between my treatment groups across the 11 week state manipulation 

phase. All these measures are typically employed in the literature to measure 

changes in affective state and therefore can be considered good measures at 

detecting the effectiveness of CMS (Willner et al. 1992; Willner 1997; Schweizer et al. 

2009; Gould et al. 2009). Therefore, it is unlikely for all these measures to be 

insensitive to changes in affect, and more parsimonious that the manipulation did not 

work. One measure did suggest that I had manipulated state, in that I did find that 

mice undergoing CMS defecated more in the open field test compared to controls, 

which could be taken to reflect a negative state (Hall 1934). However, this finding 

alone isn’t sufficient to infer the CMS regime effective in inducing a negative affective 

state in my mice. This is because although increased defecation and/or urination can 

be considered to be indicative of increased stress and fear (Hall 1934), it cannot be 

taken to reflect longer-term changes in affective state on its own, as usually this is 

taken in combination with behavioural responses in the OF test for example (Gould et 

al. 2009). 

To conclude, I found no evidence to suggest that the CMS regime induced a 

negative affective state in laboratory mice, and as such I was unable to evaluate the 

effectiveness of licking microstructure as a measure of affective state.  Further work 
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is required to assess the effects that stress might have on licking microstructure and 

whether this can be used to infer the underlying affective state and welfare of 

laboratory mice. Future studies would benefit from using other well-established 

paradigms of inducing negative affect in laboratory mice, in order to assess the 

effects that stress has on consummatory behaviour, and whether licking 

microstructure offers a novel measure of their affective state. 
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Chapter 4: The effect of chronic administration of exogenous 

corticosterone on licking microstructure 

 

4.1 Abstract 

 

Given that the Chronic Mild Stress regime failed to elicit changes in affective 

state in Chapter 3, I sought another established method of inducing negative affect in 

laboratory mice to determine the effect of stress on licking microstructure. The 

chronic administration of corticosterone is a widely used method of inducing negative 

affective states in laboratory rodents. Therefore, the aim of this study was to induce 

negative affect in laboratory mice through the chronic administration of exogenous 

corticosterone in the animal’s drinking water and determine if licking microstructure 

was able to detect these changes.  

 I found no evidence to suggest the chronic administration of exogenous 

corticosterone was sufficient to induce a negative affective state in the mice. I found 

no behavioural differences between mice administered corticosterone and their 

respective controls in the elevated plus maze, open field test, or any differences in 

sucrose consumption or lick cluster size. However, the administration of 

corticosterone did elicit some physiological changes, with mice administered 

corticosterone having a worsened coat state. This suggests that some physiological 

effects are detectable even in the absence of changes in affective state, and that 

physiological and behavioural measures of animal affect and welfare are dissociable 

from one another. 

 

4.2 Introduction 

 

The exposure of an animal to stressful events is known to negatively impact 

their wellbeing, and can have detrimental effects on their underlying affective state 

and welfare. Therefore, it is important to develop methods which can tell us more 

about how an animal might ‘feel’, in order to minimise the exposure to stressful 

experiences and ensure good welfare and positive affect (Dawkins 1990; Mendl, 

Burman, et al. 2010).  
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It is, of course, not easy to ascertain how an animal might ‘feel’ due their 

inability for self-report, and therefore the development of suitable proxies are required 

(Dawkins 1990; Mendl, Burman, et al. 2010). How an animal responds to reward (i.e. 

their hedonic responses) may offer a useful way of accessing their underlying 

affective state (Paul et al. 2005; Boissy et al. 2007; Mendl, Burman, et al. 2010; 

Nettle & Bateson 2012). This is because humans with Major Depressive Disorder 

(MDD) often report alterations in their perception of reward, where their sensitivity to 

reward often decreases, a symptom referred to as anhedonia (American Psychiatric 

Association 2014). 

Traditionally, anhedonia has been assessed in rodents by assessing the 

amount of sucrose they consume. Specifically, rodents that are anhedonic and have 

a depressed-like phenotype will drink less of a rewarding sucrose solution than 

animals in a more positive affective state (Willner et al. 1987; Papp et al. 1991; 

Willner et al. 1992; Muscat et al. 1992; Monleon-Paolo et al. 1995). However, it is 

also possible to assess how rewarding an animal finds something by assessing their 

specific licking patterns, or their lick cluster size. When rodents drink, they produce 

fast, rhythmic sets of licks that can be grouped into clusters, where the average 

number of licks in a cluster can be taken to measure the animals hedonic response 

(Davis 1973; Davis 1989; Hsiao & Fan 1993; Dwyer 2012; Austen et al. 2016). Given 

that the Chronic Mild Stress (CMS) manipulation was ineffective in Chapter 3, and 

there was a large amount of experimental variability, I wanted to use another 

established rodent model of stress-induced depression to assess the effects of stress 

on sucrose consumption and licking microstructure.  

The administration of exogenous corticosterone in rodents is a well-

established methodology of inducing a depressed-like state (Magariños et al. 1998; 

Fairchild 2003; Ardayfio & Kim 2006; Murray et al. 2008; Gourley & Taylor 2009; 

Rainer et al. 2012; Mekiri et al. 2017). Rodents which receive chronically 

administered (up to 28 days) exogenous corticosterone (the equivalent of cortisol in 

humans; Gong et al. 2015), display a more anxious and depressive-like phenotype 

(Magariños et al. 1998; Fairchild 2003; Ardayfio & Kim 2006; Murray et al. 2008; 

Gourley & Taylor 2009; Rainer et al. 2012; Mekiri et al. 2017). This has been 

demonstrated behaviourally, in tests such as emergence from the light/dark box, the 

open field and sucrose preference test (Ardayfio & Kim 2006; Ali et al. 2015; Sturm et 

al. 2015; Weng et al. 2016). For example, rodents which have been chronically 
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administered corticosterone take longer to emerge into the light component of the 

light/dark box indicative of an anxiogenic like effect (Ardayfio & Kim 2006) and have a 

lower preference for sucrose in the sucrose preference test (Gourley & Taylor 2009; 

Ali et al. 2015; Weng et al. 2016) suggestive of a state analogous to an anhedonic 

depressed-like state. Physiological and pharmacological measures support the 

outcomes of behavioural tests (Fairchild 2003; Zhao et al. 2008; Murray et al. 2008; 

Ali et al. 2015; Weng et al. 2016), demonstrating the robustness of this manipulation. 

In the present study, I chose to administer corticosterone in the drinking water 

to minimise the stress associated with repeated subcutaneous injections or surgical 

implantation of a slow release corticosterone pellet. Although this method offers less 

control as to the dosage of corticosterone compared to repeated subcutaneous 

injection, it is still well-established and widely used within the literature (Magariños et 

al. 1998; Fairchild 2003; Nacher et al. 2004; Ardayfio & Kim 2006; Gourley & Taylor 

2009; Rainer et al. 2012; Mekiri et al. 2017). This model is preferred to other existing 

manipulations, such as the CMS paradigm, because it enables more control over 

circulating corticosterone levels (Johnson et al. 2006; Zhao et al. 2008). 

This model is also advantageous because it also has high face validity to the 

disease aetiology in humans. It is well-known that the Hypothalamic-Pituitary-Adrenal 

(HPA) axis is dysregulated in human patients with mood disorders (Rubin et al. 1987; 

Holsboer & Barden 1996; Peeters et al. 2004). For example, patients presenting with 

Major Depressive Disorder (MDD) often have higher levels of circulating cortisol 

(Peeters et al. 2004), which together with the ongoing exposure to stressful 

situations, is thought to contribute to the aetiology of depression. The role of the HPA 

axis and its impact on affect, is further supported by the fact that patients who have 

problems with their HPA axis, such as patients with Cushing’s disease (who have 

higher levels of circulating cortisol), also have a high prevalence of depression and 

anxiety (Starkman et al. 1981; Sonino et al. 1998). Taken together, the administration 

of exogenous corticosterone is considered a robust and reliable method of inducing a 

depressed-like state in laboratory rodents.  

The aim of this study was to assess whether chronic administration of 

exogenous corticosterone in the drinking water was sufficient to induce a negative 

depressive-like state in laboratory mice, and if so whether licking microstructure was 

able to detect these changes. I predicted that mice treated with corticosterone for 28 

days would show more anhedonic and depressive-like behaviour through lower 
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consumption of, and smaller lick cluster sizes to, rewarding sucrose solutions and 

more anxiety-like responses in the elevated plus maze and open field test. I also 

predicted that if these changes were indicative of a depressed-like phenotype then 

these changes would be reversed by the administration of the anti-depressant 

fluoxetine hydrochloride. 

 

4.3 Methods and Materials  

 

4.3.1 Ethical Statement  
 

 Experiments were conducted at Newcastle University under the Home Office 

Project license (PC6981D63). All work was conducted in line accordance with the EU 

Directive (2010/63/EU), ASPA (1986) and the NIH Guidelines for the care and use of 

animals for experimental procedures (National Institutes of Health 2011). All animals 

were checked daily and weighed at least three times per week; no adverse effects of 

the study were reported. At the end of the study, animals were killed humanely by 

exposure to a rising concentration of carbon dioxide gas, in line with Schedule 1 

guidance.  

 

4.3.2 Animals, housing and husbandry 
 

  Thirty-two male C57BL/6 mice (Mus musculus) were purchased from Charles 

River Laboratories, UK and were approximately 8 weeks of age upon arrival. They 

were tail marked using permanent marker for identification. Mice were free from all 

recognised pathogens and the health status of the colony was monitored following 

the FELASA health monitoring recommendations (Guillen 2012).  Mice were pair 

housed in M2 cages (33cm (L) x 15cm (W) x 13cm (H), North Kent Plastics), with 

sawdust bedding, nesting material (4HK Aspen chips, NestPak and Sizzlepet 

nesting, Datesand Ltd, Manchester) and a clear Perspex handling tunnel (50mm 

diameter, 150mm length). Because of the welfare benefits from handling mice with a 

tunnel rather than by their tail (Hurst & West 2010; Gouveia et al. 2013; Clarkson et 

al. 2018), all mice were handled via the tunnel handling refinement for the duration of 

the study. All cages were subject to one full cage clean per week, and mice had 

access to food and water ad libitum. Animals were maintained on a reverse 12:12 
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hour light/dark cycle (10:00 until 22:00) and therefore all behavioural experiments 

described below were conducted during the animal’s active (dark) phase under red 

light illumination. Animals were kept under standard laboratory conditions, at a 

temperature of approximately 21±4°C and with a relative humidity of 55±10°C (Home 

Office 2014).  

 

4.3.3 Sucrose drinking tests  
 

Following one week acclimation period, mice were trained and tested in eight 

custom made drinking chambers (refer to Chapter 2 for full details). These consisted 

of standard mice IVC home cages (34 (L) x 19 (W) x 14(D) cm) with clear perspex 

sides, a metal perforated floor and wire cage lid with two modified attachments to 

connect the sipper tubes to either the right or left hand side of the cage. Solutions 

were made available through drinking spouts attached to 50ml falcon tubes, 

presented on the left hand side of the cage. The drinking chambers were connected 

to contact sensitive Med Associates dual contact lickometers (Med Associates Inc., 

St. Albans, Vermont), which transmit the time of each lick to the nearest 0.01 second 

to a computer using MED-PC software. Custom-built software calculated the lick 

cluster sizes according to a range of interbout intervals, which is the length of time 

used to determine when licks can be considered to be in a single bout (Davis & Smith 

1992; Davis & Perez 1993; Dwyer 2012; Dwyer et al. 2013). The data presented here 

use an interbout intervals of 250ms, 500ms or 1000ms, meaning that any duration of 

250ms, 500ms or 1000ms or longer between two licks defined the end of one bout 

and the start of the next. However, the data were qualitatively and quantitatively the 

same for a range of different interbout intervals.  

 They were sub-divided into four groups of 8 (two mice from each treatment 

per group), which were tested in the same order at the same time each day. Testing 

was conducted after the lights went off to motivate the mice to consume the sucrose 

solutions during these tests. Mice were exposed to 4% (w/w) sucrose for 15 minutes 

per day for six days in order to obtain baseline values before compounds were 

administered. For the first three sessions, the spout was left to protrude into the cage 

to ensure engagement with the task. For the remaining sessions, the spout was 

positioned in line with the cage in order to reduce accidental contact. After the 
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compounds were administered, mice were tested three times per week, where they 

had access to 4% sucrose for 15 minutes per session, for the remainder of the study.  

 

4.3.4 Drug administration and treatment groups  
 

 Following habituation to the laboratory and baseline training sessions in the 

drinking apparatus, the animals were randomly assigned to one of four treatment 

groups, with different drugs administered through the drinking water (n=8 for all 

groups: Corticosterone, Fluoxetine, Corticosterone and Fluoxetine, and Vehicle-only). 

These compounds were administered via the drinking water for 28 days in 

accordance with well-established protocols in published work (Fairchild 2003; Nacher 

et al. 2004; Ardayfio & Kim 2006; Rainer et al. 2012; Mekiri et al. 2017). This 

methodology was the preferred method of drug administration to avoid the stress 

associated with chronic injections or surgical implantation of subcutaneous 

corticosterone pellets. Due to the fact that mice were pair housed, mice in the same 

cage were allocated to the same drug treatment regime.  

To make the solutions, corticosterone and fluoxetine hydrochloride were 

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, UK (Corticosterone product number: 27840, 

Fluoxetine Hydrochloride European Pharmacopoeia (EP) Reference Standard: 

F0253000). Solutions were made so that compounds were administered at the final 

concentrations of 35µg/mL for corticosterone and 112.5µg/mL for fluoxetine 

hydrochloride. The concentrations were calculated from the animals’ average water 

intake across three consecutive days, the mean bodyweight of the mice, and the 

desired dosage to be administered in line with published work (5mg/kg/day for 

corticosterone, and 18mg/kg/day for fluoxetine; David et al. 2009; Rainer et al. 2012).  

Corticosterone had to be dissolved in ethanol due to its insolubility, before being 

diluted to 0.3%, meaning all compounds were administered in a 0.3% ethanol vehicle 

which meant that my vehicle only treatment consisted of 0.3% ethanol.  All solutions 

were available ad libitum in opaque drinking bottles (to protect the compounds from 

light), and were replaced every 3 days. 
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4.3.5 Coat State Scoring 
 

 On day 29, all mice were scored with regards to their coat state by three 

treatment-blind observers. The observers were two experts (one veterinary surgeon 

and one animal technician) and one non-expert (a researcher not working with mice). 

Mice were scored on a scale of 0-2 (half marks were possible) according to the 

following criteria: 0 - shiny, clean, smooth and well-groomed coat; 1 - coat dull, 

ungroomed and might be soiled; 2 - ruffled and untidy coat, which can be greasy and 

stick together. The mean coat state score of each mouse was calculated from the 

independent scores of the three observers.  

 

4.3.6 Elevated Plus Maze  
 

At the end of the experiment (day 29), mice underwent behavioural testing in 

an elevated plus maze. The maze arms were 30cm (L) x 5cm (W) with side walls of 

15cm on the two closed arms, and was elevated 50cm from the ground. Mice were 

delivered to the centre of the maze facing an open arm and their behaviour was 

filmed from above for 5 minutes (Cube HD 1080, Y-cam).  After testing, each mouse 

was returned to either a holding cage or their home cage depending on whether it 

was the first or last mouse to undergo testing from its cage. The maze was cleaned 

with 70% ethanol and dried with a paper towel between subjects. The order in which 

mice were tested was counterbalanced with respect to the treatment group across 

the testing day. They were filmed from above and later analysed using Observer XT 

(v11, Noldus, Virginia, USA). The time spent in either the open or closed arms 

(defined when all four paws were in the arm) was scored by an observer blind to 

treatment group. One animal jumped off the maze before the end of the test and was 

excluded from the statistical analysis. This meant that the sample sizes for this 

behavioural test were: Corticosterone n=8; Fluoxetine n=8, Corticosterone & 

Fluoxetine n=8, Vehicle n=7). 

 

4.3.7 Open Field Test   
 

 I also conducted an open field test on day 30. Each mouse (n=8 for each 

treatment group) was individually placed using the tunnel in the centre of a 
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rectangular arena (54.5cm (L) x 35.5cm (W) x 17cm (H)) made of white plastic with a 

transparent perspex lid and allowed to freely explore for 10 minutes. The order in 

which mice were tested was counterbalanced with respect to treatment group across 

the testing day. Behaviour was filmed from above and later analysed using 

Ethovision XT (v 5.1, Noldus, Virginia, USA). This automatically calculated the total 

duration spent in the centre, crosses to the centre, total distance travelled, the total 

time spent moving and the velocity of movement for each mouse. Presence of 

defecation during the open field test was also recorded. 

 

4.3.8 Statistical Analyses 
 

 All statistical analyses were conducted using IBM Corp. SPSS (v23, SPSS Inc, 

Chicago, USA). Datasets were tested for normality using the Shapiro-Wilk test and 

homogeneity of variance using and the Levene statistic test and where assumptions 

were not met, non-parametric statistical methods were used. Where significant main 

effects were found, Bonferroni post hoc tests were performed to investigate pairwise 

comparisons (Table 4.1). In all statistical tests differences were considered significant 

using a p value <0.05. 
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Table 4.1: Statistical tests for each data set with respective factors, experimental unit 
and sample size. 

Data Dependent Variable Statistical 

Test 

Factor(s) Unit Sample Size 

Sucrose 

drinking 

Consumption (g); 

Lick cluster size  

Repeated 

measures 

ANOVA 

Between subject 

Factors: Treatment 

group (4 levels) 

Within-subject 

Factors: Week (5 

levels) 

Mouse n=8 Cort 

n=8 Fluox 

n=8 Cort & Fluox 

n=8 Vehicle 

 

Elevated 

plus maze 

Number of open arm 

entries; Duration on 

open arms; 

Percentage of time 

spent on open arms; 

Number of protected 

stretch attend 

postures 

Kruskal-

Wallis Test 

Treatment Group 

(4 levels) 

Mouse n=8 Cort 

n=8 Fluox 

n=8 Cort & Fluox 

n=8 Vehicle 

 

Open field 

test 

Duration of 

movement; 

Duration in centre; 

Crosses to centre; 

Distance travelled; 

Mean velocity 

Kruskal-

Wallis Test 

Treatment group 

(4 levels) 

Mouse n=8 Cort 

n=8 Fluox 

n=8 Cort & Fluox 

n=8 Vehicle 

 

Coat 

State 

Score 

Mean Coat State 

Score 

Kruskal-

Wallis Test 

Treatment Group 

(4 levels) 

Mouse n=8 Cort 

n=8 Fluox 

n=8 Cort & Fluox 

n=8 Vehicle 

 

 

4.4 Results  

 

Mice in all treatment groups increased their consumption across the 5 weeks 

(F2.004,56.114=13.03, p<0.001; Figure 4.1), but there was no interaction between 

treatment and week (F6.012,56.114=1.61, p=0.16). There was a main effect of treatment 

group (F3,28=3.11, p=0.042). However when assessing Bonferroni adjusted pairwise 

comparisons between the treatment groups, I found that although there was a 

tendency for mice administered corticosterone to drink less overall, this didn’t reach 

significance when compared to each respective treatment group (all p values >0.05).  
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Figure 4.1: Mean (+SEM) consumption (g) of 4% sucrose for baseline and each week 
of the 28 day administration period. 

 

I also assessed how the lick cluster size changed across time for the four 

groups. In line with the results for total consumption, lick cluster size increased 

across weeks (250ms: F2.338,65.457=32.07, p<0.001; Figure 4.2A; 500ms: 

F2.747,76.904=20.22, p<0.001; Figure 4.2B; 1000ms: F2.673,74.835=13.54, p<0.001; Figure 

4.2C), but there was no significant effect of treatment group on that increase (i.e. no 

significant interaction: 250ms: F7.013,65.457=1.52, p=0.18, Figure 4.2; 500ms: 

F8.240,76.904=1.32, p=0.25, Figure 4.2B; 1000ms: F8.018,74.835=1.08, p=0.39, Figure 

4.2C). However, in contrast to consumption, there was no significant effect of 

treatment group on lick cluster size (250ms: F3,28=0.87, p=0.47; Figure 4.2A; 500ms: 

F3,28=0.64, p=0.60; Figure 4.2B; 1000ms: F3,28=0.43, p=0.74; Figure 4.2C).  
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Figure 4.2: Mean (±SEM) lick cluster size of mice drinking 4% sucrose during baseline sessions and in each week of the 
administration period with an inter bout interval of: A. 250ms, B. 500ms, and C. 1000ms between two subsequent licks 
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4.4.1 Elevated Plus Maze  
 

 Whilst I expected that the administration of chronic corticosterone would 

increase anxiety-like behaviour, this was not evident. There was no difference 

between the four treatment groups in open arm entries (H(3)=1.58, p=0.66; Figure 

4.3A), or time spent on the open arms (total duration: H(3)=2.66, p=0.45; Figure 

4.3B; percentage duration: H(3)=2.58, p=0.46; Figure 4.3C). There was also no 

difference in the number of protected stretch attend (PSA) postures (H(3)=3.40, 

p=0.33; Figure 4.3D), considered to reflect a risk assessment behaviour (Rodgers & 

Dalvi 1997; Hurst & West 2010).  

 

 

Figure 4.3: Behaviour in the elevated plus maze for each treatment group: A. Mean 
(+SEM) number of open arm entries; B. Mean (+SEM) duration on the open arms; C. 
Mean (+SEM) percentage of total time spent on the open arms; and D. Mean (+SEM) 
number of Protected Stretch Attend (PSA) postures. 
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4.4.2 Coat State Scoring 
 

 There was a significant effect of the drug treatment on the animals’ coat 

scores (Kruskal wallis: χ2(3)=10.12, p=0.018; Figure 4.4), with a mean rank coat state 

score of 23.1 for Corticosterone, 12.5 for Fluoxetine, 16.1 for Corticosterone and 

Fluoxetine and 14.3 for vehicle treated animals. Bonferroni adjusted pairwise 

comparisons revealed that mice treated with corticosterone had a significantly 

greater coat state score compared to mice treated with fluoxetine (p=0.018) but not 

when compared to mice treated with corticosterone and fluoxetine (p=0.306) or 

vehicle (p=0.083).  

  

 

Figure 4.4: Mean (+SEM) coat state score in each treatment group. 

 

4.4.3 Open Field Test 
 

 Mice from the Corticosterone group did not show higher levels of anxiety-like 

responses in the open field test. In line with the results from the elevated plus maze, 

there was no difference across our treatment groups in the time spent in the centre 

(Total time: H(3)=1.40,p=0.71; Figure 4.5A; Percentage of time: H(3)=1.76, p=0.63; 

Figure 4.5B) or in the periphery (H(3)=3.44, p=0.33; Figure 4.5C).  The groups also 
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didn’t differ in the distance mice moved (H(3)=1.43, p=0.70; Figure 4.5D), the time 

they spent moving (H(3)=1.20, p=0.75; Figure 4.5E), or their velocity when moving 

(H(3)=1.47, p=0.69; Figure 4.5F). Therefore, there was no evidence that the 

administration of corticosterone had any effect on the affective state of the mice.
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Figure 4.5: Behaviour in the open field test for each treatment group: A. Mean 
(+SEM) duration (s) spent in the centre of the open field; B. Mean (+SEM) 
percentage of total time spent in the centre of the open field; C. Mean (+SEM)  
duration (s) spent in the periphery of the open field; D. Mean (+SEM) distance (m) 
moved E. Mean(+SEM) time (s) spent moving F. Mean (+SEM) velocity of movement 
(m/s). 
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4.4.4 Retrospective calculations of drug dosages 
 

Although I had aimed to deliver the desired doses based on the mass of the 

mice and the amounts that they drank, the introduction of the compounds to the 

animal’s drinking water affected their intake. In order to keep administration 

consistent across time, rather than adjust the concentration each week, the same 

concentration was administered throughout the entire study and the dosages were 

calculated retrospectively. Although the desired dose of corticosterone of 5 

mg/kg/day was achieved for the Corticosterone and Fluoxetine group, it was 10 

mg/kg/day for the Corticosterone group. This higher dose for the Corticosterone 

group was due to this group increasing their intake following the administration of 

Corticosterone. The dose of fluoxetine was just slightly lower than the desired dose, 

being 16 mg/kg/day for the Fluoxetine group, and 17 mg/kg/day for the 

Corticosterone and Fluoxetine group. 

 

4.5 Discussion 

 

 The chronic administration of corticosterone did not appear to induce a 

depressive or anxiety-like state in the mice in my study. There were no behavioural 

differences between any of the treatment groups in sucrose consumption or lick 

cluster size, nor on the elevated plus maze or in the open field test. However, the 

corticosterone treatment did appear to elicit some physiological changes, since mice 

chronically administered corticosterone had a worsened coat state. Therefore, whilst 

there appeared to be no change in affective state, the corticosterone manipulation 

was altering some physiological processes.  

 It was surprising that the corticosterone treatment did not alter affective state, 

since the administration of exogenous corticosterone has been well established, and 

is considered a robust and reliable method to manipulate state, compared to other 

manipulations, such as the chronic mild stress paradigm (Sterner 2010). A number of 

studies have reported clear behavioural differences indicative of anxiety and/or 

depression following the administration of exogenous corticosterone, including: 

increased immobility time in the forced swim test (Murray et al. 2008), reduced 

sucrose preference (Ali et al. 2015; Weng et al. 2016), reduced weight gain (Donner 

et al. 2012), reduced time spent on the open arms of the elevated plus maze 
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(Skórzewska et al. 2014) and reduced time spent in the centre of the open field 

(Rainer et al. 2012; Skórzewska et al. 2014). Since I used some of these tests in my 

study, it seems unlikely that my methods were simply unable to detect a negative 

affective state, but that the administration of chronic exogenous corticosterone was 

simply not sufficient to induce a negative affective state analogous to depression 

and/or anxiety in my mice.  

One possible reason for this could be the method by which I administered the 

corticosterone, since many other studies have used subcutaneous injection. The 

reason I administered corticosterone via the animals drinking water was to eliminate 

any stress that could arise from repeated injections. Although this route of 

administration results in less control over the precise dosage, it does offer a less 

invasive route of administration and results in more flattened circulating 

corticosterone levels (Gasparini et al. 2016). Whilst it is a less common method, this 

route of administration is well-validated and considered robust in producing reliable 

results, and therefore it seems unlikely that this could explain the lack of effect (David 

et al. 2009; Gourley & Taylor 2009; Rainer et al. 2012; Mekiri et al. 2017). 

Furthermore, it is unlikely that the null effect was due to insufficient dosing. This is 

because corticosterone was administered at a concentration and dose in line with 

previous published work (David et al. 2009; Gourley & Taylor 2009; Rainer et al. 

2012; Mekiri et al. 2017) where clear behavioural differences have been 

demonstrated (David et al. 2009; Rainer et al. 2012). For example at the same 

concentration and dose, Rainer et al., (2012) demonstrated that male mice 

administered corticosterone in their drinking water showed greater anxiogenic 

behaviour in the open field which could be reversed by the application of the 

antidepressant fluoxetine. Therefore, taken together, it is unlikely that the method of 

administration or associated dosage is sufficient in explaining the lack of effect.  

However, there are some other differences between my study and those in the 

literature that may have meant that the corticosterone treatment did not alter affective 

state in the way I expected. The first is the lighting schedule on which the mice were 

kept, as they were maintained on a reversed light/dark cycle. Mice are nocturnal 

animals, and tend to do most of their eating and drinking within the first few hours of 

the dark phase (Millard et al. 1983). Since I was interested in their drinking 

behaviour, I conducted the sucrose drinking experiments towards the start of the dark 

phase to ensure maximal consumption of the solutions without the requirement for 
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food or water restriction. However, previous research using the chronic 

corticosterone model have maintained the animals under standard laboratory 

conditions under non-reversed lighting. Although I can only speculate, it is possible 

that the reversal of the light/dark cycle could have contributed to the lack of effect on 

the mice’s affective states, since the phase of the light/dark cycle is known to impact 

on the efficacy of stress manipulations and can significantly affect findings (Aslani et 

al. 2014). In addition, this affects the timing of the behavioural tests relative to when 

the mice do most of their drinking. In this study, behavioural testing started shortly 

after (10-30 minutes) their lights went off. This means that it is likely that they 

underwent behavioural testing before they had time to drink the full dose of the 

compounds prior to testing. This differs to that of previous studies where behavioural 

tests were conducted during the animals’ light phase, and therefore animals will have 

been tested <12hours after dosing, meaning they had more time to be affected by 

the full dose of the compounds. Therefore, although I cannot make any firm 

conclusions, it is possible that conducting behavioural tests in the dark phase rather 

than in the light phase (as in previous studies) could explain why I did not detect a 

difference among my groups.  

 The second methodological difference was the choice of handling method. In 

this study, all mice were handled using a tunnel rather than using the standard 

practice of tail handling (Deacon 2006; Leach & Main 2008), which is known to 

reduce the expression of behaviours associated with anxiety and depression (Hurst & 

West 2010; Gouveia et al. 2013; Clarkson et al. 2018). Since tunnel handling is a 

relatively recent husbandry refinement and not yet widely implemented across 

research institutions, it seems likely that most, if not all, previous studies have used 

tail handling. Unfortunately, existing publishing guidelines do not require the handling 

method to be specified, and I can only assume that previous studies reporting the 

depressogenic effects of chronic corticosterone employed tail handling to handle their 

mice (David et al. 2009; Gourley & Taylor 2009; Rainer et al. 2012; Mekiri et al. 

2017). Since tunnel handling reduces stress and anxiety in mice (Hurst & West 2010; 

Gouveia et al. 2013; Clarkson et al. 2018), this might mitigate against the impact of 

other stressors and/or elevated corticosterone levels. My findings raise the question 

of whether, if tail handled, there would have been an effect of corticosterone and 

differences in behaviour between our treatment groups. More research is needed to 
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investigate this question, and better understand the effects that current handling 

practice has on rodent models of depression, stress and anxiety.  

However, despite not being able to detect any clear behavioural differences 

indicative of depressive and/or anxiety-like states in my mice, there was some 

indication that it caused some physiological changes. In line with previous work, I 

found that mice administered corticosterone had a worsened coat state (Rainer et al. 

2012). Therefore, it seems that some physiological effects are detectable even in the 

absence of any change in affective state. This could be because the effects of 

corticosterone on physiology and behaviour are dissociable. Similar results have 

been found in other studies; for example, Murray, Smith, & Hutson (2008) found that 

chronic administration of corticosterone was sufficient to induce cellular changes in 

the hippocampus, but not to detect a depressed-like phenotype in the forced swim 

test. Therefore, this highlights that in some instances behavioural and physiological 

measures may not be complementary and emphasises that an animal’s affective 

state cannot be inferred from a single behavioural or physiological measure.   

To conclude, I was unable to induce a negative affective state through the 

administration of chronic exogenous corticosterone, although some change in 

physiology was detected. Consequently, the work opens up some interesting 

research questions about whether routine laboratory practices, such as handling 

method, alters animals’ resilience to additional stressors, and how existing 

physiological and behavioural measures of affective state are related to each other. 

Future research could explore the full impact of handling method on laboratory mice 

in scientific experiments. 
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Chapter 5:  Handling method alters the hedonic value of reward in 

laboratory mice 

 

* The work presented in this chapter has been published (Clarkson, Dwyer, Flecknell, 

Leach & Rowe (2018): Handling method alters the hedonic value of reward in 

laboratory mice. Scientific Reports 8: 2448; See Appendix A).  

 

 

5.1 Abstract 

 

Given the inability of standard manipulations to induce negative affect in the 

previous two chapters, I explored the effect of routine handling practices on the 

affective state of laboratory mice. This is because recent studies have identified that 

the standard practice of handling laboratory mice by their tails increases behaviours 

indicative of anxiety, which can be overcome by handling mice using a tunnel. It is 

important to refine laboratory procedures and practices to ensure high standards of 

animal welfare and scientific data quality, particularly for mice given their widespread 

use. However, despite clear negative effects of handling mice by their tails, the 

refinement of tunnel handling has yet to be widely implemented across research 

institutions.  

In this study, I provide the first evidence that tail handling also reduces mice’s 

responses to reward. I found that tail handled mice showed more anhedonic 

responses in both measures compared to tunnel handled mice, indicative of a 

decreased responsiveness to reward and therefore a more depressive-like state. Tail 

handled mice drank less sucrose and the size of their licking bouts, or their lick 

cluster sizes, were also smaller. The findings have significant implications for the 

welfare of laboratory mice, as well as the design and interpretation of scientific 

studies, particularly those investigating or involving reward. 

 

5.2 Introduction 

 

Mice are the most widely used model species in biomedical research. 

Consequently, understanding the experiences of mice used in research is of 

significant importance in order to provide evidence-based improvements to housing 
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and husbandry that will bring welfare benefits to a large number of animals, and 

ensure that empirical findings are robust (Wurbel 2001; Benefiel et al. 2005). 

Early work aimed at measuring and improving laboratory mouse welfare 

investigated the housing in which mice are kept: small cage sizes, lack of 

environmental enrichment, room temperatures and isolation can all negatively impact 

on mouse welfare, producing measurable changes in behaviour, physiology and/or 

affective state (Ortiz et al. 1985; Chapillon et al. 1999; Chourbaji et al. 2005; Gaskill 

et al. 2009). However, more recently, it has been proposed that the handling 

technique used by researchers and laboratory staff influences not only the welfare of 

mice, but also data obtained from behavioural studies (Hurst & West 2010; Gouveia 

et al. 2013; Ghosal et al. 2015; Gouveia et al. 2017). Handling represents the most 

common procedure experienced by laboratory mice, meaning that refinements to 

current practice that minimise stress, could have a profound effect.    

The standard and most widely used practice of handling laboratory mice is to 

use their tails, referred to as tail handling and therefore likely to affect millions of mice 

used in research annually (Deacon 2006; Leach & Main 2008). However, tail 

handling appears to increase anxiety compared to being handled using a tunnel or by 

cupping mice on the open hand (Hurst & West 2010; Gouveia et al. 2013; Gouveia et 

al. 2017). For example, compared to tail handled mice, tunnel handled mice spend 

more time voluntarily interacting with a handler, and show less anxiety-related 

behaviour in standardised behavioural tests of anxiety such as the elevated plus 

maze (Hurst & West 2010; Gouveia et al. 2013; Gouveia et al. 2017). Tail handling 

can also reduce the performance of mice in cognitive tests (Gouveia et al. 2017). 

This was demonstrated by the impairment of tail handled mice to engage with a novel 

mouse odour in a habituation-dishabituation task (Gouveia et al. 2017) and therefore 

has a number of implications such as the requirement for larger sample sizes and 

longer training periods. Therefore in relation to the principle of the 3Rs, tunnel 

handling not only offers to make refinements to existing practices, but also the 

possibility of reducing the number of mice required for experiments. However, 

despite the evidence that tail handling can impair welfare and scientific data 

collection, it remains the main method used to handle mice, and refinements such as 

tunnel handling have yet to be widely implemented across research institutions.  

Here, I tested if being handled by the tail or with a tunnel can affect the 

hedonic responses of mice towards a rewarding stimulus. Whilst previous studies 
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investigating the effects of handling method on mouse welfare have measured the 

animals’ behaviour towards aversive experiences or punishments (such as being 

picked up by a handler or being placed in a novel test environment; Hurst & West 

2010; Gouveia et al. 2013; Gouveia et al. 2017), measuring responses to positive 

experiences and rewards (hedonic responses) are also important for understanding 

the full impact of handling methods on the affective state of an animal (Boissy et al. 

2007; Yeates & Main 2008; Mendl, Burman, et al. 2010). How an animal responds to 

both punishment and reward offers a way of accessing their enduring negative 

affective states, and therefore offer a way of determining their cumulative 

experiences and how these influence their welfare. This is because whilst anxiety 

and depression can both be characterized by greater expectation of punishment, 

depression is also associated with a reduced expectation of reward (Nettle & 

Bateson 2012). Therefore in order to assess the full extent of handling method on 

affective state and establish whether the stress associated with tail handling also has 

a depressogenic effect, information about how mice respond to reward is also 

required. 

Stress has been widely documented to play a role in the development of a 

depressive-like state in both humans and animals (Papp et al. 1991; Hammen et al. 

2009). Specifically, in rodent models, exposure to either a single severe (acute) 

stressor, or several mild (chronic) stressful experiences are sufficient in inducing a 

depressed-like state (Simson et al. 1986; Willner et al. 1992). This depressed-like 

state has been validated by assessing the amount of sucrose they consume, 

whereby a lower consumption is taken to reflect an anhedonic-like state (Willner et al. 

1987; Muscat & Willner 1992; Willner 1997; Willner 2017b). Anhedonia is defined as 

the reduction or inability to experience pleasure from rewarding stimuli (Ribot 1897; 

Gorwood 2008) and is a core symptom of Major Depressive Disorder (MDD) in 

humans (American Psychiatric Association, 2014). Consequently, assessing 

anhedonia in mice has been important for developing and validating laboratory 

models of depression (Deussing 2006). Historically, hedonic state has been 

measured in rodents using voluntary consumption of sucrose solutions, under the 

assumption that anhedonia results in sucrose being perceived as less pleasant, 

which results in lower intake (Willner et al. 1987; Papp et al. 1991; Forbes et al. 

1996; Willner & Healy 1996). For example, mice that have undergone established 

manipulations, such as the chronic mild stress paradigm, and show behavioural 
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symptoms of depression also drink less sucrose solution than control animals (Papp 

et al. 1991; Muscat & Willner 1992; Willner et al. 1992; Willner 1997). This effect can 

be reversed through the application of anti-depressants which has led to sucrose 

consumption being widely used as an indicator  of affective state in rodents (Willner 

et al. 1987; Muscat & Willner 1992; Monleon et al. 1995; Forbes et al. 1996; Willner 

1997; Willner 2017a).  

Despite its widespread application and use, the sucrose consumption test is 

only an indirect indicator of hedonic state. This is because sucrose consumption is 

influenced by a number of factors: whilst the amount of sucrose solution a mouse 

drinks may be driven in part by how much it likes the taste, it may also be affected by 

motivational factors (Brennan et al. 2001) and the post-ingestive effects of the 

sucrose (see Chapter 1 for further discussion) (Booth et al. 1972; Warwick & 

Weingarten 1996). Alternative and more direct measures of hedonic responses 

towards tastants are based on a more detailed examination of how an animal drinks.  

The orofacial movements produced upon tasting a solution and the pattern of licks 

during consumption are both considered to be more direct measures of palatability 

and hedonic responses to sucrose consumption (Davis 1973; Davis 1989; Davis & 

Smith 1992; Berridge 2000; Dwyer 2012). In this study, I measured the effect of 

handling method not only on sucrose consumption, but also on a measure of their 

licking behaviour considered indicative of their hedonic response to reward. When 

rodents drink, the pattern of licks is not random (Davis 1973; Davis 1989; Davis & 

Smith 1992; Dwyer 2012). Instead they produce rhythmic sets of licks that can be 

grouped into clusters (Davis 1989; Davis & Smith 1992; Dwyer 2012). The number of 

licks in these clusters, known as ‘lick cluster size’, is positively related to the 

palatability of the tastant. For example, larger lick cluster sizes are elicited by more 

palatable solutions (Davis 1973; Davis 1989; Davis & Smith 1992; Dwyer 2012).  

Therefore, the aim of this study was to test if the handling method affected the 

capacity of mice to experience pleasure (i.e. their hedonic responses) from reward.  I 

predicted that tail handling, a known stressor, would produce measurable changes in 

mouse behaviour indicative of a depressed-like state. Specifically, I predicted that 

handling method would affect the hedonic experience of mice drinking sucrose 

whereby tail handled mice would have lower consumption of, and smaller lick cluster 

sizes towards, sucrose solutions compared to tunnel handled mice. Assessing both 

consumption and lick cluster size will enable a comparison between these two 
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measures and establish whether licking microstructure provides more information 

regarding the animal’s hedonic state.  

 

5.3 Methods and Materials  

 

5.3.1 Ethical Statement  

 

Experiments were conducted at Newcastle University following approval from 

the University’s Animal Welfare and Ethical Review Body (AWERB Project ID: 540), 

and in accordance with the EU Directive (2010/63/EU), ASPA (1986) and the NIH 

Guidelines for care and use of animals for experimental procedures (National 

Institutes of Health 2011). All animals were checked daily, and no adverse effects 

were reported. At the end of the experiment, animals were humanely killed via 

exposure to a rising concentration of carbon dioxide gas in accordance to Schedule 1 

guidance.   

 

5.3.2 Animals, housing and husbandry 

 

Thirty-two male C57BL/6J mice (Mus musculus) were purchased from Charles 

River Laboratories, UK and were approximately 7 weeks of age (MeanSEM mass: 

24.61.6g) on arrival. Mice were free from all recognised pathogens, and the health 

status of the colony was monitored following the FELASA health monitoring 

recommendations (Guillen 2012).  Mice were pair-housed in M2 cages (33cm (L) x 

15cm (W) x 13cm (H), North Kent Plastics), with sawdust bedding, nesting material 

(4HK Aspen chips, NestPak and Sizzlepet nesting, Datesand Ltd, Manchester) and a 

clear perspex home cage tunnel (50mm diameter, 150mm length). Cages were 

cleaned once per week. Animals had access to food (Special Diet Services, RM3E 

diet) and water ad libitum, except prior to drinking experiments (described below). 

Mice were maintained on a reverse 12:12 hour light/dark cycle (lights off 10:00 until 

22:00) and experiments were conducted under red light illumination. Mice were kept 

under standard laboratory conditions, at a temperature of approximately 21±4°C and 

with a relative humidity of 55±10°C (Home Office 2014). In line with previous studies,  

mice were marked for identification using hair dye (Jerome Russel B Blonde, UK) 

which does not interfere with the response to handling (Hurst & West 2010; Gouveia 

et al. 2013).  
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5.3.3 Study Design and timeline  

 

 The mice were allowed to acclimatize to the laboratory for one week prior to 

the start of the experiment (they were not handled during this time). The study had 

two main phases: ‘the handling phase’ and ‘the sucrose drinking phase’ (see Figure 

5.1).  The handling phase aimed to manipulate the animals experiences and 

establish clear behavioural differences between tail and tunnel handled mice as 

previously reported (Hurst & West 2010; Gouveia et al. 2013), before investigating 

anhedonic behaviour in the sucrose drinking phase.  

 

 

Figure 5.1: Study timeline to show the design and order of behavioural tests and 
sample sizes. 

 

 

5.3.4 Handling Methods  

 

 Each cage of two mice were randomly assigned (via random number 

generator) to one of two handling treatment groups, tail or tunnel handled (n=16 mice 

per handling treatment group). Mice were then only handled by their designated 

method (tail or tunnel handled) by the same handler wearing nitrile gloves. The 

handler wore gloves that were rubbed in soiling bedding before each handling 

session (from mice of the same sex and strain) and a laboratory coat that was 

contaminated with mouse scent (Hurst & West 2010; Gouveia et al. 2013).  
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Tail handling involved grasping the mouse at the base of its tail using the 

thumb and forefinger, and then lifting onto the sleeve of the laboratory coat for 30 

seconds before being returned to its home cage. For tunnel handling, the mouse was 

guided into the transparent Perspex tunnel, and lifted above the cage and held for 30 

seconds. For the first two days, the handler’s hands were loosely cupped over the 

ends of the tunnel to prevent escape. 

During the initial handling phase mice were handled twice daily for 30 

seconds, 60 seconds apart, for nine consecutive days. Prior to handling, the nesting 

material (care was taken not to disrupt the structure) and home cage tunnel were 

removed. This procedure was also conducted once weekly to coincide with the 

sucrose drinking phase (days 17, 24 and 31). For routine husbandry practices, such 

as cage cleaning, mice were captured and transferred using their designated 

handling method either on the sleeve for tail handled mice, or in the tunnel for tunnel 

handled mice.  The same protocol was used when transferring mice to behavioural 

tests, i.e. the elevated plus maze, open field test and sucrose drinking chambers.  

 

5.3.5 Voluntary interaction tests  

 

On designated days during the handling phase (days 1, 5 and 9) and the 

sucrose drinking phase (days 17, 24 and 31), each cage of animals underwent 

‘voluntary interaction tests’ to assess their responses to the handler (see Figure 5.1). 

These tests allowed a comparison of behaviour in anticipation of being handled 

compared to after the animals were handled on specified test days (Hurst & West 

2010; Gouveia et al. 2013). Each test consisted of removing the cage lid, nesting 

material and home cage tunnel and the handler standing motionless in front of the 

cage for 60 seconds. A gloved hand (tail handled) or a gloved hand holding the home 

cage tunnel (tunnel handled) was held resting on the substrate in the front of the 

cage for 60 seconds to assess voluntary interaction. Each mouse in the cage was 

then handled twice for 30 seconds by their designated handling method described 

above, before voluntary interaction was assessed again. Behaviour was filmed (Cube 

HD 1080, Y-cam) and later analysed using Observer XT (v11, Noldus, Virginia, 

USA). Time spent interacting with the handler was measured for each mouse within a 

cage, from which an overall mean cage score was calculated as a percentage of the 

total test time. These were summed together for analyses for the two treatment 

groups (tail and tunnel handled). Therefore, for these tests, the experimental unit was 
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‘cage’ (n=8 for both groups). Interaction was defined as any of the following: sniffing 

(nose within 0.5cm), touching (including paw contact), climbing on or in the handling 

tunnel and/or the handler’s hand. Due to the differences in how mice in the two 

treatments were handled during the interaction tests, the observer could not be blind 

to the treatment, but was blind to whether the interaction test was carried out before 

(‘pre’) or after (‘post’) handling. 

 

5.3.6 Elevated Plus Maze  

 

 On day 10, mice underwent behavioural testing in an elevated plus maze 

(refer to general methods and materials section for full details). Mice were delivered 

to the centre of the maze (via their designated handling method) facing an open arm 

and filmed (Cube HD 1080, Y-cam) for 5 mins and returned to a holding cage or the 

home cage, depending on whether it was the first or last mouse to undergo testing 

from its cage. Between subjects, the maze was cleaned with 70% ethanol and the 

running order was counterbalanced with respect to handling method across the 

testing day. Time spent in the open or closed arms was scored by a treatment blind 

observer using Observer XT (v11, Noldus, Virginia, USA), where the time spent in an 

arm was defined as being when all four paws were in the arm. Three animals jumped 

off before the end of the test and were excluded from statistical analysis meaning the 

sample sizes were reduced (tail handled n=14; tunnel handled n=15).  

 

5.3.7 Sucrose Drinking Phase  

 

Mice were trained and tested in eight custom made drinking chambers (see 

Chapter 2 for full details). Solutions were delivered through drinking spouts attached 

to 50ml falcon tubes. Drinking chambers were connected to contact sensitive Med 

Associates dual contact lickometers (Med Associates Inc., St. Albans, Vermont), 

which transmitted the time of each lick to the nearest 0.01 second to a computer 

using MED-PC software. Custom-built software calculated the lick cluster sizes 

according to a range of interbout intervals, which is the length of time used to 

determine when licks can be considered to be in a single bout (Davis & Smith 1992; 

Davis & Perez 1993; Dwyer 2012; Dwyer et al. 2013). The data presented here use 

interbout intervals of 250ms, 500ms or 1000ms, meaning that any duration of 250ms, 
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500ms or 1000ms or longer between two licks defined the end of one bout and the 

start of the next. 

 Mice were separated into four groups of eight (four mice from each treatment 

per group) referred to as the ‘testing group’. A random number generator assigned 

mice into testing groups according to their cage number, meaning both mice within a 

cage were assigned to the same testing group and were tested in the same order 

and time each day. Water bottles on the home cage were removed 2 hours prior to 

sucrose drinking trials, before the lights went off to encourage consumption. Mice 

were trained across seven consecutive days for 15 minutes each day (Days 15-21) to 

drink sucrose (8% (w/w) sucrose solution) from the spouts. During the first three 

training sessions the spout was left to protrude into the cage to ensure engagement 

with the task, after this the spout was flush with the cage lid in order to reduce 

accidental contact. Once all animals were engaged with the task and consistently 

drinking (>100 licks), the experimental phases of the sucrose drinking phase began 

(see Figure 5.1).  

The sucrose drinking phase had two experimental phases (see Figure 5.1), 

where mice were tested on all 5 days for each phase. Phase 1 (Days 22-26) 

consisted of half the animals (n=16; 8 from each handling method) receiving 4% 

(w/w) sucrose and half (n=16; 8 from each handling method) receiving 16% (w/w) 

sucrose for 15 minutes. This was balanced with regards to treatment group and 

across testing groups. Phase 2 (Days 29-33) reversed the sucrose concentration. I 

used two concentrations of sucrose to assess the responses to stimuli with differing 

hedonic properties. I measured the mass of sucrose solution consumed and the 

timing of each lick in every test trial; from this, I calculated the mean consumption of 

sucrose (g) and the mean lick cluster sizes for each animal across the five days at 

both concentrations for use in my analyses.  

  

5.3.8 Open Field Test  

 

 On day 36, each mouse was individually placed via their designated handling 

method in the centre of a rectangular arena for 10 minutes (see Chapter 2 for full 

details). The order was counterbalanced with respect to handling method. Behaviour 

was filmed (Cube HD 1080, Y-cam) and analysed using Ethovision XT (v 5.1, 

Noldus, Virginia, USA), which automatically tracked the total duration spent in the 
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centre, crosses to the centre, total distance travelled, the total time spent moving and 

the velocity of movement for each mouse. Presence of defecation during the open 

field test was noted. Due to a technical error with the video cameras, videos were 

only scored for 14 out of the 16 tail handled mice.  

 

5.3.9 Statistical Analyses 

 

  All statistical analyses were conducted using IBM Corp. SPSS (v23, SPSS 

Inc, Chicago, USA). Datasets were tested for normality using the Shapiro-Wilk test 

and homogeneity of variance using and the Levene statistic test. Where assumptions 

were not met, data were transformed or non-parametric statistical methods were 

used. Where significant main effects were found, Bonferroni post hoc tests were 

performed to investigate pairwise comparisons (Table 5.1). In all statistical tests 

differences were considered significant using a p value <0.05. 
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Table 5.1: Statistical tests for each data set with respective factors, experimental unit 
and sample size. 

Data Dependent 

Variable 

Statistical 

Test 

Factor(s) Unit Sample Size 

Voluntary 

interaction 

tests 

Percentage time 

spent interacting 

Repeated 

measures 

ANOVA 

Between subject 

factors: Handling 

method (2 levels) 

Within-subject 

factors: day (6 

levels), time (2 

levels: pre or post 

handling) 

Cage n=8 tail handled 

n=8 tunnel handled 

Elevated plus 

maze 

Number of open 

arm entries; 

Duration on 

open arms 

Mann-

Whitney U 

test 

Handling method 

(2 levels) 

Mouse n=14 tail handled 

n=15 tunnel 

handled 

Number of 

protected 

stretch attend 

postures 

Independe

nt t-test 

Handling method 

(2 levels) 

Mouse n=14 tail handled 

n=15 tunnel 

handled 

Number of mice 

that defecated 

Binary 

logistic 

regression 

Handling method 

(2 levels) 

Mouse n=14 tail handled 

n=15 tunnel 

handled 

Sucrose 

drinking 

Consumption 

(g); 

Consumption 

(ml/g 

bodyweight); 

Lick cluster size 

(log 

transformed) 

Repeated 

measures 

ANOVA 

Between subject 

Factor: Handling 

method (2 levels) 

Within-subject 

Factor: Sucrose 

concentration (2 

levels) 

Mouse n=16 tail handled 

n=16 tunnel 

handled 

Open field test 

Duration of 

movement; 

Duration in 

centre; 

Crosses to 

centre; 

Distance 

travelled; 

Mean velocity 

Independe

nt t tests 

Handling method 

(2 levels) 

Mouse n=14 tail handled 

n=16 tunnel 

handled 

Number of mice 

that defecated 

Binary 

logistic 

regression 

Handling method 

(2 levels) 

Mouse n=16 tail handled 

n=16 tunnel 

handled 

Bodyweight (g) 

Mean 

bodyweight 

Independe

nt t test 

Handling method 

(2 levels) 

Mouse n=16 tail handled 

n=16 tunnel 

handled 
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5.4 Results 

 

First I established whether the nine day handling regime was sufficient to cause 

the behavioural differences in voluntary interaction previously described (Hurst & 

West 2010; Gouveia et al. 2013). Consistent with previous studies (Hurst & West 

2010; Gouveia et al. 2013), the repeated handling was sufficient to create significant 

differences between the two groups of mice in behavioural tests considered to be 

indicative of anxiety. There was a main effect of handling method, with tunnel 

handled mice spending significantly more time interacting with the handler compared 

to tail handled mice overall (ANOVA: F1,14 = 1062.7, p<0.001; Figure 5.2; Table 5.2). 

There was also a main effect of day (ANOVA: F1,28 = 29.03, p<0.001; Figure 5.2; 

Table 5.2) and a significant handling method and day interaction (ANOVA: F1,28 = 

23.67, p<0.001; Figure 5.2; Table 5.2). Tunnel handled mice increased the time 

spent interacting with the handler after Day 1 (Bonferroni adjusted pairwise 

comparisons Day 1 versus Day 5 p<0.001; Day 1 versus Day 9 p<0.001), but no 

increase was evident for those mice handled by their tails (Day 1 versus Day 5 

p>0.99; Day 1 versus Day 9 p=0.49).  

 

 

Figure 5.2: Mean (+SEM) percentage of time spent interacting with the handler in the 
voluntary interaction tests conducted on three different days in the handling phase. 
Interaction tests were conducted both before (pre-handling) and after (post-handling) 
the animals were handled via the tail or tunnel handling method. 
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Table 5.2: Statistical results for the repeated measures ANOVA conducted for the 
percentage of time spent voluntarily interacting with the handler in line with the 
handling phase on days 1, 5 and 9. 

Factor Fdf p value 

Handling method 

Day  

Time (pre or post handling)  

Handling method x Day 

Handling method x Time  

Day x Time  

Handling method x Day x Time 

F1,14 = 1062.7 

F1,28 = 29.03 

F1,14 = 0.60 

F1,28 = 23.67 

F1,14 = 0.04 

F1,28 = 1.30 

F1,28 = 0.11 

<0.001 *** 

<0.001 *** 

=0.45 ns 

<0.001 *** 

=0.85 ns 

=0.29 ns 

=0.89 ns 

 

Mice were also tested in an elevated plus maze on Day 10 to assess their 

anxiety levels. Consistent with the expectation that tail handling produces higher 

levels of anxiety than tunnel handling, tail handled mice showed fewer entries onto 

the open arms (Mann Whitney U= 174.5, p= 0.002; Figure 5.3A), and spent less time 

on them (Mann Whitney U= 175, p= 0.002; Figure 5.3B). However, although in the 

predicted direction, the number of protected stretch attend postures (t27 = 1.718, p= 

0.097; Figure 5.3C) and defecation events (χ2(1) = 0.36, p= 0.552; Figure 5.3D) did 

not significantly differ between our two handling methods.  
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Figure 5.3: Results from tail handled and tunnel handled mice placed in the elevated 
plus maze on day 10. A. Mean (±SEM) number of entries into the open arms. B. 
Mean (±SEM) length of time spent (s) in the open arms. C. Mean (+SEM) number of 
stretch attend postures. D. Total number of mice that defecated during testing. 

 

Once I had established I could detect the same behavioural differences 

between tail and tunnel handled mice previously described (Hurst & West 2010; 

Gouveia et al. 2013), I moved onto the sucrose drinking phase. I found that whilst 

there was a main effect of sucrose concentration (ANOVA: F1,30 = 30.82, p<0.001; 

Figure 5.4) i.e. both groups of mice drank more sucrose at the higher concentration, 

there was a also a main effect of handling method (ANOVA: F1,30 =7.14, p=0.012; 

Figure 5.4), tunnel handled mice drank significantly more of both sucrose solutions 

than mice that were tail handled. However, there was no interaction between 

handling method and sucrose concentration on total consumption (ANOVA: F1,30 

=0.1, p=0.754; Figure 5.4).  
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Figure 5.4: The mean (+SEM) amount consumed (g) of 4% and 16% sucrose for tail 
and tunnel handled mice during the sucrose drinking phase. 

 

Although handling method had no significant effect on the mean body weight 

of the animals, there was a tendency for tail handled mice to be heavier than tunnel 

handled mice (t30 = 1.905, p=0.066; Figure 5.5A). Therefore, to be sure that 

bodyweight was not influencing the sucrose consumption data (e.g. by larger mice 

requiring more calories and being more motivated to drink), I re-analysed the 

consumption data whilst controlling for body weight (i.e analysing ml/g bodyweight; 

Figure 5.5B).The results were qualitatively the same: both tail and tunnel handled 

mice drank significantly more of the higher sucrose concentration (F1,30 = 32.56, 

p<0.001; Figure 5.5B), with tunnel handled mice drinking significantly more sucrose 

irrespective of concentration compared to tail handled mice (F1,30 = 13.43, p=0.001; 

Figure 5.5B). There was no interaction between handling method and sucrose 

concentration (F1,30 = 0.02, p=0.887; Figure 5.5B). Therefore, any differences in the 

sizes of the mice were not influencing the findings. 
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Figure 5.5: A. Mean (+SEM) body weight (g) of tail and tunnel handled mice during 
the sucrose consumption phase. The mean body weight was derived from the weekly 
body weights taken during the two phases of the sucrose consumption phase. B. 
Mean (+SEM) consumption of sucrose solutions during the sucrose drinking phase 
normalised for body weight (ml/g).  

 

In addition to measuring the total amount consumed, I also assessed how 

handling method affected mice’s licking microstructure. I found a main effect of 

sucrose concentration, lick cluster sizes were larger when mice drank the higher 

sucrose concentration (ANOVA: 250ms: F1,30= 38.50, p<0.001; Figure 5.6A; 500ms: 

F1,30= 70.12, p<0.001; Figure 5.6B; 1000ms: F1,30= 60.25, p<0.001; Figure 5.6C) and 

a main effect of handling method, tunnel handled mice had larger lick cluster sizes 

overall (ANOVA: 250ms: F1,30= 4.62, p=0.04; Figure 5.6A; 500ms: F1,30= 4.16, 

p=0.05; Figure 5.6B; 1000ms: F1,30= 5.78, p=0.02; Figure 5.6C). However, there was 

also a significant interaction between handling method and sucrose concentration 

(ANOVA: 250ms: F1,30= 10.20, p=0.003; Figure 5.6A; 500ms F1,30= 11.44, p=0.002; 

Figure 5.6B; 1000ms: F1,30= 10.20, p=0.003; Figure 5.6C). This was because tunnel 

handled mice only had significantly larger lick cluster sizes than the tail handled mice 

when drinking the 4% sucrose solution (Bonferroni pairwise comparisons; all p<0.01) 

but not the 16% sucrose solution (all p>0.20). However, both tail and tunnel handled 

mice had larger lick cluster sizes for 16% sucrose compared to those at 4% 

(Bonferroni pairwise comparisons; tail handled mice; all p<0.001, tunnel handled 

mice; all p<0.05). 
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Figure 5.6: The mean (+SEM) lick cluster size for 4% and 16% sucrose for tail and tunnel handled mice during the sucrose drinking 
phase using A. an interbout interval of 250ms B. An interbout interval of 500ms C. An interbout interval of 1000ms. 
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In order to ensure that the established effects of tail and tunnel handling on 

measures of anxiety were still evident and did not diminish during this sucrose 

drinking phase, I gave mice three further voluntary interaction tests. I found a main 

effect of handling method, tail handled mice continued to interact significantly less 

with the handler compared to tunnel handled mice overall (ANOVA: F1,14 = 462.34, 

p<0.001; Figure 5.7; Table 5.3), although this did interact with day (ANOVA: F1,28 = 

19.73, p<0.001; Figure 5.7; Table 5.3). Tail handled mice spent more time interacting 

with the handler over these later three tests (Bonferroni adjusted pairwise 

comparisons for days 24 and 31 relative to day 17, p values p<0.001; Figure 5.7; 

Table 5.3). There was also a signficant main effect of timing of the interaction test 

(i.e. pre or post handling: ANOVA: F1,14 = 5.4, p=0.036; Table 5.3) and a significant 

handling method and timing interaction (ANOVA: F1,14 = 8.39, p=0.012; Table 5.3). 

Bonferroni adjusted pairwise comparisons revealed that tail handled mice interacted 

significantly more with the handler after they had been handled (post handling) 

compared to before (pre handling) (p=0.002) which was not evident in the tunnel 

handled mice (p=0.691).  

 

 

Figure 5.7: Mean (+SEM) time spent interacting with the handler in the voluntary 
interaction tests conducted on three different days during the sucrose drinking phase. 
Interaction tests were conducted both before (pre) and after (post) the animals were 
handled via either the tail or tunnel handling method. 
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Table 5.3: Statistical results for the repeated measures ANOVA conducted for the 
percentage of time spent voluntarily interacting with the handler in line with the 
sucrose drinking phase on days 17, 24 and 31. 

Factor Fdf p value 

Handling method 

Day  

Time (pre or post handling)  

Handling method x Day 

Handling method x Time  

Day x Time  

Handling method x Day x Time 

F1,14 = 462.34 

F1,28 = 1.36 

F1,14 = 5.40 

F1,28 = 19.73 

F1,14 = 8.39 

F1,28 = 3.06 

F1,28 = 1.40 

<0.001 *** 

=0.27 ns 

=0.036 * 

<0.001 *** 

=0.012 * 

=0.063 ns 

=0.26 ns 

 

Finally, at the very end of the sucrose drinking phase and before euthanasia, I 

also conducted an open field test as an independent measure of anxiety in both 

groups of mice. I found that tail handled mice showed significantly higher levels of 

anxiety. Although the time that mice spent moving did not significantly differ between 

the handing methods (t28=0.86, p=397; Figure 5.8A), their patterns of movement 

were very different. Tunnel handled mice spent significantly longer in the centre of 

the arena (t28=3.29, p=0.003; Figure 5.8B) and performed significantly more crosses 

into the centre (t28=5.10, p<0.001; Figure 5.8C). They also travelled significantly 

further (t28=4.36, p<0.001; Figure 5.8D) and had a significantly higher mean velocity 

when travelling (t28=4.53, p<0.001; Figure 5.8E) than tail handled mice. Tail handled 

mice also showed a tendency to be more likely to defecate more (χ2(1) = 2.22, p= 

0.136; Figure 5.8F), which is also an indication of stress (Henderson et al. 2004)  
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Figure 5.8: The behaviour of tail and tunnel handled mice in the open field test. A. 
Mean (+SEM) length of time spent moving (s). B. Mean (+SEM) length of time spent 
in the centre (s). C. Mean (+SEM) number of crosses to the centre. D. Mean (+SEM) 
distance travelled (cm). E. Mean (+SEM) velocity when moving (cm/sec). F. Total 
number of mice that defecated during testing. **p<0.01 and *** p<0.001. 
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5.5 Discussion 

 

The aim of this study was to determine whether the handling method used to 

handle laboratory mice, was sufficient to cause changes in the animals ability to 

experience pleasure when presented with rewarding sucrose solutions. This study 

provides the first evidence that handling method affects how laboratory mice perceive 

and respond to positive rewarding stimuli. Tail handling not only makes mice more 

anxious compared to tunnel handled mice (Hurst & West 2010; Gouveia et al. 2013; 

Gouveia et al. 2017), but it also reduces their hedonic responses towards a sucrose 

reward. My data show that tail handled mice drank less sucrose at both 

concentrations and had lower lick cluster sizes overall, although smaller cluster sizes 

were only evident at the lower concentration (i.e. 4%). This result could be due to a 

ceiling effect, due to testing under mild water restriction, and further work would be 

needed in order to determine if the anhedonic effects of tail handling are moderated 

by the nature of the solution being consumed. However, taken together, my 

combined data indicate that tail handling makes mice more anhedonic and less 

responsive to reward compared to being handled using a tunnel. Since tail handling 

is the most widely used method to handle laboratory mice (Deacon 2006; Leach & 

Main 2008), this finding has significant implications for animal welfare and the 

refinement of current laboratory practices, as well as scientific data collection, 

particularly where protocols include or investigate reward. 

The presence of anhedonia in our tail handled mice, combined with increased 

anxiety-like behaviours relative to tunnel handled mice, is indicative of a more 

depressive-like state and a more negative affective state compared to tunnel handled 

mice. Perhaps surprisingly, this difference seen between our handling treatments is 

similar to that for more severe manipulations which have been explicitly designed to 

induce depressive-like states in rodents, such as the chronic mild stress paradigm 

(Willner et al. 1992; Muscat & Willner 1992; Willner 2017b)  or chronic restraint (Sun 

et al. 2015). However, since tail handling may mimic a predatory attack (Layne 1972; 

Hurst & West 2010; Shargal et al. 2017), it could be that this handling method is 

inherently more stressful than currently thought (Deacon 2006). At 4% sucrose, the 

reduction in tail handled mice’s consumption compared to that of tunnel handled mice 

was 27%. From published studies using chronic manipulations to produce models of 

depression in C57BL/6 mice, I have estimated the reduction in sucrose consumption 
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relative to controls to be in the range of 33-57% (Pothion et al. 2004; Strekalova et al. 

2004). Although these are only estimates, this does suggest that the mice could be 

subject to a similar depressive-like state following tail handling. This is something that 

could be explored further pharmacologically, by the application of anti-depressant 

compounds.   

In addition to detecting effects of tail handling towards positive reward, I also 

found that tail handled mice interacted less with the handler and showed greater 

levels of anxiety in behavioural tests (elevated plus maze and open field test) 

compared to tunnel handled mice further supporting the findings of previous studies 

(Hurst & West 2010; Gouveia et al. 2013; Gouveia et al. 2017). This is the first study 

to replicate these findings at a different research institution. However, given that our 

study was longer than previous published work (days 17, 24 and 31 compared to just 

days 1, 5 and 9), I was also able to explore the effect of tail handling on mouse 

behaviour over a longer period of time. The results from our open field test carried 

out at the end of the experiment still showed a significant effect of handling method 

on behavioural measures of anxiety. Tail handled mice continued to spend 

significantly less time interacting with the handler than tunnel handled mice across 

the entire experiment, although I did detect some changes in their behaviour during 

the sucrose drinking phase (Figure 5.7). Tail handled mice increased the time they 

spent interacting with the handler over the last three voluntary interaction tests, and 

spent more time interacting with the handler once they had been handled (post 

handling). This may be due to simple habituation, the mice forming an association 

with the sucrose reward, or alternatively perhaps the mice were able to learn about 

the sequence of events in the repeated voluntary interaction tests. For example, it 

could be that the tail handled mice were more apprehensive of the handler when they 

were about to be picked up by their tail, compared to when they had already been 

picked up by their tail. This could be because they had learnt the sequence of events 

for example, once they had been handled they were unlikely to be handled again. 

However, currently it is impossible to draw any firm conclusions. 

Taken together, my data clearly demonstrate that mice are more anxious and 

more anhedonic when they are handled by their tail rather than when using a tunnel. 

This finding adds to the increasing number of studies that show that tail handling is 

an aversive procedure (Hurst & West 2010; Gouveia et al. 2013; Ghosal et al. 2015; 

Gouveia et al. 2017), and that tail handling has a negative impact on the welfare of 
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laboratory mice. It also shows that sucrose consumption and licking behaviour can 

be used to assess the presence of positive experiences by measuring hedonic 

responses towards reward and applied in a welfare context. Recent papers have 

highlighted that to fully understand animal welfare, we need to measure positive 

experiences, such as pleasure (Fraser & Duncan 1998; Boissy et al. 2007; Yeates & 

Main 2008).  This is because both positive and negative experiences can 

cumulatively influence an animal’s affective state and welfare (Mendl, Burman, et al. 

2010; Bateson 2016). The ability to assess how an animal responds to positive 

rewarding stimuli, such as sucrose solutions, offers the potential to evaluate the 

effects of routine laboratory conditions on their affective state and welfare, which 

formed one of the main aims of this thesis and will be explored further in Chapter 6.  

Tail handling has been shown to affect data collection through reducing the 

likelihood that a mouse will engage with a cognitive task (Gouveia et al. 2017). Our 

data suggest that the effects of tail handling may be more complex than simply not 

engaging with a task but could affect how animals respond to rewards in behavioural 

and cognitive tasks. The vast majority of in-vivo work involving behavioural 

paradigms rely on the use of reward to train the animal to perform in the given task, 

for example, condensed milk is often used to train mice in spatial memory tasks 

(Lyon et al. 2011; Wilson et al. 2015) and sucrose pellets are used in operant 

conditioning tasks (Malkki et al. 2010; Sharma et al. 2012). If tail handling reduces 

mice’s sensitivity for reward, this may result in longer training periods or reduced 

effect sizes leading to larger sample sizes and therefore tunnel handling offers the 

potential to address both refinement and reduction of the 3Rs. Tail handling may also 

be negatively affecting the neural circuitry underlying reward, which may mean that 

studies of reward pathways may not be using reliable or accurate models. I 

recommend that researchers consider the potential effect of tail handling on their 

results and interpretation of their findings.  

Although the findings from this study provide the first evidence of an 

anhedonic-like state in tail handled mice, further work is needed in order to establish 

the full effects of tail handling on their experiences and ultimately how these shape 

their underlying affective state and welfare. In the present study, I was interested in 

assessing mice’s sensitivity towards reward with differing hedonic properties. 

However, it is well known that an animal’s perception of reward is not solely 

dependent on the reward itself, but can also be influenced by the animals prior 
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experiences (Flaherty & Largen 1975). For example, animals that have prior 

experience of a higher value reward will respond more negatively when exposed to a 

reward of lower value, compared to an animal that has only ever encountered a lower 

value reward (Flaherty 1996; Flaherty et al. 1998; Burman et al. 2008). A next step 

would be to ask how tail handling laboratory mice might affect their perception of 

reward relative to a reward of higher or lower value. Such a study could shed more 

insight as to the underlying mechanisms affected by tail handling. This would provide 

more information about how handling method might influence resilience to reward 

loss and/or experience pleasure from reward gain. It would therefore offer the 

potential to assess the animal’s responses following a negative situation (i.e. shifting 

from a large to a small reward) and a positive situation (i.e. shifting from a small to a 

large reward) within the same behavioural paradigm.  

To conclude, my study supports advice that, wherever possible, mice should 

be handled using a tunnel and not by their tails. Tunnel handling is a simple yet 

effective refinement that has the potential to not only significantly improve animal 

welfare but also scientific data quality. Based on these findings, and those of others 

(Hurst & West 2010; Gouveia et al. 2013; Ghosal et al. 2015), research institutions 

should seek to evaluate and introduce tunnel handling as a refinement to their 

husbandry procedures, and that published protocols for handling mice are revised 

(Deacon 2006).  
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Chapter 6: Handling method alters how laboratory mice respond to 

reward loss and reward gain 

 

6.1 Abstract 

 

As outlined in Chapter 5, the standard method of handling laboratory mice by 

the tail induces negative affect, which can be reduced by handling them using a 

tunnel. The aim of this study was to further understand the impacts of tail handling on 

the affective state of mice and elucidate how the depressive-like state is mediated 

using changes in cognitive processing. I investigated if the method used to handle 

laboratory mice (by the tail or using a tunnel) changed their sensitivity to both reward 

loss and reward gain. This is because humans with depression change how they 

process and evaluate information, which can be measured by their responses 

towards changes in reward. Typically, individuals in negative affective states are 

more sensitive to reward loss (i.e. they show greater disappointment), and less 

responsive to reward gain (i.e. they show less elation).  

Licking microstructure was better able to measure responses following shifts in 

reward value compared to measuring changes in consumption, and was able to 

detect ‘elation’ and ‘disappointment’ in laboratory mice. Although handling method 

did not impact how mice responded to a gain in reward, tunnel handled mice were 

more resilient to a loss in reward, showing less disappointment, compared to mice 

handled via standard practice of using their tails. My findings highlight the potential of 

this methodology for measuring responses to positive and negative events in the 

same paradigm and provides insight into how both the positive and negative valence 

of affect is affected by handling method. 

 

6.2 Introduction  

 

Making improvements to animal welfare requires a better understanding of 

how animals feel (Duncan 1981; Dawkins 1990; Fraser & Duncan 1998; Duncan 

2006; Mendl, Burman, et al. 2010). As outlined in the previous chapter, the current 

method used to handle laboratory mice raises welfare concerns. The standard 

practice of handling laboratory mice by their tails has been previously associated with 

increased stress and anxiety, which can be overcome by handling mice using tunnels 
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(Hurst & West 2010; Gouveia et al. 2013). My work (Chapter 5) supported these 

findings, and additionally showed that tail handled mice were more anhedonic, and in 

a more depressive-like state compared to mice handled using a tunnel (Clarkson et 

al. 2018). However, despite the increasing evidence that argues against the use of 

tail handling (Hurst & West 2010; Gouveia et al. 2013; Ghosal et al. 2015; Gouveia et 

al. 2017; Clarkson et al. 2018), tunnel handling has yet to be widely implemented 

across research institutions.  

An important part of being able to determine how an animal might feel involves 

understanding their underlying affective state to determine the impact of laboratory 

conditions on its welfare (Dawkins 1990; Mendl & Paul 2004; Duncan 2006; Boissy et 

al. 2007). This is because the absence of negative affective states is often taken to 

reflect good welfare (Boissy et al. 2007). In humans, an individual’s affective state 

can influence a number of cognitive functions (Hinde 1985; Forgas 2000; Paul et al. 

2005). People diagnosed with anxiety and/or depression often show changes in how 

they process and retrieve information, as well as in how they make decisions (Beck 

et al. 1979; Mathews & Macleod 2002). For example, they focus more on negative 

outcomes, have a reduced memory for positive events, and make more negative 

judgements about ambiguous stimuli and/or events (Beck et al. 1979; Mineka et al. 

1998; Mathews & Macleod 2002; Paul et al. 2005; Burman et al. 2008). These well-

documented cognitive effects have led to the development of ‘judgement bias’ tests 

across a wide range of species including rats (Rattus norvegicus), starlings (Sturnus 

vulgaris), dogs (Canis lupus familiaris), sheep (Ovis aries) and even honeybees (Apis 

mellifera) (Harding et al. 2004; Bateson & Matheson 2007; Mendl, Brooks, et al. 

2010; Brilot et al. 2010; Doyle et al. 2010; Bateson et al. 2011). Generally, these 

tests involve an initial training period where the animals learn to associate one 

stimulus with a positive outcome (i.e. a reward), and another stimulus with a negative 

outcome (i.e. no reward or a punishment). Following this, the animals are then 

offered one or more ambiguous stimuli (stimuli that lie between the positive and 

negative stimuli) and the animals’ responses are assessed. These types of test have 

been useful in determining an animal’s affective state to make inferences about how 

their environment influences their welfare (Harding et al. 2004; Bateson & Matheson 

2007; Mendl, Brooks, et al. 2010; Brilot et al. 2010; Doyle et al. 2010; Bateson et al. 

2011).  For example, rats maintained under unpredictable housing, which is 

considered sufficient to induce negative affect and poorer welfare, showed more 
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‘pessimistic’ responses when presented with an ambiguous stimulus. They made 

more negative judgements about ambiguous stimuli, and perceived them as more 

similar to the negative stimulus predicting no reward, compared to rats kept under 

standard housing conditions (Harding et al. 2004). Conversely, in another study, 

improvements made to rats’ housing conditions through environmental enrichments 

associated with increasing an animal’s welfare, led to animals showing more 

‘optimistic responses’. Rats made more positive judgements about an ambiguous 

stimulus, perceiving it as being more similar to the positive stimulus predicting 

reward, and suggesting they had a more positive affective state than rats kept under 

standard laboratory conditions (Brydges et al. 2011). Although these judgment bias 

tasks can provide novel insights into the affective state in animals (Harding et al. 

2004; Bateson & Matheson 2007; Mendl, Brooks, et al. 2010; Brilot et al. 2010; Doyle 

et al. 2010; Bateson et al. 2011), they aren’t without their limitations, since they often 

require long training and testing periods and tests need to be species-specific (Brilot 

et al. 2010; Bateson et al. 2011; Brydges et al. 2011; Monk et al. 2018). Currently, 

although there is one developed for rats (Harding et al. 2004) which has recently 

been shortened (Brydges & Hall 2017), there is no validated cognitive bias test for 

laboratory mice. 

One existing methodology that could offer an effective test, is measuring how 

they respond to changes in reward value, and particularly how they respond following 

reward loss and/or gain (Crespi 1942; Flaherty 1982; Flaherty 1996; Flaherty et al. 

1998; Burman et al. 2008). This idea comes from findings in humans with negative 

affective states, who show stronger responses to reward loss (i.e. they show greater 

disappointment) and lower responses to reward gain (i.e. they show less elation) 

compared to those in more positive affective states (Beck 1969; Wenzlaff & Grozier 

1988; Tucker & Luu 2007). Therefore, assessing an animal’s sensitivity to changes in 

reward value could provide more insight into how positive and negative experiences 

are differentially affected by their underlying affective state (Flaherty et al. 1998; 

Burman et al. 2008; Mitchell et al. 2012; Riemer et al. 2016; Neville et al. 2017).  

How an animal responds to a given reward is highly dependent upon a 

number of factors. One important factor is the size of the reward: responses will be 

stronger for large than small rewards. A good example of this is the speed with which 

rats run down a runway to access a sucrose reward: they will run faster to gain 

access to a 32% sucrose reward than a 4% sucrose reward (Crespi 1942; Flaherty 
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1982). Prior experience with that reward is also an important factor (Flaherty et al. 

1998). This is because when exposed to a reward of a given value, an association 

forms, leading to the expectation of that reward value in that specific context (e.g. a 

rat learns that it will receive 32% sucrose at the end of the runway). Therefore, when 

the value of the reward changes, the difference between the actual and expected 

reward value leads to changes in the way that animals will respond (Crespi 1942; 

Flaherty 1982; Flaherty & Rowan 1986; Burman et al. 2008). For example, the 

running speed of rats will change if the reward value unexpectedly changes (Crespi 

1942). Rats shifted from receiving a high to receiving a low reward (reward loss), run 

even slower than rats that had only ever received the low reward, a response 

referred to as a Successive Negative Contrast (SNC). Conversely, animals shifted 

from receiving a low to receiving a high reward (reward gain), can run faster than 

animals that have only ever experienced the high reward, a response referred to as a 

Successive Positive Contrast (SPC). These contrast effects are widely documented 

within the experimental psychology literature, and have played a large role in 

understanding the underlying processes of learning and memory (Crespi 1942; 

Flaherty & Largen 1975; Flaherty & Rowan 1986; Mustaca et al. 2000; Dwyer et al. 

2011). However, it has also been suggested that assessing these types of responses 

may offer a novel way to explore animal affect (Flaherty et al. 1998; Burman et al. 

2008; Mitchell et al. 2012; Riemer et al. 2016; Neville et al. 2017).  

This is because contrast effects appear to be mediated by an emotional 

response to the shift in reward value (Flaherty et al. 1998), and evidence shows that 

an animal’s long term affective state influences the magnitude and/or duration of the 

contrast effect (Flaherty et al. 1998; Burman et al. 2008; Mitchell et al. 2012; Riemer 

et al. 2016; Neville et al. 2017). For example, larger and/or longer SNC effects, or 

smaller and/or shorter SPC effects are observed in individuals with negative affective 

states (Flaherty et al. 1998). Strong evidence that these effects are driven by 

emotional responses comes from experiments where rats have been given anti-

anxiolytics, such as benzodiazepines, which reduce negative affect, reduce the size 

of the SNC effect (Becker & Flaherty 1983; Flaherty et al. 1986), and rats bred for 

high-anxiety which have increased negative affect, show larger and longer SNC 

responses (Rosas et al. 2007). Furthermore, reducing positive affect, for example, 

through withdrawal from amphetamine, also reduces the size of an SPC effect 

(Vacca & Phillips 2005). Therefore, since manipulations of an animal’s affective state 
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can influence both the magnitude and duration of a contrast effect, these contrast 

paradigms may offer the potential to provide objective measures of affective state in 

rodents (Becker & Flaherty 1983; Flaherty et al. 1998; Rosas et al. 2007; Burman et 

al. 2008; Mitchell et al. 2012). 

Contrast effects have recently been used to investigate affective states in a 

welfare context. The first study used a successive negative contrast paradigm, and 

found that rats kept in barren and unenriched cages (typically associated with poorer 

welfare and a negative affective state), had a prolonged negative contrast compared 

to rats housed in enriched caging (Burman et al. 2008). A later study, using 

European Starlings, assessed the effects that early life feeding schedules (simulating 

early life adversity) had on the development of a depressive-like phenotype in 

adulthood. Although this study did not use standard SNC and SPC paradigms, and 

instead used a within-subjects design, it did show that the amount of food and the 

amount of begging effort a bird had to do early in life differentially affected their 

sensitivity to reward loss and gain (Neville et al. 2017). These studies highlight the 

potential for using the magnitude and/or duration of contrast effects to provide 

information about an animal’s underlying affective state and applying it to make 

inferences about their welfare. 

To build on my findings in Chapter 5, I asked if the method used to handle 

mice could produce changes in their sensitivity to reward loss and/or gain. Assessing 

whether tail handling not only results in a lack of sensitivity to reward generally, but 

also results in a greater susceptibility to reward loss and/or blunted responses to 

reward gain, offers the potential to elucidate how the depressive-like state is 

mediated in tail handled mice. I predicted that if tail handling is sufficient to induce an 

anxious, depressive-like state, then tail handled mice will show a larger or more 

prolonged negative contrast effect indicative of greater disappointment, and a smaller 

or less sustained positive contrast effect indicative of reduced elation. I will determine 

the presence of these contrast effects by measuring changes in total consumption of 

sucrose solutions in line with previous work (Flaherty & Largen 1975; Mustaca et al. 

2000). Assessing the consumption of a high (32%) or a low (4%) concentration of 

sucrose solution following reward loss or gain has been widely used in the 

experimental psychology literature to determine the presence of a SNC or SPC in 

laboratory rodents (Flaherty & Largen 1975; Mustaca et al. 2000). However, I will 

also assess whether changes in licking microstructure offers a more sensitive method 
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to determine the changes in affect following reward loss and reward gain. This is 

because, as previously discussed, licking microstructure is considered to better 

reflect the hedonic influences driving consumption than solely assessing total intake 

(Dwyer 2012). Therefore, this study not only aims to further explore how mice’s 

affective state is influenced by handling method, but also assess whether measuring 

changes in licking microstructure offers a useful method for determining the affective 

state of laboratory mice in order to make inferences about their welfare. Furthermore, 

given that there is yet to be compelling evidence about the effects of handling 

method on physiological markers indicative of stress, I also aimed to explore whether 

tail handling is sufficient to induce physiological changes indicative of chronic stress 

through measuring differences in adrenal and thymus gland weight. I predicted that 

the stress-inducing effects of tail handling would cause alterations in the activity of 

the Hypothalamic-Pituitary-Adrenal (HPA) axis and the immune system resulting in 

differences in adrenal and thymus gland mass (Nemeroff et al. 1992; Rubin et al. 

1995; Živković et al. 2005).    

 

6.3 Methods and Materials  

 

6.3.1 Ethical Statement  
 

Experiments were conducted at Newcastle University following approval from 

the Animal Welfare and Ethical Review Body (AWERB Project ID: 540), and in 

accordance with the EU Directive (2010/63/EU), ASPA (1986) and the NIH 

Guidelines for the care and use of animals for experimental procedures (National 

Institutes of Health 2011). All animals were checked daily, and no adverse effects 

were reported.  

 

6.3.2 Animals, housing and husbandry 
 

Sixty-four male C57BL/6 mice (Mus musculus) were purchased from Charles 

River Laboratories, UK and were approximately 7 weeks of age upon arrival. They 

arrived and were tested in two separate batches (32 mice in each batch; Batch 1 

arrival date 09/05/2017; Batch 2 arrival date 04/07/2017). Mice were free from all 

recognised pathogens, and the health status of the colony was monitored following 
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the FELASA health monitoring recommendations (Guillen 2012). Mice were pair 

housed in M2 cages (33cm (L) x 15cm (W) x 13cm (H), North Kent Plastics), with 

sawdust bedding, nesting material (4HK Aspen chips, NestPak and Sizzlepet 

nesting, Datesand Ltd, Manchester) and a clear perspex home cage tunnel (50mm 

diameter, 150mm length). All cages were subject to one full clean per week. All 

animals had access to food (Special Diet Services, RM3E diet) and water ad libitum, 

except prior to training and testing for drinking experiments (described below). 

Animals were maintained on a reverse 12:12 hour light/dark cycle (lights off: 10:00 

until 22:00). Therefore, all experimental procedures described below were conducted 

under red light illumination. Mice were housed under standard laboratory conditions 

at an optimal temperature of 21±4°C and a relative humidity 55±10% (Home Office 

2014). Three days prior to the start of the study, mice were marked for identification 

on either the shoulder or rump using hair dye (Jerome Russel B Blonde, UK). This 

was conducted in line with previous studies, and does not interfere with their 

responses to handling (Hurst & West 2010; Gouveia et al. 2013; Clarkson et al. 

2018).  

 

6.3.3 Handling method manipulation  
 

 After one week of acclimatisation to the laboratory, each cage of two mice was 

randomly assigned to one of two treatment groups: tail or tunnel handled. From that 

point, mice were only handled by their designated method, following the methods of 

previous studies (Hurst & West 2010; Gouveia et al. 2013). For the tail handling 

manipulation, the base of their tail was grasped between thumb and forefinger, and 

the mouse was lifted onto the sleeve of the laboratory coat and held there for 30 

seconds before the mouse was returned to its home cage. For the tunnel handling 

manipulation, the mouse was guided into a perspex tunnel, which was lifted above 

the cage and held for 30 seconds. On the first two days of tunnel handling, the 

handler’s hands were loosely cupped over the ends of the tunnel to prevent escape 

before the mice became accustomed to this method of handling.  

Mice were handled twice daily for 30 seconds, 60 seconds apart, for the first 

nine days, and also prior to the interaction tests (described below) on days 19 and 27 

(Figure 6.1). Prior to handling, the nest material and home cage tunnel were removed 

for 60 seconds, and care was taken not to disrupt the nest structure. For routine 
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husbandry practices, such as cage cleaning, mice were captured and transferred 

using their designated handling method (either on the sleeve for tail handled mice, or 

in the tunnel for tunnel handled mice). The same handling method was also used 

when transferring mice for behavioural testing, i.e. when placed in the elevated plus 

maze, open field arena and sucrose drinking chambers.  

 

6.3.4 Voluntary interaction tests  
 

On designated days (Figure 6.1) during the handling manipulation (days 1, 5 

and 9) and the sucrose drinking tests (days 19 and 27), each cage of animals 

underwent ‘voluntary interaction tests’ to assess their responses to the presence of a 

handler (Hurst & West 2010; Gouveia et al. 2013). Each test consisted of first 

removing the cage lid, nesting material and home cage tunnel, and then the handler 

stood motionless in front of the cage for 60 seconds. Next, a gloved hand (for tail 

handled mice) or a gloved hand holding the home cage tunnel (for tunnel handled 

mice) was then held resting on the substrate at the front right hand side of the cage 

for 60 seconds to assess voluntary interaction. The mice were then handled by the 

designated handling method described above, before the mice were returned to the 

cage and the hand replaced for 60 seconds to assess voluntary interaction after 

handling.  

These tests were filmed from above (Cube HD 1080, Y-cam) and later 

analysed using Observer XT (v11, Noldus, Virginia, USA). Time spent interacting with 

the handler was measured for each mouse within a cage, and the two values were 

used to obtain an overall mean cage score, and this was then calculated as a 

percentage of the total test time. These were summed together for analyses for the 

two treatment groups (tail and tunnel handled). Therefore, for these tests, the 

experimental unit was ‘cage’ (n=16 for both groups). Interaction was defined as any 

of the following behaviours; sniffing (nose within 0.5cm), touching (including paw 

contact), climbing on or in the handling tunnel and/or the handler’s hand. Due to 

differences in how mice in the two treatments were handled during the interaction 

tests, the observer could not be blind to the treatment, but was blind to whether the 

interaction test was carried out before (pre) or after (post) handling (Hurst & West 

2010; Gouveia et al. 2013; Clarkson et al. 2018). 
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Figure 6.1: Schematic illustrating the study timeline, and showing when each of the 
behavioural tests were conducted. 

 

 

6.3.5 Elevated Plus Maze  
 

 On day 10, mice underwent behavioural testing in an elevated plus maze 

(Figure 6.1), with arms measuring 30cm (L) x 5cm (W) and side walls of 15cm on the 

two closed arms, and elevated 50cm from the ground. Mice were delivered to the 

centre of the maze facing an open arm, and allowed to explore for a total duration of 

5 minutes. Each mouse was then returned to either a holding cage or its home cage, 

depending on whether it was the first or last mouse to undergo testing from its cage. 

The maze was cleaned between subjects with 70% ethanol and dried with a paper 

towel. The order in which tail and tunnel handled mice were tested was 

counterbalanced across the testing day. This was filmed from above (Cube HD 1080, 

Y-cam) and later analysed using Observer XT (v11, Noldus, Virginia, USA). Six 

animals jumped off the maze before the end of the test, and one animal’s data was 

lost due to a technical fault. Therefore, sample sizes were reduced for statistical 

analyses (tail handled, n=28; tunnel handled, n=29). The number of open arm entries 

(defined when all four paws were in the arm), time spent on the open arms, and the 

number of protected stretch attend postures were recorded.  

 

6.3.6 Sucrose Drinking Tests  
 

Mice were trained and tested in eight custom-built drinking chambers. These 

consisted of standard mice IVC home cages (34 (L) x 19 (W) x 14(D) cm) with clear 

perspex sides, a metal perforated floor and wire cage lid with two modified 

attachments to connect the sipper tubes. Solutions were made available through 
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drinking spouts attached to 50ml falcon tubes, presented on the left hand side of the 

cage. The drinking chambers were connected to contact sensitive Med Associates 

dual contact lickometers (Med Associates Inc., St. Albans, Vermont), which transmit 

the time of each lick to the nearest 0.01 second to a computer using MED-PC 

software. Custom-written software (courtesy of Prof Dominic Dwyer) calculated the 

lick cluster sizes according to a range of interbout intervals (IBI), which is the length 

of time used to determine when licks can be considered to be in a single bout (Davis 

& Smith 1992; Davis & Perez 1993; Dwyer 2012; Dwyer et al. 2013). The data 

presented here use interbout intervals of 250ms, 500ms or 1000ms in order to 

ensure data were robust across criteria. This means that, for example, when an 

interbout interval of 250ms was applied, any duration of 250ms or longer between 

two licks defined the end of one bout and the start of the next.  

Mice were randomly sub-divided into groups for testing in the drinking 

apparatus referred to as ‘testing cohorts’, where eight mice were tested 

simultaneously. Each testing cohort included two mice from each treatment group. All 

cohorts were run in the same order and at the same time each day. Water bottles on 

the home cage were removed 2h prior to sucrose drinking trials, and before the lights 

went off to motivate the mice to consume the sucrose solutions during these tests 

(Millard et al. 1983).  

Sucrose drinking tests were split into two distinct phases; the pre-shift phase 

and the post-shift phase (Figure 6.1). The pre-shift phase consisted of ten 

consecutive days where mice were transferred to the drinking chamber and had 

access to sucrose for 15 minutes. The number of pre-shift sessions followed previous 

literature looking at contrast effects in mice, to ensure that the mice had sufficient 

experience with the sucrose solution prior to the shift in the post-shift phase (Mustaca 

et al. 2000). For the first three pre-shift sessions the spout was left to protrude into 

the cage to ensure engagement with the task, but for the remaining sessions, the 

spout was positioned in line with the cage in order to reduce accidental contact. 

Depending on the treatment group, mice had access to either 4% or 32% (w/w) 

sucrose (Table 6.1). The post-shift phase lasted for eight consecutive days due to 

extinction of contrast effects being relatively short in the literature (Mustaca et al. 

2000; Burman et al. 2008). Again the mice had access to sucrose solutions for 15 

minutes and the concentration depended on the treatment group (Table 6.1) where 

mice were given access to either a low (4% w/w sucrose) or high (32% w/w sucrose) 
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reward. For the post shift phase, half the groups (allocated using a random number 

generator) were shifted from one concentration to the other. These groups formed 

either the loss or the Successive Negative Contrast (SNC) condition, where animals 

were shifted from high-to-low reward and compared to a unshifted control group that 

remained on the low reward, or the gain or Successive Positive Contrast (SPC) 

condition, where animals were shifted from low-to-high reward, and compared to a 

matched unshifted control group that remained on the high concentration throughout 

(Table 6.1). The responses of mice undergoing a SNC or SPC needed to be 

compared with their respective controls, i.e. mice that were unshifted, to identify any 

effect of contrast condition.  

 

Table 6.1: The treatment groups and respective sample sizes for Successive 
Negative Contrast (SNC) and Successive Positive Contrast (SPC) conditions. 

Treatment group Pre-shift Phase 
sucrose 
concentration  

Post-shift Phase 
sucrose 
concentration 

Handling 
Method 

Sample 
size 

Successive 
Negative Contrast 
(SNC) 

32% 4% 
Tail 
Tunnel 

8 
8 

Unshifted (SNC) 
Control 

4% 4% 
Tail 
Tunnel 

8 
8 

Successive 
Positive Contrast 
(SPC) 

4% 32% 
Tail 
Tunnel 

8 
8 

Unshifted (SPC) 
Control 

32% 32% 
Tail 
Tunnel 

8 
8 

 

6.3.7 Open Field Test  
 

 Following completion of the sucrose drinking tests, I conducted an open field 

test on Day 33. Each mouse (n=32 for each handling method) was individually placed 

by their designated handling method in the centre of a rectangular arena (54.5cm (L) 

x 35.5cm (W) x 17cm (H)) made of white plastic with a transparent perspex lid and 

allowed to freely explore for 10 minutes (see Chapter 2 for full details). The order in 

which tail and tunnel handled mice were tested was counterbalanced across the 

testing day. Behaviour was filmed from above (Cube HD 1080, Y-cam) and later 

analysed using Ethovision XT (v 5.1, Noldus, Virginia, USA). This calculated the total 

duration spent in the centre, crosses to the centre, total distance travelled, the total 

time spent moving and the velocity of movement for each mouse.  
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6.3.8 Physiological measures 
 

 At the end of the study, animals were humanely killed via cervical dislocation 

in line with Schedule 1 guidance, and the adrenal and the thymus glands were 

excised and weighed from the unshifted control animals across both batches of mice  

(Tail handled n=16; Tunnel handled n=16). This was done in order to compare the 

masses of these glands and explore any stress-related physiological differences 

between tail and tunnel handled mice.  

 

6.3.9 Statistical analyses 
 

  All statistical analyses were conducted using SPSS (v23, SPSS Inc, Chicago, 

USA). All datasets were tested for normality using the Shapiro-Wilk test and 

homogeneity of variance using and the Levene statistic test; where assumptions 

were violated, non-parametric analyses were used. Where significant main effects 

were found, Bonferroni post hoc tests were performed to investigate pairwise 

comparisons (Table 6.2). In all statistical tests, differences were considered 

significant using a p value <0.05. 
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Table 6.2: Statistical tests conducted for each data set with respective factors, 
experimental unit and sample size. 

Data  Dependent 
Variable 

Statistical 
Test 

Factor(s) Unit Sample Size 

Voluntary 
interaction 
tests 

Percentage time 
spent interacting 

Repeated 
measures 
ANOVA 

Between subject 
factor: Handling 
method (2 levels) 
Within-subject 
factors: day (5 
levels), time (2 
levels: pre or post 
handling) 

Cage n=16 tail handled 
n=16 tunnel 
handled 

Elevated plus 
maze 

Number of open 
arm entries; 
Duration on open 
arms; Percentage 
of time on open 
arms, Protected 
Stretch Attend 
postures 

Independent 
t-test 

Handling method 
(2 levels) 

Mouse n=28 tail handled 
n=29 tunnel 
handled 

Sucrose 
drinking 

Consumption and 
Lick cluster size 
(at the pre-shift 
phase) 
 
 
 
 
 
Lick Cluster Size 
(at the post-shift 
phase for 250ms; 
500ms; 1000ms) 
 
 

Repeated 
measures 
ANOVA 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Repeated 
measures 
ANOVA 
 

Between subject 
factor: Handling 
method (2 levels) 
Within-subject 
factor: Sucrose 
concentration (2 
levels) 
 
 
Between subject 
factor: Post-shift 
Phase (2 levels) 
Within-subject 
factor: Contrast 
Condition (2 
levels) 

Mouse 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mouse 

n=32 4% sucrose 
n=32 32% 
sucrose 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Conducted 
separately for tail 
and tunnel 
handled mice:  
n=16 (SPC) 
n=16 (SPC 
Controls) 
n=16 (SNC) 
n=16 (SNC 
Controls) 
 
 

Open field test 

Duration of 
movement; 
Duration in 
centre; 
Crosses to centre; 
Distance 
travelled; 
Mean velocity 

Independent 
t tests 

Handling method 
(2 levels) 

Mouse n=32 tail handled 
n=32 tunnel 
handled 

Physiology 

Adrenal weight  
 
Thymus weight 

Independent 
t-tests 

Handling method 
(2 levels) 

Mouse n=16 tail handled 
n=16 tunnel 
handled 
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6.4 Results  

 

6.4.1 Voluntary interaction tests 
 

 In order to establish that the differential handling produced the clear 

behavioural differences between tail and tunnel handled mice previously reported 

(Hurst & West 2010; Gouveia et al. 2013; Clarkson et al. 2018), I conducted 

voluntary interaction tests in line with the handling manipulation (days 1, 5 and 9) and 

sucrose drinking tests (days 19 and 27).  

 During the handling manipulation, I found that tunnel handled mice spent more 

time interacting with the handler than mice handled via the tail (F1,30=625.1, p<0.001; 

Figure 6.2; Table 6.3). However, the timings of these tests were also important: there 

was a significant main effect of day (F2,60=7.84, p=0.001; Table 6.3), a handling 

method by day interaction (F2,60=4.21, p=0.020; Table 6.3), and a three-way 

interaction of handling method, time and day (F1,60=3.45, p=0.038; Table 6.3). 

Pairwise comparisons between days (Bonferroni adjusted for multiple comparisons) 

showed that tunnel handled mice interacted significantly more with the handler on 

days 5 and 9 compared to day 1, both during the pre-handling and post-handling 

interaction tests (all p values <0.05). This increase in interaction after day 1 was not 

seen for tail handled mice (all p values >0.05). However, tail handled mice did 

increase the time they spent interacting with the handler but this was only evident on 

day 9 after they had been handled (post-handling) compared to before they had been 

handled on day 9 (pre-handling, p=0.03) which was not seen on either day 1 or day 5 

(all p values >0.05).   

 

Table 6.3: Statistical results for the repeated measures ANOVA conducted for the 
percentage of time spent voluntarily interacting with the handler in line with the 
handling manipulation on days 1, 5 and 9. *p<0.05 and ***p<0.001. 

Factor Fdf p value 

Handling method 
Day  
Time (pre or post handling)  
Handling method x Day 
Handling method x Time  
Day x Time 
Handling method x Day x Time 

F1,30 = 625.1 
F2,60 = 7.84 
F1,30 = 2.07 
F2,60 = 4.21 
F1,30 = 0.02 
F2,60 = 0.06 
F2,60 = 3.45 
 

<0.001 *** 
0.001*** 
0.161 ns 
0.020* 
0.885 ns 
0.944 ns 
0.038 * 
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Figure 6.2: Mean (+SEM) percentage of time spent interacting with the handler in the 
voluntary interaction tests conducted on three different days during the handling 
manipulation. Voluntary interaction tests were conducted both before (pre-handling) 
and after (post-handling) the animals were handled via the tail or tunnel handling 
method on each day. 

 

When comparing the time spent interacting with the handler in the voluntary 

interaction tests conducted in line with the sucrose drinking tests (days 19 and 27), 

clear differences between tail and tunnel handled mice were still evident. Tunnel 

handled mice still interacted for longer with the handler than mice handled via their 

tails (F1,30=244.65, p<0.001; Figure 6.3; Table 6.4), although there was also a 

significant interaction between handling method and time (F1,30=18.59, p<0.001). 

Pairwise comparisons (Bonferroni adjusted for multiple comparisons) revealed that 

tail handled mice spent more time interacting with the handler after being handled 

compared to before they were handled (p=0.013), whereas the tunnel handled mice 

spent less time interacting with the handler after being handled compared to before 

handling (p=0.002). There were no other significant main effects or interactions 

(Table 6.4).  
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Table 6.4: Statistical results for the repeated measures ANOVA conducted for the 
percentage of time spent voluntarily interacting with the handler on days 19 and 27 in 
line with the sucrose drinking tests. Where ***p<0.001. 

Factor Fdf p value 

Handling method 
Day  
Time (pre or post handling)  
Handling method x Day 
Handling method x Time  
Day x Time 
Handling method x Day x Time 

F1,30 = 244.65 
F1,30 = 0.03 
F1,30 = 0.36 
F1,30 = 0.15 
F1,30 = 18.59 
F1,30 = 0.86 
F1,30 = 0.03 
 

0.001 *** 
0.597 ns 
0.555 ns 
0.705 ns 
0.001 *** 
0.362 ns 
0.861 ns 

 

 

Figure 6.3: Mean (+SEM) percentage of time spent interacting with the handler in the 
voluntary interaction tests conducted on two different days in line with the sucrose 
drinking tests. Interaction tests were conducted both before (pre-handling) and after 
(post-handling) the animals were handled via the tail or tunnel handling method. 

 

6.4.2 Elevated Plus Maze 
 

 On day 10, mice underwent testing on the elevated plus maze to assess 

anxiety-like behaviour. In line with previous findings (Hurst & West 2010; Gouveia et 

al. 2013; Clarkson et al. 2018), tail handled mice entered the open arms of the 

elevated plus maze less often (t61=3.36, p=0.001; Figure 6.4A), and spent less time 

on the open arms (t61=3.95, p<0.001; Figure 6.4B). Furthermore, tail handled mice 

performed more protected stretch attend postures onto these open arms (t61=3.30, 

p=0.002; Figure 6.4C), which is thought to reflect an increase in risk-assessment 
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behaviour (Pellow et al. 1985; Rodgers & Dalvi 1997). Taken together, the results 

confirm that tail handled mice were more anxious than tunnel handled mice in the 

elevated plus maze.  

 

Figure 6.4: Results from tail handled and tunnel handled mice placed in the elevated 
plus maze on day 10. A. Mean (+SEM) number of open arm entries. B. Mean (+SEM) 
duration spent (s) in the open arms. C. Mean (+SEM) number of protected stretch 
attend (PSA) postures. **p<0.01 and ***p<0.001. 

 

6.4.3 Sucrose drinking tests   
 

6.4.4 Pre-shift: Consumption Data 
 

 In order to determine whether the expected difference in hedonic rating 

towards the low and high concentrations of sucrose reward were present, I included 

data from all mice for the pre-shift phase. In contrast to expectations that mice should 

drink more of the more concentrated sucrose solution, they in fact drank significantly 

less of the high concentration solution compared to the low concentration solution 

(F1,60=4.24, p=0.044; Figure 6.5). There was no difference in sucrose consumption 

between mice that were tunnel handled or tail handed (F1,60=1.62, p=0.208), and no 
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significant interaction between handling and sucrose concentration (F1,60=0.16, 

p=0.696). The fact that the mice did not drink more of the higher reward means that 

clear interpretation of a negative or positive contrast effect was impossible. This is 

because in order to test a contrast effect, the higher reward should be valued more, 

i.e. the mice should drink more of the high than the low reward solution. Since this 

did not occur, I was unable to look for contrast effects using the consumption data.  

  

 

Figure 6.5: Mean (+SEM) consumption (g) for both low (4%) and high (32%) sucrose 
for tail and tunnel handled mice during the pre-shift period. 

 

6.4.5 Pre-shift: Lick Cluster Size  
 

 The results differed slightly according to the interbout interval criterion used, 

and so I report the findings for all three criteria. Overall, mice tended to have larger 

lick cluster sizes to the high concentration sucrose solution compared to the low 

concentration sucrose solution (Table 6.5; Figure 6.6). Furthermore, tunnel handled 

mice tended to have larger lick cluster sizes compared to tail handled mice (Table 

6.5; Figure 6.6). However, these factors did not interact (Table 6.5; Figure 6.6). 
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Table 6.5: Statistical results for the full results of the repeated measures ANOVA 
conducted for lick cluster sizes according to the three interbout intervals (IBIs) for the 
pre-shift phase. *p<0.05 and **p<0.01. 

Interbout 
Interval 

Factor Fdf p value 

250ms 
 
 
 
 
500ms 
 
 
 
 
1000ms 

Handling method 
Concentration 
Handling method x Concentration 
 
 
Handling method 
Concentration 
Handling method x Concentration 
 
 
Handling method 
Concentration 
Handling method x Concentration 

F1,60 = 3.13 
F1,60 = 4.27 
F1,60 = 0.83 
 
 
F1,60 = 6.82 
F1,60 = 4.10 
F1,60 = 4.27 
 
 
F1,60 = 9.84 
F1,60 = 2.06 
F1,60 = 2.19 
 

p=0.082 ns 
p=0.043* 
p=0.366 ns 
 
 
p=0.011* 
p=0.047* 
p=0.243 ns 
 
 
p=0.003** 
p=0.156 ns 
p=0.144 ns 
 

 

Taken together, these analyses reveal that unlike sucrose consumption, lick 

cluster size accurately reflects the difference in hedonic value between the low and 

high sucrose solutions, and can be used to investigate a contrast effect following a 

reward loss or gain. Whilst a difference in lick cluster size was not unexpected (see 

Chapter 5), this means that the subsequent analyses in the post-shift phase were 

conducted separately for tail and tunnel handled mice.  
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Figure 6.6: The mean (+SEM) lick cluster sizes for the pre-shift phase at the low (4%) and high (32%) sucrose, for tail and tunnel 
handled mice using three different interbout (IBI) criteria A. Mean (+SEM) lick cluster size using IBI of 250ms B. Mean (+SEM) lick 
cluster size using IBI of 500ms C. Mean (+SEM) lick cluster size using IBI of 1000ms. 
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6.4.6 Post-shift: Successive Negative Contrast  
 

 Because the tail and tunnel handled mice valued the sucrose differently in the 

pre-shift phase, I decided to look at the contrast effects separately by handling 

method. Since the results had slight qualitative differences according to which 

interbout interval (IBI) criteria (250ms, 500ms and 1000ms) was used to classify the 

start of one bout and the end of another, I present the data separately for all three 

criteria. 

In the SNC condition, I found that handling method affected the way that mice 

responded to reward loss. Both tail and tunnel handled mice that were shifted from a 

high to a low reward demonstrated a negative contrast effect. Mice shifted from high 

to low sucrose had smaller lick cluster sizes compared to mice that had remained on 

the lower 4% sucrose solution throughout; there was a main effect of contrast 

condition at all three IBIs for tail and tunnel handled mice (Figure 6.7A-F). There was 

no main effect of the post-shift phase (i.e. post-shift 1 or 2) for either tail or tunnel 

handled mice for any IBI (Figure 6.7D-F). However, there was a significant interaction 

between contrast and post-shift phase in the tunnel handled mice (Figure 6.7A-F), 

which was absent in the tail handled mice (Figure 6.7A-F). Pairwise comparisons 

(adjusted for multiple comparisons using Bonferroni correction) revealed that tunnel 

handled mice only had lower lick cluster sizes than their controls at the first post-shift 

phase (all p<0.05) but not at the second post-shift phase (all p>0.05). Taken 

together, this shows that the tail handled mice undergoing a successive negative 

contrast showed a longer lasting negative contrast effect than mice handled via the 

tunnel refinement. 
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Figure 6.7: The mean (±SEM) lick cluster sizes for the Successive Negative Contrast (SNC) during the post-shift phase, for tail and 
tunnel handled mice using three different interbout (IBI) criteria A. Mean (±SEM) lick cluster size using IBI of 250ms B. Mean 
(±SEM) lick cluster size using IBI of 500ms C. Mean (±SEM) lick cluster size using IBI of 1000ms. Statistical results for the full 
results of the repeated measures ANOVA for lick cluster sizes according to the three IBIs D. IBI of 250ms E. IBI of 500ms F. IBI of 
1000ms. *p<0.05 and **p<0.01. 
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6.4.7 Post-shift: Successive Positive Contrast  
 

 Once again the data were analysed separately for tail and tunnel handled 

mice that underwent the SPC condition. I found that tail handled mice had 

significantly larger lick cluster sizes than their respective controls following a gain in 

reward value, with significant or near-significant effects of contrast condition at all 

IBIs (Figure 6.8A-F). This appeared to be driven not only by an increase in lick cluster 

size in the reward gain condition, but also a decrease lick cluster size in the control 

mice (Figure 6.8A-F). There was no effect of the post-shift phase, and no interactions 

at any IBI for tail handled mice (Figure 6.8A-F), showing that this difference was 

unchanged across the whole post-shift phase.  

In contrast, there was only a significant effect of contrast condition and post-

shift phase at the 250ms IBI criterion, and not at the other two IBI criteria for tunnel 

handled mice (Figure 6.8D-F). There were also no significant interactions at any IBI 

for tunnel handled mice. Therefore, whilst there was an indication that tunnel handled 

mice in the SPC condition had larger lick cluster sizes than their respective controls, 

this was not consistent across all IBI criteria. This could be due to ceiling effects, 

since the tunnel handled mice had higher lick cluster sizes than the tail handled mice, 

which makes any difference between the low 4% and high 32% sucrose more difficult 

to detect.   
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Figure 6.8: The mean (±SEM) lick cluster sizes for the Successive Positive Contrast (SPC) during the post-shift phase, for tail and 
tunnel handled mice using three different interbout (IBI) criteria A. Mean (±SEM) lick cluster size using IBI of 250ms B. Mean 
(±SEM) lick cluster size using IBI of 500ms C. Mean (±SEM) lick cluster size using IBI of 1000ms. Statistical results for the full 
results of the repeated measures ANOVA for lick cluster sizes according to the three IBIs. D.  IBI of 250ms E. IBI of 500ms F. IBI of 
1000ms. *p<0.05. 
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6.4.8 Open Field Test  
 

 On day 33, individual mice were placed in an open field arena for 10 minutes 

and their behaviour was filmed from above. In line with my previous findings 

(Clarkson et al. 2018), tail handled mice spent significantly less time in centre of the 

open field compared to tunnel handled mice (Duration in centre: t62=2.94, p=0.005; 

Figure 6.9A; Frequency in centre: t62=2.36, p=0.021; Figure 6.9B). Whilst mice from 

both groups spent similar amounts of time moving (Movement: t62=0.11, p=0.910; 

Figure 6.9C), tunnel handled mice tended to move further and faster, although this 

was not significant (Distance travelled: t62=1.86, p=0.068, Figure 6.9D; Velocity: 

t62=1.76, p=0.084, Figure 6.9E).  
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Figure 6.9: The behaviour of tail and tunnel handled mice in the open field test. A. 
Mean (+SEM) length of time spent in the centre (s). B. Mean (+SEM) number of 
crosses to the centre. C. Mean (+SEM) length of time spent moving (s). D. Mean 
(+SEM) distance travelled (cm). E. Mean (+SEM) velocity when moving (cm/sec). 
*p<0.05 and **p<0.01. 
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6.4.9 Physiological measures 
 

 At the end of the study, the control (unshifted) animals were euthanised and 

their adrenal and thymus glands excised and weighed. Although there were no 

significant differences in body weight (tail handled: Mean ± SEM=25.81±0.42; tunnel 

handled: Mean ± SEM=26.48±0.38; t30=1.19, p=0.243), I nonetheless controlled for 

individual variation in body weight when comparing the adrenal and thymus gland 

weights. The handling method had a significant effect on the weight of adrenal 

glands: tail handled mice had significantly larger adrenal glands compared to tunnel 

handled mice (t30=2.65, p=0.013; Figure 6.10A). Thymus mass was similar between 

the two groups (t30=1.53, p=0.136; Figure 6.10B).  

 

 

Figure 6.10: The physiological measures obtained for tail and tunnel handled mice 
from the control (unshifted) conditions, calculated as a percentage of their final body 
weight (%) A. Mean (+SEM) Adrenal weight relative to body weight (%) B. Mean 
(+SEM) thymus weight relative to body weight (%). *p<0.05. 

 

6.5 Discussion 

 

 This study shows that the method used to handle laboratory mice can alter 

how they respond to changes in reward value. Following a decrease in reward value, 

from 32% to 4% sucrose, tail handled mice showed a more sustained Successive 

Negative Contrast (SNC) effect compared to tunnel handled mice. Whilst all mice 

demonstrated a SNC, irrespective of how they were handled, only the tail handled 
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mice showed a sustained SNC effect in measures of their licking microstructure. 

Shifted mice handled via their tails continued to have lower hedonic responses 

towards the 4% sucrose relative to their controls even in the second post-shift phase, 

whilst the shifted tunnel handled mice did not. This finding builds on previous work 

(Hurst & West 2010; Gouveia et al. 2013; Clarkson et al. 2018) to provide the first 

evidence that tail handling laboratory mice is sufficient to induce cognitive changes 

that are indicative of negative affect. This is because the SNC is considered to result 

from an emotional response, such as frustration or disappointment, when the actual 

reward doesn’t match the expected reward (Crespi 1942; Flaherty & Largen 1975; 

Flaherty et al. 1998; Burman et al. 2008), which is worse when in a negative affective 

state (Flaherty et al. 1998). This has been highlighted in previous work whereby a 

greater or more prolonged SNC is often seen in animals considered to be in a 

negative affective state and indicative of poorer welfare (Burman et al. 2008; Mitchell 

et al. 2012; Riemer et al. 2016; Neville et al. 2017). 

Whilst I found an effect of handling method on the duration of the SNC, it did 

not affect the size of the SNC as might have been expected (Crespi 1942; Flaherty 

1996; Flaherty et al. 1998; Neville et al. 2017) but see (Burman et al. 2008) for a 

similar result. It has been suggested that the initial response to a drop in reward 

value is a non-emotional process, and less likely to be sensitive to changes in 

underlying affect (Flaherty 1996; Burman et al. 2008). Therefore, it is possible that I 

did not detect a difference in the size of the SNC between groups because it was 

unlikely to differ between tail and tunnel handled mice. In contrast, the duration of the 

SNC effect might be more meaningful for inferring animal affect because it might 

reflect an individual’s recovery to the change in reward value (Burman et al. 2008). In 

support of this idea, humans who are in negative affective states often show long 

lasting negative cognitions and affect following exposure to negative events 

(Gunthert et al. 2007; Burman et al. 2008). Therefore, the prolonged SNC effect 

observed in my study could be attributed to the fact that tail handled mice take longer 

to recover from the drop in reward and could also have a lower expectation that the 

reward will return to its original size, suggestive of more pessimistic cognitive biases 

than tunnel handled mice (Paul et al. 2005). Although I am unable to draw firm 

conclusions as to the exact mechanisms underlying the prolonged SNC, the fact that 
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tail handled mice show a greater sensitivity to reward loss is suggestive of negative 

affect and poorer welfare when handled by the tail.    

 Although there was evidence that handling method affected the duration of the 

SNC, this wasn’t evident in the SPC data. I found no difference between tail and 

tunnel handled mice in the size or duration of a SPC effect. However, I did find 

evidence that lick cluster size was capable of detecting a SPC in both tail and tunnel 

handled mice, although this was not consistently found across all IBIs. This novel 

finding suggests that mice may experience a state akin to ‘elation’ or ‘joy’ (Crespi 

1942; Flaherty 1996), and to my knowledge, is the first evidence of positive affect in 

laboratory mice.  

My ability to detect a SPC using licking microstructure highlights this method 

as a potential valuable way of assessing positive affect and positive contrast effects 

in laboratory rodents. This is important because far less research has focused on 

how an animal responds to reward gain, largely because SNC effects are easier to 

detect than SPC effects (Flaherty & Largen 1975; Flaherty 1996; Papini et al. 2001). 

This is mainly due to two reasons. The first is that a drop in reward value is 

considered more salient than a gain in reward value (Flaherty & Largen 1975; 

Flaherty 1996; Papini et al. 2001), and so has remained the predominant contrast 

paradigm. The second is that measures of SPC (e.g. runway speed or the total 

amount of sucrose drank) are more susceptible to ceiling effects. For example, a rat 

has an upper limit of how fast it can run, or how much it can consume in a given trial. 

The ability to provide a more effective method for measuring positive contrast effects 

in laboratory rodents has important implications for animal welfare science. This is 

because it is now widely recognised that, for an animal to be considered in a good 

welfare state, it not only has to have the absence of negative affective states but 

should also be capable of experiencing positive states which, to date, have remained 

relatively understudied (Boissy et al. 2007). Therefore, my work highlights the 

potential use of licking microstructure to measure positive affect in laboratory mice 

and shed more light on their emotional lives and their welfare.  

Contrary to my expectations, I failed to see a consistent SPC effect across all 

IBIs in tunnel handled mice, yet saw a more consistent SPC effect across IBIs in tail 

handled mice. However, this could also be explained due to a number of factors. The 
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first is the lack of stability in the lick cluster sizes obtained from the tail handled 

control mice. Despite remaining on the same sucrose concentration, their lick cluster 

sizes decreased. Therefore, the difference between the contrast group and its control 

did not solely reflect an increase in lick cluster size in tail handled mice undergoing 

the SPC but also a decrease in their respective controls. The second factor might be 

differences in the animals’ valuations of reward. As previously shown (outlined in 

Chapter 5), tunnel handled mice have a higher hedonic rating of low concentration 

sucrose solutions compared to mice handled by their tails. Therefore, the expected 

difference in valuation of the low (4%) and high (32%) reward were different between 

our two treatments, with the magnitude of difference between the two concentrations 

being lower for tunnel handled mice. Therefore, it is possible that tunnel handled 

mice perceive the gain in reward value as less rewarding compared to tail handled 

mice, because of their increased hedonic value of the low sucrose concentration. 

Finally, an alternative explanation for an inconsistent result for SPC effects could be 

explained by the single shift paradigm used. Previous research has suggested that a 

SPC is more likely seen following multiple shifts in reward value, where animals must 

have first encountered an adverse state to fully appreciate a gain in reward (Maxwell 

et al. 1976). The fact that the mice in my study were only shifted from 4% to 32% (i.e. 

a single shift), and did not experience an adverse state before experiencing the gain 

condition, might help explain the inconsistent SPC effect. Therefore, although I 

cannot be sure, perhaps more shifts in reward value, or a longer post-shift phase 

allowing mice to return to the level of their controls, might have helped to detect 

differences between tail and tunnel handled mice in their SPC effects. Future 

experiments would benefit from longer post-shift phases in order to determine fully 

how handling method might influence mice’s sensitivity to reward gain.  

My study captures the animals’ responses to both a SNC and a SPC in a 

single study, which is important for assessing both positive and negative affect 

simultaneously and inferring an animal’s position in core affect space. Previous 

studies exploring how these contrast effects are mediated by an animal’s affective 

state have predominantly focused on the animals responses following a drop in 

reward value (Burman et al. 2008; Mitchell et al. 2012; Riemer et al. 2016), and the 

one study that attempted to combine both did not use traditional contrast paradigms 

(Neville et al. 2017). Measuring responses to both reward loss and gain in a single 
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study allowed me to establish how handling method affected positive and negative 

changes in affective state simultaneously. This has important implications for 

elucidating the mechanisms contributing to the negative affective state in tail handled 

mice, and in particular, whether these changes are mediated by negative events 

being perceived more negatively and/or positive events being perceived as less 

positive. This is of particular importance when trying to understand an animal’s 

position in core affect space. The integrative framework developed by Mendl and 

colleagues (Mendl, Burman, et al. 2010) is made up of four quadrants, based upon 

valence and arousal (Figure 1.1, p7). Where an animal might sit in core affect space 

can be ascertained by how they respond to both positive and negative events and 

stimuli. For example, Mendl suggested that an animal in a depressed-like state would 

show decreased expectation of positive events or stimuli (such as reward), whereas 

an animal in an anxious state would show enhanced expectation of negative events 

or stimuli (such as punishment) (Mendl, Burman, et al. 2010). Therefore, the ability to 

assess how an animal responds to reward is fundamental if we are to determine its 

position in core affect space. In this study, I only found evidence that tail handling 

caused changes in the mice’s perception towards reward loss, but not to reward gain. 

Therefore, this suggests that tail handled mice are in a sad or depressed-like state. 

However, given that my post-shift phase may not have been sufficiently long enough 

to detect differences between the groups in their response towards reward gain, I am 

unable to make firm conclusions as to how handling method might affect their 

capacity to experience positive affective states. However, this study clearly 

demonstrates the potential of this methodology for testing the integrative framework 

suggested by Mendl and colleagues (Mendl, Burman, et al. 2010). Testing an 

animal’s responses to both reward loss and gain in a single study can assess 

positive and negative affect simultaneously, and help determine its position in core 

affect space.  

I not only found that handling method impacted on the animal’s evaluation of 

reward and show that tail handling is sufficient to induce anxiety and negative affect, 

in line with previous findings (Hurst & West 2010; Gouveia et al. 2013; Clarkson et al. 

2018), but also conclusively showed for the first time that tail handling causes 

physiological effects associated with chronic stress. Although I found no evidence of 

handling method influencing immune system function through the size of the thymus 
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glands (Živković et al. 2005), I did find an effect on the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal 

(HPA) axis. Tail handled mice had larger adrenal glands compared to tunnel handled 

mice, indicative of hyperactivity of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis due 

to long-term exposure to stress (Nemeroff et al. 1992; Rubin et al. 1995). Although a 

previous study found differences in physiological measures of blood glucose and 

circulating corticosterone levels between tail and cup handled mice, the findings 

could be explained by habituation to being handled rather than the handling method 

itself: tail handled mice received less handling compared to cup handled animals 

(Ghosal et al. 2015). This provides the first evidence that the stress-inducing effects 

of tail handling are likely chronic in nature, and argues against any suggestion that 

increased anxiety in the OF and EPM could be an acute effect of tail handling 

immediately before the behavioural test. This finding has huge implications for 

biomedical research. Mice are used in modelling a vast array of different human 

diseases, but also for the development of novel pharmacological compounds: it is 

possible that the stress associated with tail handling could affect scientific outcomes. 

For example, it could have unwanted effects on well-established in-vivo disease 

models or cause differences in metabolism that change the outcomes of 

pharmacokinetic studies leading to less translatable findings to human clinic (Shanks 

et al. 2009; Perrin 2014). Future research would benefit from exploring the 

mechanisms underpinning this change in order for researchers to make evidence-

based decisions about their choice of handling method.  

To conclude, this study highlights the potential of using licking microstructure 

as a novel methodology to test existing theoretical frameworks for understanding 

animal affect and applying these to improve animal welfare. I found that lick cluster 

size better reflected the hedonic responses of laboratory mice towards rewarding 

sucrose solutions, and as such provided an effective method for measuring their 

responses following changes in reward value and highlighted its use for contrast 

paradigms. I provide more data to support informed decisions about the choice of 

handling method, and strengthen the case for the implementation of tunnel handling 

on both welfare and scientific grounds. Tunnel handling is a simple yet effective 

refinement, however, more research is needed to shed more insight into how 

underlying physiological mechanisms are affected in order for researchers to make 
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informed decisions and predictions about how their choice of handling method might 

influence existing in-vivo models. 
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Chapter 7: General discussion and conclusions 

 

At the start of this thesis, I set out to fulfil three aims. In this chapter, I will 

evaluate how my empirical work has addressed these key aims, and highlight 

possible future directions to help advance our understanding of animal affect and 

improve animal welfare.   

 

7.1 Aim 1: How does stress affect the hedonic responses of laboratory mice 

towards reward? 

 

  The exposure to stressors is known to impact the amount of sucrose that 

laboratory mice consume, where a lower consumption is taken to reflect an 

anhedonic and depressed-like state (Willner et al. 1987; Willner et al. 1992; Monleon 

et al. 1995; Willner 1997; Willner 2017b). However, it has been suggested that 

measuring changes in sucrose consumption may not solely reflect an animal’s 

hedonic response, because it can be highly influenced by other factors, particularly 

motivation (Dwyer 2012). Instead, measuring changes in the way that rodents drink 

may offer a more sensitive measure of their hedonic responses (Dwyer 2012; Austen 

et al. 2016). Consequently, my initial experiments were all aimed at manipulating 

mice’s affective state using known stressors in order to establish their effect on their 

licking microstructure, and explore whether it can measure changes in their hedonic 

responses towards reward.  

Although the Chronic Mild Stress paradigm (Chapter 3) and the chronic 

administration of corticosterone (Chapter 4) are both established protocols for 

inducing negative affective states in mice (Willner et al. 1987; Willner et al. 1992; 

Ardayfio & Kim 2006; Rainer et al. 2012), they were ineffective in doing so in my 

experiments. Consequently, I was unable to test if stress had any measurable effect 

on the licking microstructure and hedonic responses of laboratory mice towards 

rewarding sucrose solutions. However, I did successfully manage to induce negative 

affective states in mice through another known stressor: the method by which mice 

were handled (Chapters 5 and 6). I found that mice handled by the tail were less 

sensitive to rewarding sucrose solutions, and had more anhedonic-like responses 
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compared to mice handled using a tunnel. Not only did tail handled mice drink less 

sucrose than tunnel handled mice, but the size of their licking bouts (their lick cluster 

sizes) were also smaller. Therefore, I fulfilled the first aim of my thesis by 

successfully demonstrating that stress negatively affected laboratory mice’s hedonic 

responses towards reward through changes in their licking microstructure. Licking 

microstructure can be used to measure the effects of stressors on the affective state 

of laboratory mice.   

It was perhaps surprising to find such a clear effect of tail handling on licking 

microstructure given the null results reported in Chapters 3 and 4, which used well-

established paradigms considered effective in inducing negative affect in laboratory 

mice. However, problems with the reliability, reproducibility and efficacy of the 

Chronic Mild Stress (CMS) paradigm have been relatively well documented within the 

literature, which prompted a user survey just last year (Willner 2017a). Although a 

similar body of evidence questioning the efficacy of chronic corticosterone as a stress 

manipulation doesn’t exist, it does not necessarily mean that it is a reliable and 

robust method of inducing negative affect. It is possible that negative results are 

commonly found across laboratories, but are not reported, leading to a publication 

bias. Whilst existing stress-inducing manipulations used in this thesis may vary in 

their reliability and reproducibility, tail handling appears to produce reliable and 

reproducible effects. This highlights the possibility that tail handling and other routine 

laboratory practices may be more stressful than previously thought.  

 

7.2 Aim 2: Is licking microstructure a better and more robust measure of animal 

affect? 

 

 The second aim of my thesis was to establish whether assessing changes in 

licking microstructure offered a better and more robust method of accessing the 

affective state of laboratory mice compared to using the standard measure of 

sucrose consumption. I predicted that assessing changes in laboratory mice’s licking 

microstructure would better reflect how much they like a tastant, and provide a better 

measure of the hedonic responses of laboratory mice compared to assessing total 

consumption. In Chapter 5, I found a slight difference in the results between total 
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consumption and lick cluster size. Specifically, I found that lick cluster size was 

affected by ceiling effects at the higher sucrose concentration, whereas consumption 

was not. Therefore, although results were qualitatively the same using both 

measures, I found no evidence to suggest that lick cluster size was advantageous 

over assessing changes in consumption.  

However, I did find evidence to suggest that licking microstructure was 

advantageous in Chapter 6. Here, I found evidence to suggest that licking 

microstructure offered a novel methodology that gave a greater ability to assess 

mice’s affective states following changes in reward value. This was because the total 

amount of sucrose consumed did not reflect the predicted hedonic difference 

between the high (32%) and low (4%) sucrose solutions, and could not be used to 

investigate a Successive Negative Contrast (SNC) or Successive Positive Contrast 

(SPC) effect. This is likely to be, at least in part, explained to the bell-shaped 

relationship that exists between consumption and sucrose concentration (Figure 1.2, 

p14), where low and high sucrose concentrations can lead to the same amount being 

consumed. Therefore, the work from this chapter clearly demonstrated the benefits of 

assessing changes in licking microstructure to measure mice’s hedonic responses, 

and make inferences regarding their underlying affective state.  

The work in Chapter 6 also highlighted the use of this methodology for 

measuring the resilience to reward loss and sensitivity to reward gain and therefore 

measure both negative and positive affect in a single behavioural paradigm. This is 

not possible with other behavioural tests such as the Open Field (OF) and Elevated 

Plus Maze (EPM), which work on the basis that the exposure to the test themselves 

inflict stress and fear, and therefore only predominantly measure the presence of 

negative affective states. This has important implications for research on animal 

emotion and welfare because, given that there are no established tests to measure 

cognitive biases in laboratory mice, it offers a novel methodology of accessing the 

cognitive changes associated with changes in affect that are sensitive to the valence 

of emotion (Mendl & Paul 2004; Paul et al. 2005; Mendl, Burman, et al. 2010). I 

propose that assessing contrast effects using licking microstructure may provide a 

novel way to further explore the integrative framework on animal emotions proposed 

by Mendl and colleagues (Mendl, Burman, et al. 2010) (Figure 1.1, p7). This is 
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because it enables both positive and negative affect to be explored in a single 

experimental paradigm. Therefore, in addition to being a more direct measure over 

consumption with reduced dependence on motivation, contrast paradigms using 

licking microstructure have the potential to provide information to help identify an 

animal’s position in core affect space.  

My findings also demonstrate that licking microstructure can be used to detect 

changes indicative of negative but also positive affect. In Chapter 6, perhaps for the 

first time, I found evidence of positive affect in laboratory mice. This is of significance 

as it highlights the potential of licking microstructure to measure not only the absence 

of negative affective states but also the presence of positive ones, both of which are 

considered important for longer term positive affect and good welfare (Boissy et al. 

2007).  

Despite the clear benefits, it is also important not to overlook possible 

limitations of this methodology compared to other tests. Lickometers are expensive 

compared to performing more traditional sucrose consumption tests, which perhaps 

limits their application. In addition, animals need to be trained and habituated to the 

novel taste of sucrose and being moved to the drinking equipment itself, which takes 

additional time and resources compared to simply placing bottles of sucrose on the 

animal’s home cage. Because of these potential limitations, future work could focus 

on measuring changes in licking microstructure using ‘intellicage’ systems which 

would offer a less time consuming methodology to measure the affective state of 

laboratory mice across longer time periods.  

 

7.3 Aim 3: Can licking microstructure be used to make improvements to 

laboratory mouse welfare?  

 

 My experiments highlight how licking microstructure can be successfully used 

to measure the impact of standard husbandry practices and suggest evidence-based 

improvements to current legislation and improve animal welfare. In Chapters 5 and 6, 

I showed that the standard practice of tail handling laboratory mice induced a 

negative affective state which was not restricted to anxiety and fear as previously 

documented (Hurst & West 2010; Gouveia et al. 2013). Therefore, my work built on 
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existing work conducted by Hurst and colleagues (Hurst & West 2010; Gouveia et al. 

2013) and was the first to show that tail handling causes alterations in mice’s hedonic 

responses leading to an anhedonic and therefore depressed-like state in laboratory 

mice (Chapter 5). I also demonstrated that these changes in hedonic responses, and 

reward sensitivity, were also dependent upon prior experience with reward (Chapter 

6), where tail handled mice were more sensitive to reward loss. This finding suggests 

that tail handled mice perceive negative events worse than mice handled using a 

tunnel, which has significant implications for understanding how their experiences 

shape their affective state, and vice versa. Taken together, my work not only 

provides more support for the implementation of tunnel handling as a refinement for 

handling laboratory mice, but also raises some important ethical considerations.   

The findings presented in Chapters 5 and 6 provide evidence to suggest that 

tail handling is inherently more stressful than previously thought, and potentially more 

stressful than well-validated stressors such as CMS and chronic corticosterone 

administration. In fact, when comparing the consumption of tail handled mice to 

tunnel handled mice, they drank 27% less, which is comparable to mice undergoing 

CMS who show a 33-57% reduction in total sucrose consumption compared to 

control mice (Pothion et al. 2004; Strekalova et al. 2004). Therefore, the fact that tail 

handling produces a comparable reduction in sucrose intake similar to studies that 

have proven CMS effects, means it can be considered as stressful as an effective 

CMS regime. This is of particular importance because manipulating an animal’s 

affective state using the CMS regime or via corticosterone administration are both 

deemed to be invasive and are regulated procedures that require a Home Office 

license in the UK. According to the Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act (ASPA) 1986, 

a regulated procedure is a “procedure applied to a protected animal for a qualifying 

purpose which may have the effect of causing the animal a level of pain, suffering, 

distress or lasting harm equivalent to, or higher than, that caused by the introduction 

of a needle in accordance with good veterinary practice” (Home Office 1986). 

Therefore, given the evidence presented here and by others (Hurst & West 2010; 

Gouveia et al. 2013; Ghosal et al. 2015), it poses the question of whether tail 

handling should also be considered a regulated procedure. According to ASPA, pain, 

suffering or lasting harm can be taken to include anything that affects an animal’s 

“physical, mental and social wellbeing” and can include “physiological or 
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psychological discomfort” (Home Office 1986). My data not only demonstrate an 

effect of tail handling on physiological wellbeing (larger adrenal glands are taken to 

be indicative of a greater stress response), but also adds to the increasing evidence 

of the psychological impact of tail handling. Tail handled mice demonstrate 

behavioural changes indicative of stress, anxiety and for the first time, a depressive-

like state (Clarkson et al. 2018). Therefore, when considering all the evidence, I 

believe that there is now sufficient data to explore if tail handling should be 

considered a regulated procedure. However, perhaps to be fully compelling and 

change legislation, future work would benefit from the direct comparison between tail 

handling with the definition of a regulated procedure, i.e. the introduction of a needle.  

My work in Chapter 6 also highlights the wider implications of tunnel handling 

for mitigating the effects of stress associated with negative experiences. Crucially, 

the data demonstrate the resilience of tunnel handled mice to reward loss, and 

therefore it is possible that handling method might also influence the animal’s 

perception of negative experiences encountered in a laboratory setting. This is 

important because mice held in laboratories not only encounter stress associated 

with being kept in artificial environments, but are often used in experimental 

procedures which commonly induce some degree of pain, suffering or lasting harm. 

Therefore, the possibility that tunnel handling might mitigate some of the stress 

associated with these experimental procedures has significant implications for 

improving mouse welfare for those millions of mice used for scientific purpose 

worldwide. 

At present, despite the building evidence of the welfare benefits of tunnel 

handling, resistance to its uptake remains, both across the scientific community but 

also across technical staff. From a scientific standpoint, there is the concern that, like 

with any new refinement, it could affect scientific data quality. It is often deemed 

necessary to maintain consistency across and within scientific studies, and so 

changing handling practices during successive or longitudinal studies may raise 

concern with regards to its effect on the reliability of scientific data collected from 

mice handled differently. From a technical standpoint, the main concern seems to be 

with regards to timing. Research institutions often house thousands of mice, which all 
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need basic husbandry and regular cage changes. Therefore there is concern that 

tunnel handling will take longer to perform these basic husbandry practices. 

However, although the effects on scientific data quality remain unknown at this 

stage, I suggest that implementing tunnel handling not only has implications for 

making refinements, but also offers the potential to reduce the animals required for 

experiments. There is the possibility that tunnel handling could produce more valid 

results, larger effect sizes and ultimately reduce the sample size required (Gouveia et 

al. 2017; Clarkson et al. 2018). This is because stress has wide-ranging effects on an 

animals’ behaviour and physiology (Moberg 2000; Antonia et al. 2012; Beery & 

Kaufer 2015; Starcevic et al. 2016) and has the potential to impact on most, if not all, 

scientific measures. This is of particular importance when considering the use of 

‘control’ groups for comparison, the potential to limit the amount of stress that control 

animals are exposed to offers the potential for more meaningful comparisons, larger 

effect sizes and consequently smaller sample sizes.  

 

7.4 Future work  

 

 I have clearly demonstrated that lick cluster size can be used to measure the 

affective state of laboratory mice. Further work would benefit from measuring lick 

cluster size in a home cage setting. This would not only limit the requirement for 

training and the novelty of the drinking cage, but would also provide longitudinal data 

in order to assess whether measuring changes in licking microstructure could be a 

useful, non-invasive tool for determining the affective state of mice undergoing 

experimental procedures, in order to make evidence-based refinements to these 

procedures. For example, the ability to assess the licking microstructure of mouse 

models of human disease or animals that have undergone a particular severe 

experimental procedure, such as surgery, would enable us to assess their affective 

state 24hrs a day. The ability to measure how a laboratory mice’s affective state 

might change across time, could help to refine experimental procedures by making 

revisions to existing interventions such as analgesic treatments, or suitable end-

points.    
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With regards to the handling method of laboratory mice, although there is now 

increasing evidence stacking up against the standard practice of tail handling, non-

aversive handling methods, such as tunnel handling, are yet to be widely 

implemented across research institutions. This is because there is resistance to 

change from both the scientific community, but also technical staff. Therefore, more 

work is needed to further explore the scientific and practical barriers to the 

implementation of tunnel handling. In particular, future work would benefit from 

exploring whether tunnel handling offers the potential to mitigate the stressful effects 

associated with a number of scientific procedures (e.g. the administration of 

compounds via injection). Such studies would shed more light on the cumulative 

experiences of laboratory mice, as currently little is known about how the repeated 

exposure to negative events shape their underlying affective state. Furthermore, from 

a more scientific perspective, further work is required in order to investigate the 

underlying physiological mechanisms underpinning the stress response associated 

with tail handling. For example, it would provide useful to understand how the stress 

associated with tail handling affects fundamental biological processes such as neural 

processing in the brain underpinning learning and memory, or how it affects the 

development, progression and/or treatment of certain diseases. I believe this is 

fundamental for determining the effect of tail handling on existing in-vivo models, and 

for researchers to make evidence-based decisions about their choice of handling 

method.  

 

7.5 Concluding remarks 

 

Taken together, the work presented in this thesis clearly demonstrates that 

licking microstructure is a valuable method of accessing mice’s underlying affective 

state, and demonstrates its potential to be applied to make evidence-based 

improvements to the welfare of laboratory mice. My thesis provides fundamental 

evidence to support the refinement of existing handling methods for laboratory mice, 

which if implemented, has the potential to improve the welfare of millions of mice 

worldwide.   
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Handling method alters the hedonic 
value of reward in laboratory mice
Jasmine M. Clarkson 1, Dominic M. Dwyer 2, Paul A. Flecknell3, Matthew C. Leach 4 &  
Candy Rowe 1

Mice are the most widely used model species for drug discovery and scientific research. Consequently, 
it is important to refine laboratory procedures and practices to ensure high standards of welfare and 
scientific data quality. Recent studies have identified that the standard practice of handling laboratory 
mice by their tails increases behaviours indicative of anxiety, which can be overcome by handling mice 
using a tunnel. However, despite clear negative effects on mice’s behaviour, tunnel handling has yet 
to be widely implemented. In this study, we provide the first evidence that tail handling also reduces 
mice’s responses to reward. Anhedonia is a core symptom of clinical depression, and is measured in 
rodents by assessing how they consume a sucrose solution: depressed mice consume less sucrose 
and the size of their licking bouts when drinking (their ‘lick cluster sizes’) also tend to be smaller. We 
found that tail handled mice showed more anhedonic responses in both measures compared to tunnel 
handled mice, indicative of a decreased responsiveness to reward and potentially a more depressive-like 
state. Our findings have significant implications for the welfare of laboratory mice as well as the design 
and interpretation of scientific studies, particularly those investigating or involving reward.

Laboratory environments can negatively impact on the behaviour, physiology, health and welfare of animals1–4 
and considerable effort is made to regulate and improve the welfare of animals used in research laboratories 
around the world5,6. Mice are the most widely used species in biomedical research globally; in 2016 they were 
used in 73% of all procedures in the UK alone7. Consequently, understanding the experiences of mice used in 
research is of significant importance in order to be able to provide evidence-based improvements to housing and 
husbandry that will bring welfare benefits to a large number of animals, and ensure that empirical findings are 
robust3,8.

Much early work examined the housing in which mice are kept. This revealed that small cage sizes, lack of 
environmental enrichment, room temperatures and isolation can all negatively impact on mouse welfare, pro-
ducing measurable changes in behaviour, physiology or affective state9–12. However, more recently, it has been 
proposed that the handling technique used by researchers and laboratory staff influences both the welfare of 
mice, and the data obtained from behavioural studies13–16. The standard practice of handling laboratory mice 
using their tails has been shown to increase anxiety compared to being handled with a tunnel or by cupping mice 
on the open hand13–15: tunnel handled mice spend more time voluntarily interacting with a handler, and show 
less anxiety-related behaviour in standardised behavioural tests of anxiety such as the elevated plus maze13–15. In 
addition, tail handling can reduce performance in cognitive tests, for example it has been shown to reduce the 
engagement of mice with a novel mouse odour in a habituation task, resulting in the impairment of the subse-
quent dishabituation test15. However, despite the evidence that tail handling can impair welfare and scientific 
data collection, it remains the main method used to handle mice and other more refined methods such as tunnel 
handling have yet to be widely implemented across research institutions.

Here, we extend previous work on handling methods to test if being handled by the tail or with a tunnel can 
affect the hedonic responses of mice towards a rewarding stimulus. Whilst previous studies investigating the 
effects of handling method on mouse welfare have measured the animals’ behaviour towards aversive experiences 
or punishments (such as being picked up by a handler or being placed in a novel test environment13–15), measur-
ing responses to positive experiences and rewards (hedonic responses) are also important for understanding the 
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full impact of handling methods on the affective state of an animal17–19. How an animal responds to both punish-
ment and reward offers a way of accessing their enduring negative affective states: whilst anxiety and depression 
can both be characterized by greater expectation of punishment, depression is also associated with a reduced 
expectation of reward20. Stressful life events have been implicated in the aetiology of depression in both humans 
and animals21,22. Specifically, rodent models have shown that exposure to either a single severe (acute) stressor, 
or several mild (chronic) stressful experiences are sufficient in inducing a depressogenic effect23,24. Therefore, we 
predicted that a threatening and stressful stimulus, such as tail handling, could also lead to measurable changes in 
mouse behavior indicative of a depressed-like state.

Whilst the main approach to studying animal welfare has been to measure the presence or absence of negative 
affective states, recent papers have highlighted the importance of measuring welfare from their positive experi-
ences, such as pleasure17,18,25. Responses towards punishing and rewarding stimuli are dissociable, and the neural 
pathways that deal with punishment and reward are distinct26,27. Therefore, the aim of this study was to test if the 
handling method affects the capacity of mice to experience pleasure from reward.

The reduction or inability to experience pleasure from rewarding stimuli is known as anhedonia28,29. 
Anhedonia is a core symptom of Major Depressive Disorder (MDD) in humans29,30, and consequently, assess-
ing anhedonia in mice has been important for developing and validating laboratory models of depression31. 
Historically, hedonic state has been measured using voluntary consumption of sucrose solutions, under the 
assumption that anhedonia results in sucrose being perceived as less pleasant and consequently mice would be 
less motivated to drink it22,32–34. Animals that have undergone the chronic mild stress manipulation and show 
behavioural symptoms of depression, will drink less of a sweet solution than control animals22,24,35,36. This can be 
reversed through the application of anti-depressants, and has led to sucrose consumption being widely used as an 
indicator of affective state in rodents32,36–40.

Despite its widespread application and use, the sucrose consumption test is only an indirect indicator of 
hedonic state. This is because sucrose consumption is influenced by a number of factors: whilst the amount of 
sucrose solution a mouse drinks may be driven in part by how much it likes the taste, it may also be affected by 
motivational factors41 and the post-ingestive effects of the sucrose42,43. Therefore, researchers have sought alter-
native and more direct measures of hedonic responses towards tastants that are based on a more detailed exam-
ination of how an animal drinks. The orofacial movements produced upon tasting a solution and the pattern of 
licks during consumption are both considered to be more direct measures of palatability and hedonic responses 
to sucrose consumption44–48.

Therefore, in this study, we measured the effect of handling method not only on the amount of sucrose drunk 
by mice, but also on a measure of their licking behaviour considered indicative of their hedonic response to 
reward. When rodents drink, the pattern of licks is not random44,46–48. Instead they produce rhythmic sets of licks 
that can be grouped into clusters44,47,48. The number of licks in these clusters, known as ‘lick cluster size’, is posi-
tively related to the palatability of the tastant: larger lick cluster sizes are elicited by more palatable solutions44,46–48. 
Moreover, lick cluster size is also affected by the experience and physiology of the animal. This has been demon-
strated through manipulations such as conditioned taste aversion which directly devalues flavours (e.g. ref.49) and 
genetic or stress manipulations thought to reduce general hedonic tone (e.g. refs44,50) resulting in the reduction 
of lick cluster sizes elicited by otherwise palatable solutions. We predicted that if handling method affects the 
hedonic experience of mice from drinking sucrose, then tail handled mice would have lower consumption of, and 
smaller lick cluster sizes towards, sucrose solutions compared to tunnel handled mice.

Results
After habituation to the laboratory, mice underwent a ‘handling phase’ followed by a ‘sucrose drinking phase’ (for 
full details see Fig. 1). The handling phase aimed to manipulate their experiences and establish clear behavioural 

Figure 1. Study timeline to show the design and order of behavioural tests and sample sizes. EPM refers to 
Elevated Plus Maze and OFT refers to Open Field Test.
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differences between tail and tunnel handled mice as previously reported13,14, before investigating anhedonic 
behaviour in the sucrose drinking phase.

Consistent with previous studies13,14, the repeated handling was sufficient to create significant differences 
between the two groups of mice in behavioural tests considered to be indicative of anxiety. We conducted ‘volun-
tary interaction tests’ on days 1, 5 and 913,14, both before and after mice were handled. Tunnel handled mice spent 
significantly more time interacting with the handler compared to tail handled mice (ANOVA: F1,14 = 1062.7, 
p < 0.001; Figure S1; Table S1), and also showed habituation to the handler (Bonferroni adjusted pairwise com-
parisons day 1 versus day 5 p < 0.001; day 1 versus day 9 p < 0.001), which was absent for those handled by their 
tails (day 1 versus day 5 p > 0.99; day 1 versus day 9 p = 0.49) (see Supplementary Information for full details; 
Figure S1; Table S1). Mice were also tested in an elevated plus maze on day 10 to assess their anxiety levels. 
Consistent with the expectation that tail handling produces higher levels of anxiety than tunnel handling, tail 
handled mice showed fewer entries onto the open arms (Mann Whitney U = 174.5, p = 0.002; Figure S2A), and 
spent less time on them (Mann Whitney U = 175, p = 0.002; Figure S2B) (see Supplementary Information for full 
details; Figure S2). Taken together, these tests demonstrated that our handling manipulation was successful in 
eliciting differences in anxiety-like behaviours towards potentially threatening events.

Mice then entered the sucrose drinking phase, where they received daily drinking trials in custom-built test 
chambers. Whilst both groups of mice drank more sucrose at the higher concentration (ANOVA: F1,30 = 30.82, 
p < 0.001; Fig. 2A), tunnel handled mice drank significantly more of both sucrose solutions than mice that were 
tail handled (ANOVA: F1,30 = 7.14, p = 0.012; Fig. 2A). There was no interaction between handling method and 
sucrose concentration on consumption (ANOVA: F1,30 = 0.1, p = 0.754; Fig. 2A). These findings were qualitatively 
the same when controlling for the animals’ body weights (see Supplementary Information; Figure S3B), which did 
not significantly differ between tail and tunnel handled mice (Figure S3A).

Lick cluster sizes were also larger when mice drank the higher sucrose concentration (ANOVA: F1,30 = 38.50, 
p < 0.001; Fig. 2B) and were handled with a tunnel (ANOVA: F1,30 = 4.62, p = 0.04; Fig. 2B), however, there 
was also a significant interaction between handling method and sucrose concentration (ANOVA: F1,30 = 10.20, 
p = 0.003; Fig. 2B). This was because tunnel handled mice only had significantly larger lick cluster sizes than 
the tail handled mice when drinking the 4% sucrose solution (Bonferroni pairwise comparisons; p = 0.003) but 
not the 16% sucrose solution (p = 0.469). It is possible that we only detected the effects of handling on hedonic 
responses at the lower concentration because of ceiling effects at the higher concentration.

During the sucrose drinking phase, we gave mice three further voluntary interaction tests to ensure that 
established effects of tail and tunnel handling on measures of anxiety were still evident and had not diminished 
during this phase. We found that tail handled mice continued to interact significantly less with the handler com-
pared to tunnel handled mice (ANOVA: F1,14 = 462.34, p < 0.001; Figure S4; Table S2), although their time spent 
interacting with the handler did increase over these three tests (Bonferroni adjusted pairwise comparisons for 
days 24 and 31 relative to day 17, p values p < 0.01) (see Supplementary Information, Figure S4; Table S2). At the 
end of the sucrose drinking phase, we also conducted an open field test as an independent measure of anxiety in 
both groups of mice. We found that tail handled mice showed significantly higher levels of anxiety, spending sig-
nificantly less time in the centre of the open field compared to tunnel handled mice (Unpaired t-test: t28 = 3.291, 
p = 0.003; Figure S5B) (see Supplementary Information, Figure S5).

Figure 2. The drinking behaviour of tail and tunnel handled mice during the sucrose drinking phase. (A) 
Mean (±1 SEM) amount consumed (g). Both tail and tunnel handled mice drank more sucrose solution when 
given 16% compared to 4% solution (F1,30 = 30.817, p < 0.001), but at each concentration, tunnel handled mice 
drank significantly more sucrose than mice that were tail handled (F1,30 = 7 0.141, p = 0.012). There was no 
interaction between handling method and sucrose concentration (F1,30 = 0.100, p = 0.754). (B) Mean (±1 SEM) 
Lick Cluster Size. Both tail and tunnel handled mice had larger lick cluster sizes for 16% sucrose compared to 
4% sucrose (F1,30 = 38.5, p < 0.001) and the tunnel handled mice had significantly larger lick cluster sizes than 
tail handled mice overall (250 ms: F1,30 = 4.6, p = 0.04). However there was a significant interaction between 
handling method and sucrose concentration (F1,30 = 10.2, p = 0.003). Tunnel handled mice only had larger lick 
cluster sizes than tail handled mice at the lower (4%) sucrose concentration (p = 0.003) and not at the higher 
concentration (p = 0.469).
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Discussion
Our study provides the first evidence that handling method affects how laboratory mice perceive and respond 
to positive rewarding stimuli. Tail handling not only makes mice more anxious compared to tunnel handled 
mice13–15, but it also reduces their hedonic responses towards a sucrose reward. Our data show that tail handled 
mice drank less sucrose at both concentrations and had lower lick cluster sizes overall, although smaller cluster 
sizes were only evident at the lower concentration (i.e. 4%). This result could be a ceiling effect due to testing 
under mild water restriction, and further work would be needed in order to determine if the anhedonic effects 
of tail handling are moderated by the nature of the solution being consumed. However, taken together, our com-
bined data indicate that tail handling makes mice more anhedonic and less responsive to reward compared to 
being handled using a tunnel. Since tail handling is the most widely used method to handle laboratory mice51,52, 
this finding has significant implications for animal welfare and the refinement of current laboratory practices, as 
well as scientific data collection, particularly where protocols include or investigate reward.

The presence of anhedonia in our tail handled mice, combined with increased anxiety-like behaviours relative 
to tunnel handled mice, is indicative of a more depressive-like state, thus suggestive of a more negative affective 
state in tail handled mice. This pattern of results is similar to treatments which have been explicitly designed to 
induce depressive-like states in rodents such as the chronic mild stress paradigm24,35,53 or chronic restraint54,55. It 
may therefore be surprising that tail handling could also produce results similar to these more severe experimen-
tal manipulations. However, since tail handling may mimic a predatory attack13,56,57, it could be that this handling 
method is inherently more stressful than currently thought51. Indeed, the degree of difference in consumption 
for sucrose found in mouse models of depression compared to controls, are very similar to those seen between 
our tunnel handled and our tail handled mice. At 4% sucrose, the reduction in tail handled mice’s consumption 
compared to that of tunnel handled mice was 27%. From published studies using chronic manipulations to pro-
duce models of depression in C57BL/6 mice, we have estimated the reduction in sucrose consumption relative to 
controls to be in the range of 33–57%58,59. Although these are only estimates, this does suggest that the mice could 
be subject to a similar depressive-like state following tail handling, whether by acute or chronic effect. This could 
be explored further pharmacologically by the application of anti-depressant compounds.

In addition to detecting effects of tail handling towards positive reward, we also confirmed Hurst and col-
leagues’ previous work and replicated their findings at a different research institution. We also found that tail 
handled mice interacted less with the handler and showed greater levels of anxiety in behavioural tests compared 
to tunnel handled mice13–15. However, given that our study was longer than previous published work (days 17, 24 
and 31 compared to just days 1, 5 and 9), we were also able to explore the effect of tail handling on mouse behav-
iour over a longer period of time. The results from our open field test carried out at the end of the experiment still 
showed a significant effect of handling method on behavioural measures of anxiety, demonstrating that there were 
still clear behavioural differences. Tail handled mice continued to spend significantly less time interacting with 
the handler than tunnel handled mice across the entire experiment, although we did detect some changes in their 
behaviour during the sucrose drinking phase (see supplementary Figure S4). Tail handled mice increased the 
time they spent interacting with the handler over the last three voluntary interaction tests, and spent more time 
interacting with the handler once they had been handled. Although we are unable to draw any firm conclusions 
from this, there is the possibility that it may be due to forming an association with the sucrose reward, or alter-
natively perhaps the mice were able to learn about the sequence of events in the repeated voluntary interaction 
tests. Perhaps mice were more apprehensive of the handler when they were about to be picked up by their tail, 
compared to when they had already been picked up by their tail because they had learnt that once they had been 
handled, they were unlikely to be handled again.

Data Dependent Variable Statistical Test Factors
Experimental 
Unit Sample Size

Voluntary 
interaction tests Percentage time spent interacting Repeated 

measures ANOVA

Between subject factors: Handling 
method (2 levels)
Within-subject factors: day (6 levels), 
time (2 levels: pre or post handling)

Cage n = 8 tail handled
n = 8 tunnel handled

Elevated plus 
maze

Number of open arm entries; 
Duration on open arms

Mann-Whitney 
U test Handling method (2 levels) Mouse n = 14 tail handled

n = 15 tunnel handled

Number of protected stretch 
attend postures Unpaired t-test Handling method (2 levels) Mouse n = 14 tail handled

n = 15 tunnel handled

Number of mice that defecated Binary logistic 
regression Handling method (2 levels) Mouse n = 14 tail handled

n = 15 tunnel handled

Sucrose drinking
Consumption (g);
Lick cluster size (log 
transformed)

Repeated 
measures ANOVA

Between subject Factors: Handling 
method (2 levels)
Within-subject Factors: Sucrose 
concentration (2 levels)

Mouse n = 16 tail handled
n = 16 tunnel handled

Open field test

Duration of movement;
Duration in centre;
Crosses to centre;
Distance travelled;
Mean velocity

Unpaired t tests Handling method (2 levels) Mouse n = 14 tail handled
n = 16 tunnel handled

Number of mice that defecated Binary logistic 
regression Handling method (2 levels) Mouse n = 16 tail handled

n = 16 tunnel handled

Table 1. Statistical tests for each data set with respective factors, experimental unit and sample size.
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Taken together, our data clearly demonstrate that mice are more anxious and more anhedonic when they are 
handled by their tail rather than by using a tunnel. This finding adds to the increasing number of studies that 
show that tail handling is an aversive procedure13–16, and that tail handling has a negative impact on the welfare of 
laboratory mice. It also shows that sucrose consumption and licking behaviour can be used to assess the presence 
of positive experiences by measuring hedonic responses towards reward. Recent papers have highlighted that to 
fully understand animal welfare, we need to measure positive experiences, such as pleasure17,18,25. The ability to 
assess how an animal responds to rewarding sucrose solutions offers the potential to evaluate the effects of routine 
laboratory conditions on their affective state and welfare.

Tail handling has been shown to affect data collection through reducing the likelihood that a mouse will 
engage with a cognitive task15. Our data suggest that the effects of tail handling may be more complex than simply 
not engaging with a task, but could affect how animals respond to rewards in behavioural and cognitive tasks. 
The vast majority of in vivo work involving behavioural paradigms rely on the use of reward to train the animal to 
perform in the given task, for example, condensed milk is often used to train mice in spatial memory tasks60,61 and 
sucrose pellets are used in operant conditioning tasks62,63. If tail handling reduces mice’s sensitivity for reward, 
this may result in longer training periods or reduced effect sizes leading to larger sample sizes being required. Tail 
handling may also be negatively affecting the neural circuitry underlying reward, which may mean that studies 
of reward pathways may not be using reliable or accurate models. We recommend that researchers consider the 
potential effect of tail handling on their results and interpretation of their findings.

In conclusion, we would strongly advocate that, wherever possible, mice should be handled using a tunnel and 
not by their tails. Tunnel handling is a simple yet effective refinement that has the potential to not only signifi-
cantly improve animal welfare but also scientific data quality. Based on our own findings and those of others13–16, 
we recommend that research institutions should seek to introduce and widely implement tunnel handling as a 
refinement to their husbandry procedures, and that published protocols for handling mice are revised51.

Methods and Materials
Ethical Statement. Experiments were conducted at Newcastle University following approval from the uni-
versities Animal Welfare and Ethical Review Body (AWERB Project ID: 540), and in accordance with the EU 
Directive (2010/63/EU), ASPA (1986) and the NIH Guidelines for care and use of animals for experimental 
procedures. All animals were checked daily, and no adverse effects were reported. At the end of the experiment, 
animals were humanely killed via exposure to a rising concentration of carbon dioxide gas in accordance to 
Schedule 1 guidance.

Animals, housing and husbandry. Thirty-two male C57BL/6 J mice were purchased from Charles River 
Laboratories, UK and were approximately 7 weeks of age (Mean ± SEM: 24.6 ± 1.6 g) on arrival. Mice were 
free from all recognised pathogens, and the health status of the colony was monitored following the FELASA 
health monitoring recommendations64. Mice were pair-housed in M2 cages (33 cm (L) × 15 cm (W) × 13 cm (H), 
North Kent Plastics), with sawdust bedding, nesting material (4HK Aspen chips, NestPak and Sizzlepet nesting, 
Datesand Ltd, Manchester) and a clear perspex home cage tunnel (50 mm diameter, 150 mm length) and were 
cleaned once per week. Animals had access to food (Special Diet Services, RM3E diet) and water ad libitum, 
except prior to drinking experiments (described below). Mice were maintained on a reverse 12:12 hour light/dark 
cycle (10:00 until 22:00) and experiments were conducted under red light illumination. They received relatively 
constant temperature (Mean ± SEM: 20.8 ± 0.7 °C) and relative humidity (Mean ± SEM: 29.3 ± 6.5%). In line with 
previous studies, mice were marked for identification using hair dye (Jerome Russel B. Blonde, UK) which does 
not interfere with the response to handling13,14.

Handling Methods. After habituation to the laboratory (the animals were not handled during this time), 
each cage of two mice were randomly assigned (via random number generator) to one of two treatment groups, 
tail or tunnel handled (n = 16 per group). Mice were then only handled by their designated method (tail or tunnel 
handled) by the same handler wearing nitrile gloves, which were were rubbed in soiling bedding before each 
handling session (from mice of the same sex and strain) and a laboratory coat that was contaminated with mouse 
scent13,14. Tail handling involved grasping a mouse at the base of its tail using the thumb and forefinger, and then 
lifting onto the sleeve of the laboratory coat for 30 seconds before being returned to its home cage. For tunnel 
handling, the mouse was guided into the Perspex tunnel, and lifted above the cage and held for 30 seconds. For the 
first two days, the handler’s hands were loosely cupped over the ends of the tunnel to prevent escape. Mice were 
handled twice daily for 30 seconds, 60 seconds apart, for the first nine days. Prior to handling, the nesting material 
(care was taken not to disrupt the structure) and home cage tunnel were removed. This procedure was also con-
ducted once weekly to coincide with the drinking experiments (days 17, 24 and 31). For routine husbandry prac-
tices, such as cage cleaning, mice were captured and transferred using their designated handling method either 
on the sleeve for tail handled mice, or in the tunnel for tunnel handled mice. The same protocol was used when 
transferring mice to behavioural tests, i.e. the elevated plus maze, open field test and sucrose drinking chambers.

Voluntary interaction tests. During the handling phase (days 1, 5 and 9) and the sucrose drinking phase 
(days 17, 24 and 31), each cage of animals underwent ‘voluntary interaction tests’ to assess their responses to the 
handler. These tests allowed a comparison of behaviour in anticipation of being handled compared to after being 
handled on specified test days13,14. Each test consisted of removing the cage lid, nesting material and home cage 
tunnel and the handler standing motionless in front of the cage for 60 seconds. A gloved hand (tail handled) or a 
gloved hand holding the home cage tunnel (tunnel handled) was held resting on the substrate in the front of the 
cage for 60 seconds to assess voluntary interaction. Each mouse in the cage was then handled twice for 30 seconds 
by their designated handling method described above, before voluntary interaction was assessed again. Behaviour 
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was filmed and later analysed using Observer XT (v11). Time spent interacting with the handler was measured for 
each mouse within a cage, from which an overall mean cage score was calculated. These were summed together 
for analyses for both tail and tunnel handled mice. Therefore, for these tests, the experimental unit was ‘cage’ 
(n = 8 for both groups). Interaction was defined as: sniffing (nose within 0.5 cm), touching (including paw con-
tact), climbing on or in the handling tunnel and/or the handler’s hand. Due to the differences in how mice in the 
two treatments were handled during the interaction tests, the observer could not be blind to the treatment, but 
was blind to whether the interaction test was carried out before or after handling.

Elevated Plus Maze. On day 10, mice underwent behavioural testing in an elevated plus maze (dimensions: 
arms 30 cm (L) × 5 cm (W) with side walls of 15 cm on the two closed arms, elevated 50 cm from the ground). 
Mice were delivered to the centre of the maze (via their designated handling method) facing an open arm and 
filmed for 5 mins and returned to a holding cage or the home cage, depending on whether it was the first or last 
mouse to undergo testing from its cage. Between subjects, the maze was cleaned with 70% ethanol and the run-
ning order was counterbalanced with respect to handling method across the testing day. Time spent in the open 
or closed arms was scored by a treatment blind observer using Observer XT (v11), where the time spent in an 
arm was defined as being when all four paws were in the arm. Three animals jumped off before the end of the test 
and were excluded from statistical analysis meaning the sample sizes were reduced (tail handled n = 14; tunnel 
handled n = 15).

Sucrose Drinking Phase. Mice were trained and tested in eight custom made drinking chambers. These 
were standard mice IVC home cages (34 (L) × 19 (W) × 14 (D) cm) with clear Perspex sides, a metal perforated 
floor and wire cage lid with modified attachments to connect the sipper tube to the left hand side of the cage. 
Solutions were delivered through drinking spouts attached to 50 ml falcon tubes. Drinking chambers were con-
nected to contact sensitive Med Associates dual contact lickometers (Med Associates Inc., St. Albans, Vermont), 
which transmitted the time of each lick to the nearest 0.01 second to a computer using MED-PC software. 
Custom-built software calculated the lick cluster sizes according to a range of interbout intervals, which is the 
length of time used to determine when licks can be considered to be in a single bout44,48,65,66. The data presented 
here use an interbout interval of 250 ms, meaning that any duration of 250 ms or longer between two licks defined 
the end of one bout and the start of the next. However, the finding were robust to the interbout interval used (see 
Supplementary Information; Figure S6).

Mice were separated into four groups of eight (four mice from each treatment per group) referred to as the 
‘testing group’. A random number generator assigned mice into testing groups according to their cage number, 
meaning both mice within a cage were assigned to the same testing group and were tested in the same order and 
time each day. Water bottles on the home cage were removed 2 hours prior to sucrose drinking trials, before the 
lights went off to encourage consumption. Mice were trained across seven consecutive days for 15 minutes each 
day (Days 15–21) to drink sucrose (8% (w/w) sucrose solution) from the spouts. During the first three training 
sessions the spout was left to protrude into the cage to ensure engagement with the task, after this the spout was 
flush with the cage lid in order to reduce accidental contact. Once all animals were engaged with the task and 
consistently drinking (>100 licks), the sucrose drinking phase began.

Sucrose drinking testing had two phases, where mice were tested on all 5 days for each phase. Phase 1 (Days 
22–26) consisted of half the animals (n = 16; 8 from each handling method) receiving 4% (w/w) sucrose and 
half (n = 16; 8 from each handling method) receiving 16% (w/w) sucrose for 15 minutes. This was balanced with 
regards to treatment group and across testing groups. Phase 2 (Days 29–33) reversed the sucrose concentration. 
We used two concentrations of sucrose to assess the responses to stimuli with differing hedonic properties. We 
measured the mass of sucrose solution consumed and the timing of each lick in every test trial; from this, we cal-
culated the mean consumption of sucrose (g) and the mean lick cluster sizes for each animal across the five days 
at both concentrations for use in our analyses.

Open Field Test. On day 36 each mouse was individually placed via their designated handling method in the 
centre of a rectangular arena, (54.5 cm (L) ×  35.5 cm (W) × 17 cm (H)) made of white plastic with a transparent 
Perspex lid for 10 minutes. The order was counterbalanced with respect to handling method. Behaviour was 
filmed and analysed using Ethovision XT (v 5.1) which automatically tracked the time spent in the centre, relative 
to the periphery. Presence of defecation during the open field test was noted and later analysed. Due to a technical 
error, videos were only scored for 14 out of the 16 tail handled mice.

Statistical Analyses. All statistical analyses were conducted using IBM Corp. SPSS (v23, SPSS Inc, Chicago, 
USA). Datasets were tested for normality and homogeneity of variance, where assumptions were not met data 
were transformed or non-parametric statistical methods used. Where significant main effects were found, 
Bonferroni post hoc tests were performed to look at pairwise comparisons between variables. Refer to Table 1 for 
full statistical analyses.

Data availability. All data generated or analysed during this study are freely available on the Zenodo repos-
itory: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1157907.
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